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ABSTRACT
Two closely related languages, Ga and Adangme, are 
analyzed and compared, in respect of their phonologies 
and portions of their grammars involving the verb and its 
components. Synchronic, typological comparisons and also 
diachronic comparisons are made.
The work is in three sections. The first treats 
the phonology of each language and proposes a reconstruction 
of the proto-Ga-Adangme phonemic system on the basis of 
regular correspondences between the two systems. The 
second section describes, and discusses the diachronic 
significance of, the phonological and grammatical structure 
of the verbal base. The third section describes structure; 
which involve the verbal base, namely the verb, the verbal 
group, and non^verb words which contain verbal bases. 
Conclusions are drawn concerning the structure of the verb 
and related structures in the proto-language, and the probal 
sources of typological differences in the modern languages.
In the final chapter conclusions of a general nature 
are drawn with respect to method and problems encountered, 
the influence of other languages on the development of Ga 
and Adangme, and the typology of the changes that are 
reconstructed in the main body of the thesis.
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5Symbols and Abbreviations
.. .................................. . ■F1I>iiBi<
G Ga
D
A
Adangme
Ada
K Krobo
S Shai
G consonant
V vowel
N syllabic nasal consonant
G , VX5 X the same consonant or vowel phoneme 
as the preceding one.
G-iJL o -s o XI First to nth consonant position
V1x 0 q o n First to nth vowel position
XTn high tone
L low tone
M mid tone
a downstep
adj adjective
adv adverb
alv alveolar
bil9 bilab bilabial
6cf ’’refer to”
cl class
dent dental
fn footnote
imperf imperfect (tense)
intent intentive (direction)
iter iterative
lab labio-
I’d9 lab’d labialized
n nominal9 noun
nb nominal base
neg negative
ns nominal stem
No number
occur occurrence(s)
op cit work last mentioned
pal pala bal
part particle
p’d, pal’d palatalized
PS page
pi, plur plural
PP pages
pron pronoun
7st stative
Suf f suffix
V verbal, verb
vb verbal base
vel velar
vs verbal stem
v * less voiceless
v’d voiced.
&0 ’corresponds to1, as, G- f:D
what follows is a reconstruction, either 
diachronic, i«e0 belonging to a proposed 
proto-language, or synchronic, i.e. 
non-occuring
II II0 6 ft quotation marks surround citations of 
material in non-systematic transcriptions
from written or oral sources
« a # underlined material is in systematic 
transcription
r tL e ® o J square brackets surround phonetically
transcribed material
> Material to the right is diachronically
derived from the material on the left
Material to the right of the arrow may be 
regarded as synchronically derived from
material to the left
8/ group boundary
// span boundary
h- positive, marked term of a binary
system; concatenation
- neutral, unmarked term of a binary
system; non-occurrence
/ absence of element; zero realization
of an element
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INTRODUCTION
0.1 Scope and Aims of the Work.
In this thesis, the phonology and a portion of the 
grammar of the Ga and Adangme languages are analyzed and 
compared, first from the synchronic and secondly from the 
diachronic point of view* The work is in three sections.
The first treats the phonology of each language, and the 
sound correspondences between them* The rest of the thesis 
concentrates on the structure and behaviour of a particular 
class of a particular unit, namely the verbal base. The 
second section describes, and discusses the diachronic 
significance of, the phonological and grammatical compositior. 
of the verbal base. The third describes the structures 
involving the verbal base, namely the verb word, the verbal 
group, and non-verb words which contain verbal bases.
Ga and Adangme are sufficiently closely related that 
the earlier existence of a proto-Ga -Adangme language is 
assumed, and sufficiently different from all the neighbouring 
languages that it may also be assumed that they are more 
closely related to each other than either is to any other 
language. This follows the standard classification, as in 
Westermann and Bryan, Greenberg, and Berry 1952. An 
important task of this thesis is to draw inferences about 
the phonology and grammar of the proto-language, and in
12
so doing, to reconstruct some of the changes that have 
occurred in the course of the emergence of the modern 
languages. Throughout, an attempt is made to link the 
typological similarities and divergences between the modern 
languages to historical sources, that is, to show at least 
some aspects of the historical basis of the observed 
synchronic situation.
At the same time, it is necessary to determine what 
historical conclusions may legitimately be drawn from the 
synchronic situation. It is hoped that decisions made in 
this regard may be of some significance for the general 
methodology of comparison for diachronic purposes, 
particularly as applied to West African languages. To these 
ends, it is necessary to find criteria on the basis of which 
borrowed elements in the languages concerned can be 
distinguished from elements inherited from a common source. 
0.2 Theory and Method.
tendMMMRHsminnSad nr.i’iiwii.iiWMi waawM
This thesis is not primarily intended to expound a 
particular linguistic theory, but in the interests of 
simplicity, convenience and consistency, certain theoretical 
attitudes have been adopted. In the synchronic dimension, 
two different approaches are used, at different levels.
The phonological analysis is essentially post-Bloomfieldian 
phonemics, with excursions into feature analysis and 
statistical methods for purposes of typological comparison.
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The grammatical analysis, on the other hand., is based on 
Halliday’s Systemic model of grammatical descriptions, 
particularly as expounded in Ansre 1966 (2) and Bamgbose 1966 
or rather, on those aspects of each exposition which seemed 
useful. The terminology employed and its application 
are set out in 0.5 below.
In the diachronic dimension, the model employed is the 
traditional model of historical linguistics, based on the 
comparative method and the method of internal reconstruction. 
Specifically, the model formalized in Hoenigswald I960 is 
adopted. Tn the Preface to his book, Hoenigswald states 
as one of his purposes the ’’developing from the fundamental 
notions of synchronic linguistics the framework in which 
changes take their place.” Since it is a stated aim of 
this thesis to relate findings in the diachronic dimension 
to the synchronic situation in G-a and Adangme, it is felt 
that the diachronic aspect of the work is best carried out 
on a model formulated with that relationship in mind.
in practice, this means that since the synchronic 
phonology of each language is formulated in phonemic terms, 
the proto-forms reconstructed are also composed of elements 
that must be treated in phonemic terms. Just as a phoneme 
may be said to be composed of a phonetically linked scatter 
of positional allophones, a proto-phoneme is reconstructed 
from a set of non-contrastive correspondences between
14
phonemes in the languages observed, Each established, 
correspondence is treated as evidence of a positional 
allophone in the proto-language„
The relationship between synchronic and diachronic 
distribution may be represented schematically as follows. 
Symbols on different sides of a colon, which has its 
established meaning of signifying a correspondence, are 
tobe taken as belonging to different languages. Lower 
case letters represent phones, and upper case letters 
represent phonemes. The particular letters are chosen 
arbitrarily. Subscript letters represent environments, 
allophonic or phonemic according to letter case, which 
also correspond across a colon.
Contrastive Distribution
Diachronic
>
Complementary DistributionHJfij taw K»nE3i4 BnaranoartKnn     !< mnwiwn*
(and/or 
and/or
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According to this model, the morphological items 
reconstructed by the traditional comparative method 
are shapes composed of units in systems of phonemic 
contrasts. Systems of contrasts are reconstructed in 
a manner analogous with the construction of phonemic 
systems for observed languages. An even more important 
aspect of the model is that although the units 
reconstructed stand in a further, temporal, dimension 
of abstraction, they are nevertheless assumed to 
approximate units that in the past have existed as units 
at the same degree of abstraction as those constructed 
for directly observable languages. There seems to be 
no reason why an equally rigorous model of comparison 
for diachronic purposes could not be based on a 
different, non-phonemic, model of synchronic analysis.
The question of method in classification is not very 
important for this thesis, since only two languages are 
treated. However, some attempt will be made to define 
the historical process of the differentiation of Ga from 
A<damgme, and the division of Adangme into dialects.
On the model employed, in this thesis, sub-classification 
is a direct product of the reconstruction of changes in the 
phonemic and grammatical systems. Two (or more) 
languages may be assigned to one sub-group if there is 
evidence that regular changes have occurred in them which
16
have not occurred, in related languages, which are excluded 
from the sub-group. 01 the many possible kinds of changes, 
Hoenigswald (i960, 13*4) remarks that sound changes, and 
grammatical syncretisms, that is, loss of distinction 
in two (or more) languages between corresponding pairs 
of grammatical morphemes, have generally proved to be 
the most reliable indications of a period of common 
development, during which the languages in question were 
essentially one. The more such changes can be shown 
to have occurred, the better the evidence for sub-grouping. 
0.3 History and Language Area
G-a and Adangme are spoken in a geographically
continuous area of southern Ghana, stretching about eighty
miles along the coast west of the Volba river. (Hap I).
Accra, the capital of the country,, is traditionally a
Ga town, but in the cosmopolitan population of the modern
city the Gas are outnumbered. As the traditional
language of the national capital, Ga and not Adangme is
one of the Ghanaian languages officially used in publication.
broadcasting and elementary education, but Adangme is the 
1mother tongue of a larger number of people.
There is a persistent tradition of origin east of the 
Volta for the ethnic core of the Ga-Adangme peoples.
Keindorf (1889,pg 21) and Azu (1926, pg 242) speak of 
emigration from a place called Sameh, somewhere to the east
17
or north-east, towards Dahomey and Nigeria. Reindorf 
mentions a place called Tetetutu in the same connection. 
Gas and Adangmes are said to have migrated, more or less 
together, as far as the east bank of the Volta, and then 
crossed it in groups. There is no tradition whatever 
of Ga-Adangme or all-Adangme or even all-Ga unity on the 
western side.
The Gas went west in separate bands, some probably 
straight to the coast but others apparently first 
established themselves on the hills between the modern 
towns of Nsawam and Accra, and did not make the coastal 
towns their main headquarters until after the arrival of 
European traders. On the other hand, Reindorf (1889 PP» 
19-20) also describes Ga traditions of emergence from the 
sea and of movement from the coast to the aforesaid hills. 
He interprets the sea-origin traditions, which are common 
to the entire coast, as evidence of migration from Benin, 
but it seems more likely that they are symbolic and have 
nothing to do with place of origin.
The Adas apparently went directly to their modern 
home, while the R'robos and Shais stopped on their hills, 
which served until modern times as citadels, quite close 
to the original crossing point. The towns below did not 
become permanent headquarters until the people were 
forced out of the hills by the British in the early part
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of this century« There seems to have been more
continuous contact between Erobos and. Shais than
between any other two Ga-Adangme groups.
Reindorf seems to contradict some of this
(Reindorf 1889, pg 21) when he lists as one of the
aboriginal tribes of the coast the "Le" tribe, "speaking
Adangme, the mother dialect of the Ga". The name ”le“
appears in the place names lekpoguno (’on Le hili', Adangme),
on the coast near Ada, and IffllA (rLe hill1' , Ga) , site of
the University of Ghana. It is used of themselves to-day
by the people of Ringo and Kpone areas (Sprigge).
PIt has been claimed that the aborigines of the 
present Ga territory were "Epeshi" people, speaking Obutu 
(Awutu, a Guan language now spoken immediately west of 
the Ga territory). The Gas are said to have settled 
peacably among them and to have eventually assimilated 
them. If so, this earlier population must have been 
very small, since otherwise the assimilation might have 
been expected to work in the other direction. The Awutu
language is said to survive among the Ga only in Eple rel™
• • 3igious songs.
It might be asked whether any influence of the Awutu 
language on Ga can be detected, in evidence of this 
supposed assimilation. Such evidence is extremely slim.
The Ga verb tap 'want, search for' occurs in AwutuZ|", and
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apparently nowhere else, although all other Ga verbs of 
this phonological type are borrowed, from Twi (see 5-1.21).
s \ f f % e f \ f
The word, for 'plantain*, Ga ama&aa, Adangme madaa, manaa, 
also occurs in Awutu but apparently nowhere else. The 
final tone pattern is typical of Akan, and not of Ga, nouns. 
The list of Awutu tenses (Frayzinger) is semantically 
identical with the Ga list as traditionally stated, i.e. 
Imperfect, Perfect, Habitual, Progressive, Future or 
Intentional and Future Indefinite or Conditional, which 
differs considerably from Adangme. But the morphemes 
involved in Awutu are totally different, phonologically 
and syntactically, from the Ga ones. Therefore this 
cannot be the explanation of the divergence between the 
verb systems of Ga and Adangme, except perhaps in terms 
of general semantic tendency. The Twi verb systems are 
actually phonologically closer to the Ga ones, although 
less close semantically (see 5.2.5.^tA). On the other hand, 
Awutu has certainly borrowed lexical items fx*om Ga 
(Frayzinger pg 12).
At the present time, the major isogloss bundle 
dividing Ga and Adangme (Hap I) runs from Bodowa in 
the interior, which is Adangme speaking in its older, 
eastern section and Ga speaking in its newer part, to 
Prampram on the coast. The Ga spoken in Kpone has 
many Adangime-like features, but is clearly essentially 
Ga. Apparently the town was once Adangme speaking.5
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The entire Ga-Adangme area may be looked, upon as 
a triangle, bounded, (approximately) by the sea, the Volta, 
and. the Akwapim rid-ge of hills. The people live along 
the sides of this triangle, leaving the centre, most of 
which is the driest area in all of Ghana, relatively 
empty. Any settlement towards the centre is an
offshoot of one towards the edge, where the people repair
on important ceremonial occasions. This pattern is
even more pronounced if it is thought of in terms of
the situation before 1900, when the permanent homes
of the Shai and Krobo were all on the hills which lie
along the north-western side of the triangle. Krobo,
Ada and Ga occupy the three angles, but the Krobo have
extended north-wards for farming purposes. It is not
surprising that these three represent the linguistic
as well as the geographical extremes.
6The generally recognized dialects of Adangme are 
Ada, Krobo, Shai, Osudoku, Kingo and Prampram. These 
are the officially established names, and will be used 
throughout this thesis. In Adangme the language is 
called daj> me, and the people da^me-li. Krobo is klo,
Shai is s£, and Prampram is gbugbla. The term dajjme 
is sometimes used to refer to Ada speech, as distinct 
from other varieties of Adangme.
It appears that there are few if any features 
peculiar to Shai or Prampram. (Haps II, III). These
21
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“dialects” appear to be characterized by combinations 
of Krobo and Ada features, best described in terms 
of inter-dialoctal borrowing, Prampram is also 
distinguished by the presence of features otherwise 
peculiar to Ga. (Hap I: , ). For this reason, the
thesis concentrates on Krobo and Ada. The author has 
no experience of Osudoku speech, but it appears that 
the people are closely related to the Krobo (Azu 1926,
PS 263).
Although to some extent the transition from Ga
to Ada may be regarded as a geographical continuum,
certain differences, such as the correspondence Ga f:
Adangme j>, two phonemic tones in Ga corresponding to
three in Adangme^ and the use of the stative construction
(6.1«3«2) may be regarded as diagnostic (Hap 1). Prampram
is not simply a point on a continuum, probably because
this area has in the past received numbers of immigrents 
7from other parts of the Ga-Adangme territories.
The histories of the various Ga and Adangme groups 
rarely mention each other, but at various times, Ga groups 
have assimilated Adangmes. A quarter in Teshie (Field 
pg 209) is said to be of Shai origin, and Osu was founded 
by people of Osudoku (’old Osu’). Perhaps as a result 
of this, the Ga spoken in these places is popularly supposed 
to be more conservative than that spoken in Accra, but
25
any actual borrowing seems to have been from Ga into 
8Adangme. This borrowing is probably recent, and
connected to the fact that Ga is used in Adangme
schools.
9Ga has been divided' into three dialects,
TeshieyNungwa (and Tema?), Os.u, and ”a debased type 
of Ga spoken in Accra1’. Actually these differences 
are very slight, and do not affect the data treated in 
this thesis. An example of a difference is the verb 
meaning 'want, search for', which is tao, t&a in Accra
I
but 3-n Teshie. Since the word is almost certainly
borrowed, the latter form probably represents assimilation
i
to Ga-Adangme vowel patterns. t&a is also an assimilation, 
on a different model.
Hap I shows the distribution of a small selection 
of the items that serve to distinguish Ga from Adangme.
Hap II displays some of the lexical items that are 
different in Krobo and Ada, and Hap III shows the 
geographical distribution of some of the phonological 
differences.
External Contacts■ETC* RWWIKH MHMM ZWWWlhWl tortl Cravl fftBM
Ga and Adangme are known to have assimilated 
considerable numbers of non-Ga-Adangme speakers at 
various times. The possibility of an assimilated 
population which formerly spoke Awutu has already been
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mentioned.. In Accra, the largest quarter is Otublohum, 
which consisted originally (Eield 1940 pp. 148-9) of 
(Twi-speaking) Akwamu people, later joined, by Benkeras, 
Several customs of the Otublohum, such as the type of 
girls’ puberty rites performed, and. the reduced, role of 
male circumcision, are evidence to-day of their Akan 
origins, Tema is also supposed to have been partly founded 
by Akwamu refugees (Eield op,cit, pg 114), and similarly 
Nungua. One of the Teshie quarters is said to have been 
founded by Eante fishermen.
The Krobo have assimilated a number of Twi-speaking 
refugees, and also some Ewe groups. Both have left 
their mark on the customs of their hosts, although it 
seems that imported customs were sometimes forcibly 
suppressed in the interests of national unity (Aau 1926 
pg 250). Ada is geographically isolated from Twi-speaking 
areas, but there are Akan family names in Ada, and at 
least one wS (clan) is of Ewe origin (Apronti 1967$PS 57) •
Clearly there have been multiple opportunities for 
linguistic contact between Ga and Adangme and their 
neighbours. It is immediately obvious to the most casual 
observer that there has been a great deal of lexical 
borrowing, Ga, Ada and Krobo have all borrowed from 
both Twi and Ewe, Ga has borrowed the most from Twi 
and the least from Ewe, while Ada has borrowed the most
27
from Ewe and probably the least from Twi. It will be 
shown that there is reason to suspect foreign influence 
in grammar as well, particularly in Ga. Erom a 
geographical point of view, there appears to be an area 
of Twi influence and an area of Ewe influence, extending 
across the Ga-Adangme territory from different directions. 
It would be a mistake to try to draw a boundary between 
thei£, or even to show an area of overlap, because each 
actually extends over the entire area, growing 
progressively weaker the farther it gets from its own 
territory. It appears at the present time, however, 
that the Ewe Influence has. been weaker than the Twi, in 
that there are fewer Ewe words in Ga than there are Twi
words in Ada.
The distribut ion of a small sample of Twi and Ewe 
loans is shown on Hap TV.
Since the advent of Europeans on the coast, there 
has been considerable borrowing from European languages. 
Huch of this borrowing consists of European names 
adopted for imported culture items, but this does not 
account for all of it. In Accra to-day, even the totally 
illiterate are familiar with some form of "Accra-English", 
and the author has heard elderly illiterate farmers 
utter such words as f£fcs, for ’first of all...’, while 
speaking Ga. It would not be unusual for an illiterate
28
MAP TV-
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Cktt »s ^ct )
tvue. , kerbs'-
A kofg 'v'.lla^e'
C Rusi t ’baskeV
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woman to make such an utterance as e yds sk&df for
’she puts on (uses) a head-tie (scarf)’. Neither
final consonants nor the cluster sk normally occur in
Ga. It appears that this kind of whole-sale borrowing
decreases as one moves away from Accra, but no area is 
10entirely immune to it. Borrowing from European languages 
seems so far to be lexical and phonological only.
0•4 Sources.
0.4.1 Written.
The data for this thesis was drawn from both written 
and oral sources, Modern written sources were mainly
the works of Pr. Hugo Huber, D.A.Puplampu and Vincent 
Okunor. Such data was personally checked by the author, 
except where noted otherwise. The author was also 
privileged to have the use of a set of field notes made 
by Professor J. Berry.
Information on non-Ga-Adangme languages is almost 
entirely from written sources, mainly the works of 
Christaller, Westermann and Ansre. All Twi examples 
are from Christaller unless noted otherwise.
There are a few sources for earlier stages of Ga. 
Christian Protten’s grammar of Ga, published in 1764, 
is the earliest, and is especially valuable because it 
was written by a speaker of the language possibly a 
native speaker. Probably for this reason, it is much
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more consistent in spelling than the word lists of 
European travellers, and probably more reliable in 
general. it appears to make all the necessary phonemic 
distinctions, with the exceptions of tone and possibly 
the distinction between the half “’dose and half-open 
back vowels. The next grammar of Ga to be written 
was Zimmerman’s, published in 1850. Apart from 
obsolete or obsolescent vocabulary, this work reveals 
only that, although a number of sound changes have taken 
place in Ga since Protten’s time, virtually all had 
occurred by Zimmerman’s time.
Zimmerman’s work also has an Adangme appendix,
based on the language spoken at Kpone. This is the
main evidence that Kpone was once Adangme-speaking.
To-day, it is essentially Ga. In 1858, it seems to
have had a language more like Adangme than Ga, but with
many non™Adangme features. The only known earlier
sample of Adangme is Bowdich’s (AS19) short word list
which he claims is the Prampram language. It is not
certain whether Bowdich himself ever visited there, and
it is very unlikely that his informant was a Gbugbla or
any other kind of Adangme. The list he gives appears
to be much contaminated by other languages, and for 
11comparative purposes is quite useless. “
In the last few decades, a number of books have been 
published in Ga, written by Gas. Very little has been
31
published, in Adangme, and only the writings of
D.A. Puplampu and of T.N. Acoam have been drawn upon*
0*4.2 Oral
The bulk of the data was gathered orally, from 
informants and from tape-recorded texts which were 
transcribed and translated by the author with the 
aid of informants.
Informants were:
Adangme: 1. Samuel Dzeagu, university student. Of an 
Ada family now living in Ada, but he was born in Teshie 
and learned G-a first.
2. G.W.B. Lartey and his brother - university 
students. Born and lived in Bukunor, Hanya Krobo.
Moved to Accra about age 14.
Samuel Portuphi, university student. Born 
and lived in Ada but went to school in Somanya (Yilo Krobo).
4. Eric Tetteh, messenger, about eighteen years 
old, elementary education. Born and spent most of his 
life in Odumase (Hanya Krobo).
Since both Ada informants were somewhat suspect 
on account of their mixed background, the data obtained 
from them was supplemented by recordings of stories 
and speeches by schoolboys in Ada who were also born there, 
fishermen near Ada, and an elderly farmer near Ada.
It was impossible to avoid English-speaking Adangme
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informants who were bilingual in Ga, because Ga is
used, in all Adangme elementary schools.
Ga: 1. Korley Collison, medical student.
2. James Kotey, meter reader, about 28 years
old, elementary education.
5. Alexander Ofei Doodu, clerk, nineteen years
old, middle school and commercial education.
All these came from Central Accra, i.e. west of Post 
Office Square., A number of recordings were made of the 
family of A.O. Doodu, who belong to Adjoka Okal WS, of
z
the Atukpai district (fag) of the Otublohdm quarter 
(akutfd), and are resident most of the time in Manchie, 
a farming settlement about three miles north-west of 
Flay £ Id, its parent village, a section of which in turn 
belongs to Otublohum. A few recordings were also made 
of Teshie people farming at Manchie.
0.4.5 Statistical Data.
rrntiru«5M tiunii»ti mini i [Whittirtuoansafess* ceaa«RsVaen3Bcn=£
Sections 1 and II, especially the statistical parts, 
are based on a random sample of free morphemes, 1695 in 
Ga and 1821 in Adangme. A few bound alternants, e.g. 
pre-verb pronoun forms, and items whose mono-morphemic 
status is debatable, such as bases of shaps CVTAf and CVVv 
(4.2^f -r/\) were included. This data was punched onto 
cards and processed on an IBM 1620 computer. This 
work could not have been accomplished without considerable
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assistance from Dr. J.3?. Koster of the Physics Department, 
University of Ghana, for which the author is grateful. 
Printouts of the programs developed, of the output, and 
of the data arranged in alphabetical order, have been 
deposited with the Director of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ghana.
Por purposes of counting, Adangme has been treated 
as a single unit, except where otherwise noted.
Differences in phoneme inventory between Ada and Krobo 
are negligible, When an item has been found in both 
with phonological variants, both variants have been 
included. Actually, phonological alternations between 
Ada and Krobo involve mainly the rarer consonants, soV
that it is unlikely that the difference between relative 
frequencies of Adangme phonemes as given in Chapter 1 
and those which might be found for a particular idiolect 
would be significant. Some of the lexical items 
included as general Adangme were found in one dialect 
but not in the other. The occurrence of an item in a 
dialect can be positively verified by finding it in the 
speech of a native speaker of that dialect, but its 
total absence is not verifiable in the same way, since 
there is always the possiblity that not finding it is 
due to accident or an insufficiently exhaustive search.
It was felt therefore that separate counts for Ada and
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and Krobo based on vocabulary differences would be 
unjustified* To ensure a balance between the two 
dialects7 however, a somewhat larger sample was used 
than in G-a, and the phoneme frequency scores were 
standardized for purposes of comparison•
The two samples consisted of the following classes 
of mono-mcttphemic words and bases:
Ga Adangme
Nouns (including personal names) 982 1100
Verbal Bases 566 585
Adjectives, adverbs and
conjunctions 147 156
Total 1695 1821
0®5 Grammatical Outline
The outline that follows defines the grammatical 
units of Ga and Adangiie to the extent necessary for the 
description of the various appearances of verbs and verb 
stems® On this very general level, there is little 
difference between the two languages9 That is, they
are analyzable in terms of the same kinds of grammatical 
units, which are arranged in generally similar ways*
It will be useful, particularly for the discussions of 
rank-shifting in 6.2®2® and of recursion in 5*4, to set 
up a unit of rank intermediate between Clause and Group,
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called. Span* The span is the highest unit with 
which this thesis is actually concerned.
0 o 5•1 Clause
For a study of the verb, the only type of clause 
that is relevant (because it always contains a verb) 
has the following places: +S +P +C
+S +3? +C: G gbekgbi l£/dxd foi/oya
child the/ran away/quickly ,
’The child ran away quickly’
-i-S +3? -C:
-S +P +C:
»S +P -C:
D yo/si jt 111 2/2I
woman/left her child the/just
’The woman only left her child' 
G gbSkebi le. /d^d foitfaljmflEJWralkmXfintTsal wwigj entHUUk) >.cy»*nml
’The child ran away'
D yg/s4 e 5 ’^he woman left her child'
% f %
G a bo m5d£fl /aahunu
'They tried again and again'
they made effort/repeatedly 
D a ba ff/huluu
'They remained a dong time' 
they came were/a long time
G e ba 'He came*
D ko 6“ba 'Don't come!'
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0.5*2 Span
The subject position (S) of the clause is realized 
by a span of one place: NG.
+NG: G tj&-i agbo-i l£ f£g ’All the big rooms’
rooms-plur. big-plur. the all
D e bl o-ni£ ’his children'
his child the-plur.
The predicate span (at B) has two places:
4-VG +NG
+VG +NG: G amt t A/ Si
D
f
o pee/ noko
+VG -NG: G £ ££
D ba
'They sat down'
’You did something’ 
'You heard'
* Come I'
The complement 
place: DG.
(at C) is realized by a span of one
0.5*3 Group
The places NG in the subject and the predicate 
spans are realized by the nominal group. The nominal
12group in Adangme has been described in detail by Apranti. 
The nominal group in Ga differs somewhat from the Adangme 
in details, but it is only necessary to note here that in 
both languages NG includes the following places:
+ N + A
+N +A: G nuu agbo 'big man'
D 'big man’
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Place VG in the predicate is realized by a verbal 
group, which will be described in both languages in 
detail in Chapter 5- Its places are somewhat different 
in the two languages, but basically it may be said 
to have three places:
+Pn +DV -MV
where DV is repeatable, -
+Pn +DV -MV: G e ba dgo ’He came and danced’
D e ho do ’He would have danced
™Pn +DV -MV: G ka., a-d^d ’Don’t dance ’‘
D ko o-dd ’Don’t dance I 1
-t-.Pn MTV,-MV: G e d.30 ‘He danced’
D e do ’He danced'
°-Pn “DV -MV: G d^o-o 'Dance 1’
D do * Dance 1’
Place PG (in C) is realized by an adverbial group
of one place, D.
-t-D: G papaspa 'exactly1
0.5-4 Word
D gbel^gbelej
'never'
The classes of word include: 'the noun, which 
occurs at N in NG, the adjective, occurring at A in NG, 
the adverb, occurring at D in PG, the verb, at DV and 
at IV in VG, and the pronoun, at Pn in VG.
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Eor the purposes of this thesis, only the verb, 
the noun, and a sub-class of the adjective need be 
described here- In both languages, these types of 
word have two. places each.
Verb: +.vb + gb
gb can occur either before or after vb-
t
+vb + gb: G i& -a 1 sing' (habitual)
+gb +vb: D &- ba ’come1 (intentive)
-hvb ~gb: G 1& ’sing* (imperfLect, neutral)
D ba * come1 (neutral)
The verb word will be described in detail in Chapter 5*
Noun: +nb +,gb
4-nb + gb: G ie -le. 1 canoe'
f£u-i 1 rooms1
■ D lS-hieCESBSMd 1 canoes’
•nnb -gb: G tJ* u 1 room’
, D 'canoe 1
Adjective: some Ga and most Adangme adjectives have
the following places:
+:nb +;gb
-fcnb +gb: G meme-dziKUIOWHC4BW1 J ’ old* (plur)
D agbo-hi ’ big ’ (plur)
-Hub -gb: G morno ’old’
D agbo ’big’
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0.5.5 Base
Three general classes of base are involved, in the 
word, classes defined.: nominal, verbal and grammatical 
bases. Non-grammatical bases are classed together as 
lexical bases. There are two sub-classes of nominal 
base. One occurs at nb in the noun, and one occurs 
at nb in the adjective. The first (nb^) has two places 
in Ga but one in Adangme. The second (nb^) has only 
one place.
nb-^: iP^ef -i-ns:
+.pref , £ns: G a-tale 1 dress’
-pref -hns: G tf u. * room’
D l£ ’canoe’
nb^° 4-ns: G momo ’old*
n agbo ’big’
The verbal base also has two major sub-classes.
vb2, occurring in BV, has only one place:
-hvs : G ke, ka
D ke, pi, tfa
The other (vb^) occurs at vb in IV. It has two places 
in Adangme, and three in Ga. These <ar.e described 
in Chapter 4.
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z \
+VS + ext-^ + 0x^2 G _ r* <**■! <*ka-mo-i 'turn fufu1 (different lots
in groups)
+VS -ext^ + ext o:CL G gbo-i 'die' (several, separately)
+VS +:ext-^ -j- ext^,s G bu-ml 'lie down' (several)
fo -lo, 'cut* (several)
b sa-a 'repair'
+.78 -ext^ G fo * cut'
sole 'worship'
b kpale 'go back'
datwuwin 'be straight'
Grammatical bases in the word classes mentioned
fall into two sub-classese One occurs at gb in the
verb, and. will be described, in detail in Chapter 5°
The other occurs at gb in nouns and adjectives.
Each sub-class of grammatical base has one place only. 
0.5.6 Morpheme
Morphemes fall into two main classes; free and 
bound. Two major sub-classes of free morpheme require 
definition here.
The nominal stem is divisible into two sub-classes, 
ns-^ which occurs at ns in nb^, and ns^ which occurs at 
ns in nb2«
ns^: G and b bi 'child1
ns^s G and b momo 'old*
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The verbal stem also has two sub-classes. vs^ 
realizes vs in vb^, and. vs^ realizes vs in vb^. vs^ 
consists of a closed, system of morphemes, but vs^ is 
an open set.
The place in both sub-classes of grammatical base 
is realized, by small closed systems of morphemes. In 
the sub-class occurring with nominal bases, there are 
suffixes expressing the singular/plural opposition.
The sub-class occurring with verbal bases is realized, 
by sets of 'morphemes which are described in Chapter 
5, as grammatical particles.
In terms of this outline, the present work is 
mainly concerned with the verbal stem (morpheme class), 
the verbal base, the verb (word class), the verbal group, 
and the predicate span.
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I. 0 IntroductionCasSEpaaaot«—Hi M msjwWfefc^BfBCIDIWI RSJ*
In this chapter the phonological systems of Ga and 
Adangme are described and analyzed, demonstrating the 
theoretical basis of the transcription used in subsequent 
chapters, and typological comparisons between the 
phonologies of the two languages are made. In Section
II, some of the characteristics of the phonological 
systems -a.r.e .. compared with the phonological 
characteristics of verbal bases in particular, and the 
diachronic implications of the comparison are - 
investigated. The treatment in this chapter has 
therefore been guided in part by considerations of 
what is relevant to the structure of the verbal base.
1.1 The Syllable
1.1.1 Syllabic shape
maaacTaweratHbmi-rfiP*
The following syllable types are found:
Ga Adangme
GV bo ’cloth* bo ’cloth’
V a-mc ’they* a 'they’
h flkpal ’libation’ kane-mf ’reading
civ akplo ’spear * hwll ’paddle’
A morpheme: '-may- • have -any of these shapes 6
In both languages, the syllable is the tone bearing unit.
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1.1.2 Consonant Clusters
■BITlTf MWHBWKKHMWqiillWaM IMHailL».M
Ga is considered not to have phonological clusters, 
despite the fact that there are forms which in normal 
pronunciation might he considered to contain phonetic 
clusters, and in the established orthography are spelled 
as such.
e gbl6 ’he opened it'
Such forms can be analyzed as CVCV in which the tones 
are identical:
e gbelfe
for the following reasons:
Phonetic:
a) 1 is always voiced, whether the preceding C is voiced 
or voiceless.
b) 1 has length,whether the tones are the same or 
different»
Phonological:
a) 1 and V may differ in tone, and therefore two tone 
bearing units are potentially present. Since there 
is usually some length on 1, it seems best to say that 
two tone bearing units are always present.
b) There are no cases of contrast between CLV and CVLV .x
Therefore any CLV can be analyzed as CV1V . In speech 
these are two alternative pronunciations, CV1V being morera Jk
emphatic.
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e sele ' e sle ’he swam’<K£4»«*aEtCM«
Alternation between CVCV and CCV only occurs if 
the second. C is 1.
In Adangme, as in Ga, there is no contrast between 
CIV and CV1V , where tone is level throughout. In 
many idiolects these are alternative pronunciations. 
Consequently, cluster containing syllables can be divided 
into two.
Phonetically, Adangme CIV is slightly different from 
Ga. C cannot be a palatalized consonant. If C is
voiceless, 1 is sometimes voiceless also. If C is h
the result is a lightly aspirated, voiceless lateral 
phone tn, e.g• in
e hla ’he searched’ Le la]
which does not occur in Ga. If C carries labialization, 
the feature extends over the whole of CV, so that hwili
’paddle’ (vb) may be pronounced rhwlwil, Chwili~], fluij
• *
or ChlfcQ? but not Chdlij.^
As in Ga, in forms of shape CIV in which 1 and V 
are at different pitches, 1 always has slight length and 
voice. There is no contrast with CV1V , and the stretch 
may be considered disyllabic.
Therefore, in both languages all CIV will be 
transcribed CV1V_, and CIV type syllables eliminated.
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1*1.3 Morph ohape
In both languages, GV is the most common syllable 
shape and a very common morph shape. In both languages 
a very high percentage of verb stems are GV. Noun stems 
are GV or polysyllabic*^ Morphs of shapes V and N are 
in both languages mainly grammatical affixes, and 
grammatical affixes are almost all monosyllabic.
The data samples contained the following distribution
of GV monosyllabic forms:
Ga Adangme
No. GV % of total No. CV % of total
Nouns 89 9 212 19
V erb s5 309 55 375 64
other . 14 10 52 38
Total 412 24% 639 35%
Of the polysyllabic items, at least 250 monomorphemic 
nouns in Ga, almost 30% of the sample, and about 90 (14%) 
in Adangme, are of probably foreign origin (from Akan,
Ewe, or European languages). It is not likely that any 
of the GV nouns are borrowed, although a number of other 
GV items, mainly adverbs (e.g. those beginning with p, Ga
po) probably are.
The proportion of GV in the morpheme inventory as a 
whole is somewhat higher In Adangme than in Ga. The
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percentage of CV shapes in the verbs is also higher, 
but in both languages it is remarkably high as compared 
with the other classes. The very small class (probably 
less than ten items) of conjunctions in each language is 
composed mainly of monosyllables.
1.2 Consonants
1.2.1 The Phonemes
lo2oll The Consonants of Ga
lab- I’d- 1’ d- lab
bil dent alv pal P&1 vel vel vel
Stop
v * less P t k kw kp
v’d b di. g gw gb
Affricate
v’less •tf tfw
v’d d3 dgw
Pricative
v’less f s Jw h hw
v’d v z
Approximant
nasal m n ny 3 gw QI11
oral w 1 y yw
Remarks:
1. 1 has several allophones, all alveolar. Cl] is a
clear voiced lateral, and occurs initially in morphemes
and intervocalically. Between two nasal vowels, fll
a nasal lateral, occurs. An alveolar fricative/occurs 
/
9
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after t and d, and [h] , and alveolar flap, occurs after 
other consonants, hut both are in free variation with QlJ.^
w and the labialized palatal yw are very nearly in 
complementary distribution, ^w occurring before front 
vowels and w before back, but in a few forms they contrast 
before front vowels:
‘ywife£ ’speak* yw£ ’cohabit' ywe ’palm nut’
awi ’wickedness’ w£S£wzs£ 'rough, arid’ we 'household
awi is probably borrowed from Twi a-wi 'theft*. Otherwise,
yw occurs mainly before i but w never does. There is 
a tendency in speech for the syllable ywi to become ^u, 
especially when followed by a vowel, e.g.
e ywiSS 'he spoke' -> e yu&£
J. The phonetic difference between 1 and jg may be 
considered parallel to the difference between g and £.
4« The labio-velars appear to this observer to utilize 
two air-streams, velaric ingressive and pulmonic egressive, 
as Ladefoged described for Yoruba, and not pulmonic 
egressive only, as is said to be the case in some Guan 
languages. (Ladefoged 1964, pg 8).
5* Nasal consonants tend to have an oral plosive release 
before oral vowels.
1♦2.1.11 Restrictions on Consonant Distributionmarram* ■BKMWiunMfaWMIanirj* aianmniaxfuj unuduka* men Mota feniirH'Hiiii Ma lEimm Miai*
Restrictions, on the consonant-vowel sequences affect 
mainly the labialized consonants.
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16 None of the labialized- consonants occursbefone back 
vowels, except kw which occurs before o and □ , andjw* *■" tfcKl «EiS» » fWW
which occurs before □ .
2O kw, gw, tfw, hw and nw do not occur before i or i.
y, yw and w do not occur before nasal vowels„ Neither
Ran ' Hqbus kaceca
<3.0 gw, d^Wq hw, hw, or z.
4. Among the rarer phonemes, gw and hw occur only before a. 
gw occurs only before a and yw is atypical in that it
dows not occur before a, which is by far the most frequent 
and generally distributed vowel.
Within monosyllabic words, the restrictions are 
extended:
1. No monosyllabic word begins with hw or v.
2* <3:321? tjw, gw and z occur in monosyllables only
before a,
5* 1, d^, as well as w, yw, and y, do not occur before
nasal vowels.
4e The only monosyllabic words beginning with p are the 
adverbs ge 'quite, just' and £0 'very, even, quite', which 
are almost certainly loans from Akan.
Ic2olo2 The Consonants off Adangme
p Td P fd
bil
I’d
bil
p 'd
bil
lab- lab-
dent dent alv
I’d
alv
p'd
alv pal
I'd
pal vel
I'd
vel
P ?d
vel
lab-
vel
-lab-
vel
Stops
v’less P pw py t tw ty k kw kp
v5d b bw "by d dw dy g gw gh> gby
Affffricate
v’less ti tfw
v’d - d3 dgw
Fricative
v’less ff ffy s sw sy h hw hy
v'd v vy z zy
Appr-oximant
nasal m raw my n nw ny ny?/ 0 rjzn
oral w 1 lw y yw
w-
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Remarks:
1. Adangme , JL/ has been thoroughly described by
Apronti (Apronti 1967 4.2.5? 4.2.65). . The allophones
are' similar to the Ga ones, but the lateral and fricative 
are not in free variation except when occurring after ,4b . 
It is possible that the amount of free variation differs 
among individuals.
2. /^yw/ tends in speech to be realized as /wi/ in Ada, 
but /yu/ In Krobo, e.g.
e ywa 'he broke it’ -» Ada £ewia] , Krobo feyuaj .
5« The palatalized and labialized consonants are often 
lengthened. When /i/ and /up precede another vowel 
within the morpheme they tend to be shortened, so there 
is not necessarily a difference in length between
py£ ’remain’ and pie, ’join'
In Ga there is a contrast between Gw and CV, as for 
instance fuo 'elephant' but 5wo 'suck', but no such 
contrast has been found in Adangme.
.'hw/ and /hy-' are voiceless approximants with 
very slight local friction.
4. As in Ga, the labio-velars appear to this observer 
to utilize two air-streams. According to Apronti, 
however, (Apronti 4.2.2, pg 57) "the pulmonic airstream 
is the only one used in Adangme plosive articulations".
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1.2.1.21 Restrictions on Consonant Distributionktalual |» I TOWl —tHJlU-M WC JM.Hf.tf HW..»IH »UBIM nwntsjf
More or less as in Ga, restrictions on consonant- 
vowel distribution mostly involve nasal vowels, back 
vowels and the labialized and palatalized consonants.
This is no doubt in part due to the extreme rarity of 
some of the consonants.
1. Palatalized consonants do not occur before back 
vowels, except that hy, fy and zy occur before □ , and 
hy occurs before 5.
2. Labialized consonants do not occur before the close 
and half-close back vowels, except for tjw which in a 
very few items occurs before the half-close o.
3. As in Ga, y and yw do not occur before nasal vowels, 
and in monosyllabic words this is also true of 1 and w.
4. As in Ga, kw does not occur before £, but kw, tY, 
and pm all occur before i, and rjm before £.
5. Unlike Ga, there are monosyllabic words beginning 
with hw and- v, but none begin with nw. No monosyllabic 
verb begins with v, by, zy, tw, sw, or nw.
60 The following consonants occur before one vowel only: 
nyw before a (in monosyllabic verbs also t£w), ty before a 
(in monosyllabic words also sy), gby before £, and dw 
before o.
1.2.2 Systems Comparisons-S'"KWCJiWMBHM  umbMIi hltM tom UOMfcM« Wrt
1.2.2. Contrastive Systems
1. In both languages the possibilities of combination of
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place and mode of articulation are, as in most languages, 
by no means totally realized. In both languages, there 
is no contrast between labio-dental and bilabial 
articulation, since all the labio-dentals are fricatives 
and none of the bilabials are. Similarly, there is no 
contrast between the Affricate and the Stop modes of 
articulation, since all affricates are palatals or 
labialized palatals and no stops are. In Adangme, 
affrication does not contrast with fricativeness either, 
since Adangme has no J*, but, since the affricates are not 
also continuants, they may be considered phonetically 
closer to the stope.
2. In both languages, the set of consonants’ can be 
reduced to a set of nine primary consonants. These rep­
resent the points of intersection on a matrix of three 
vertical rows, i.e. three primary places of articulation, 
and three horizontal rows, representing three primary modes 
of articulation. The non-primary consonants are derived 
from the primary ones by addition of features, of voice 
and nasality and affrication on the horizontal axis, and 
v e larity, palatality and labiality on the vertical axis.
a) Voice and Nasality. None of the stops, affricates 
or fricatives are nasal. In these series there is a
contrast between voice and voicelessness. There are cases 
of a voiceless consonant having no voiced correspondent,
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particularly in the fricatives, but none of a voiced 
item with no corresponding voiceless item. In the 
approximants, there is a contrast between nasality and 
oralness, but all are voiced. There are nasal consonants 
with no oral counterpart, but not vice-versa, except that 
Ga has 'yw ' but no nywz.
Since only continuants are nasal and all continuants 
are voiced, it is possible to treat the voiced-voiceless 
contrast and the oral-nasal contrast as aspects of a single 
phenomenon, which I have termed production. Oralness is“ Iffff-i'iiimhririTT-wiifmiHm rni ij ti TnrinrTnw»m.ril
then functionally equivalent to voicing, and non-productionI
is primary.
b) Ga and Adangme are typologically identical as regards 
the horizontal axis of the consonant matrix. On the 
vertical axis, a typological difference is created between 
the two systems by the different ranges of application of 
the feature of palatalization. In Ga, the palatal 
affricates tf and t£w may be treated as respectively t 
plus palatalization, and t plus palatalization plus 
labialization. Similarly for d, dj, d^w, and 1, y, yw* 
s, £, jw. Then labialization is only present in an 
alveolar consonant when palatalization (with affrication) 
is also present, and a palatal series and an affricate 
order can be eliminated from the set of primary consonants.
In Adangme, on the other hand, there are also ty and 
tw. Therefore, in Adangme affrication cannot be treated
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as an automatic feature of palatalized post-dental stops. 
However9 palatalization can be treated as an automatic 
feature of affrication.
c) Organization of consonants in both languages is
simplified if the labio-velars are related to the labials 
rather than the velars. Ladefoged offers some evidence
of the phonetic validity of this association (Ladefoged 1967 
pg 12
Por G-a, velarization of labials (producing kg, jgb^m) 
and labialization, which applies to the other articulatory 
orders (producing e.g. tjw, kw) can be treated as conditioned 
variants of a single phenomenon, which 1 have termed 
inversion. This is impossible in Adangme, where the range 
of application of labialization is wider. In Adangme, that 
is, we get kg and kw, but also gw. Similarly, gb and jgw, 
and also bw. Therefore, velarization must be treated as 
a feature distinct from and contrasting with labialization.
d) In accordance with the discussion above, the
7classification of G-a consonants may be revised as follows:
S Simple, I Inverted, P Palatalized 57
Labial Post-Dental V elar
551 s I S £ I S I
Stops
non-prod. P kp t tf tfw k kw
produced b gb d dj djw g gw
Fricatives
non-prod. f s i jw h hw
produced V z
Aproximants
non-prod. m gm n ny 9 gw
produced w 1 y yw
e) In Adangme,, the consonants are :reduced to three
primary orders by treating velarization and palatalization 
accompanied by affrication as functionally identical, and 
not velarization and labialization, as was done for Ga. 
Since the consonants having velarization (if labial) or 
affricated palatalization (if post-dental) have a stronger 
plosive release than the others, this composite feature 
I have termed emphasis, and the consonants carrying it 
emphatics* The rest of the consonants are then derived
by addition of either labialization of* (unaffricated) 
palatalization. There are no absolute rules governing 
the distribution of these features, except that emphatic 
post-dentals, which are already palatalized, cannot be 
further palatalized. There is no audible affrication on 
the non-produced emphatic post-dental approximants but they
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are included in the emphatics to account for the nw/nyw 
contrast.
fabial Post-DentalItul wra hwh*uuo junumiii Velar
Simple
M pd
Simple
Id pjd
Emphatic Simple
I'd
Emphatic
Id
Stop
non-prod. P pw py kp t.- tw by tof tjw k kw
produced b bw by gb gby d dw d5 djw g gw
Fricative
non-prod. f fy s sw sy h hw hy
produced v vy z zy
Approximant
non-prod. m mw my jm n nw ny nyw 9 9W
produced w 1 Iw y yw
The Ga consonants can of course he fitted into the 
same framework. The major differences between the two 
systems are that in Ga hut not in Adangme, velarization 
and labialization can he conveniently grouped into a single 
feature. In Ga only, palatalization and affrication are 
automatic features of labialized post-dentals, so that Ga 
can be analyzed in terms of primitive features (the three 
orders), and additive secondary features (sub-orders), 
while Adangme also requires additive tertiary features (sub- 
sub-orders). Analysis of Ga in terms of three degrees of 
order is therefore acceptable but slightly less economical.
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Analysis of Adangme in terms of only two degrees of order
would be impossible without expanding the number of features
treated as primitive. In the following chart, the G-a
system is re^a.nalyzed In such a way as to make it
typologically comparable to Adangme. The composition and 
are as before
number of orders and series/, but the Post-Dental and Velar 
Inverted sub-orders of the first chax’t are re-analyzed as 
sub-sub-orders.
Labial Post-Dental Velarnmtfwiwi motiira
Simple Emphatic Simple Emphatic Simple
Stops
non-prod. P kp t tf
I'd
t^w
ljd
k kw
produced. b gb d d3 djw g gw
Ericatives
non-prod. f s f jw h hw
produced V z
Approximants
non-prod. m n ny 5 9W
produced w 1 y yw
1® 2®2®2 Matrix Density
O
On the basis of these classifications we calculate 
the degree to which the potentialities of each system are 
realized within each language. If the phoneme chart is 
thought of as a grid on which places are created by the 
intersection of series and orders, then some places are
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filled, i.e. realized by a consonant, and others are not.
The ratio of the number of actual consonant phonemes to 
the number allowed by the system of intersections rep­
resents the density to which the articulatory matrix is 
filled and the consonant-forming possibilities exploited*
It turns out that the density of the Ga system is rather 
higher than that of Adangme, which allows more possibilities*
No* 0 No. Possible G Ratio
Ga 52 42 76%
Adangme 49 78 65%
For both languages, the stops are by far the most fully 
exploited series, and the fricatives the least* All 
series are more fully exploited in Ga than in Adangme*
Fricatives ApproximantstattUtn f if > B mwm j>rn mwam enriwataaaaa
No. No. No.No. No .No.
0 Poss. Ratio G Poss. Ratio G Poss. Ratio:
Ga 14 14 100% 8 14 57% 10 14 71%
Adangme 24 26 92% 12 26 46% 15 26 56%
1.2*2*5 Distribution of Features
The basic set of nine primary consonants C p. t?, k, f,
s, h, m, n.;, a) is the same in both languages . Therefore
the differences between the phoneme charts, including the 
differences in matrix density, are the results of
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differences in distribution of additive features. These 
differences are measured and compared by means of two 
statistical indexes.
1.2.2.51 Range of Applicability
The degree to which a feature is applicable in a 
system is measured by a) the proportion of the number of 
orders displaying it to the total number of orders, 
b) the proportion of the number of articulatory series 
displaying it to the total series. The average between 
these two figures I have called the index of applicability® 
The calculations are based on the total number of sub-sub­
orders.
The range of applicability of production, as well as 
of both its alternants voice and oralness, is slightly 
wider in Ga than in Adangme. This is largely Decause the 
Adangme palatalized velar sub-order has only one member, 
hy, which is unproduced, and several other labial and 
palatal sub-sub-orders which Ga does not have and which 
have nasal members with no oral counterparts.
Voice
incidence in Orders Incidence in Series index
Ga
100%
Adangme
92%
Ga
66%
Adangme
66%
Ga
83,-;
Adangme
79-;
oralness 60% 58% 55% 55% 56%
prod’ion 100% 92% 300% 300% 100/ 96%
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Comparing the features which are added to orders 
according to the analysis which employs the emphasis 
feature, the following figures are obtained* The 
figures for emphasis are based on a total of three 
orders, while those for labialization and palatalization 
are found for a total of five sub-orders *
Incidence in Orders Incidence in .Series Index
Ga Adangme Ga Adangme Ga Adangme
emphasis 66% 66% 100% ‘ 66% 88.; 66
labializa’n 40% 80% 100% 100% 707 907
palat'ation — 80% — 100% — 90’-
The higher applicability of emphasis in Ga is due to 
the fact that there are fricative emphatic consonants in 
Ga (£? £W) but not in Adangme* On this analysis, 
labialization and palatalization are evenly and very 
widely distributed in Adangme, but in Ga palatalization 
does not occur at all and labialization is restricted*
If Ga consonants are analysed by inversion and 
palatalization, the following figures may be obtained:
Orders Series Index
inversion 100% 100% 100V
palatal1 ion 33% 100% 66f ■
This palatalization is of course phonetically a 
different phenomenon from that quoted above, which does 
not occur in Ga at all* Inversion reflects a greater 
generalization about Ga consonants than emphasis does,
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as reflected in the figures for each. As a result, 
the scope of the second feature is more restricted.
1.2.2®32 Index of Exploitationnwi itxuuu) Motaiid maiamm wmi «frr*Sjr»t iMUrtnww*rt w*<— «♦ m w»w iwxa ima turd
Within the range of applicability of each feature 
an index of exploitation of it is obtained by finding the 
ratio of the number of phonemes actually bearing a feature 
to the number of systematically potential bearers of it.
The number of systematically potential bearers of a 
feature in the case of features added to series (production) 
consists of the number of series having at least one -number 
that carries it, multiplied by the number of sub-sub«orders 
which have at least one number carrying the feature. In 
the case of features added to orders, it is the number 
of sub-series multiplied by the number of orders (in the 
case of emphasis) or sub-orders which have at least one 
member that carries it®
Voice Production Emphasis Labialization Palatalization
Ga 64% 57% 66% 66% -
Adangme 62% 55% 46% 66% 42%
There is no point in including oralness in the comparison,
since it occurs in one series only and therefore has an 
index of 100. In both languages, addition of oralness to
voice results in a lowered score for exploitation of 
production, because oralness has a lower range of application. 
The feature is exploited to about the same degree in both 
languages.
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Emphasis and labialization are exploited equally 
in Ga, within their quite different ranges of application. 
Within identical ranges of application, Adangme exploits 
labialization more fully than palatalization. Within a 
very much smaller range of application, Ga exploits 
labialization to the same degree as Adangme does.
To conclude, Ga and Adangme do not differ significantly 
in the application and exploitation of voice, oralness, 
or therefore, production* There is a major difference in 
the presence in one language only of palatalization, but, 
despite its very high range of applicability, it is the 
least thoroughly exploited feature of Adangme. The higher 
scores for emphasis in Ga are due to the presence in that 
language only of fricative emphatics, in both sub-sub-orders.
The indices of exploitation for Ga according to analysis 
in terms of inversion are:
Inversion ~ 61%
Palatalization ™ 85%
Within its peculiar range of application (one order but 
every series), palatalization of this type is quite heavily 
exploited, as compared to the figures for exploitation of 
features on the previous table.
1.2*5 .Frequency Comparison
In 2.2 the sets of consonants have been compared as
€5
overlapping matrices of contrasting features. In this 
section, the sets of filled, matrix places, i.e. of 
consonants, will be compared, according to the frequency 
of occurrence of individual consonant phonemes in a random 
sample of the morphs of each language.
The sample of morphs was 1695 for Ga, 1821 for Adangme
(see The number of times each phoneme occurred
in the sample was counted. In order to arrive at
comparable figures in each language, the frequency of 
9each phoneme was standard!zed-7 with respect to the number 
of morphemes in the sample and the number of phonemes in 
the language®
In the chart below the phonemes of each language are 
listed according to relative frequency of occurrence®
The number of occurrences in the sample and the 
standardized frequencies are also listed.
The number of times a phoneme occurs is not the same 
as the number of morphemes that phoneme occurs in, as a 
phoneme occasionally occurs twice in one morpheme.
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Rank Phoneme Ko« of Occurrences Skandara frequency
G D G I) G D
1 1 1 407 421 3.04 4 a 09
2 k k 348 320 2.46 2© 89
3 k
s
247
225
la 47
1 a 82
4 b
k
232
214
1 o 32
lo70
5 3
m
202
203
l«02
1 0 58
6 m.
b
185
176
a 85
lo28
n
a
169
153
.70
h 02
Q s
n
164
133
<>65
.79
9 a
kp
148
166
a 49
♦ 60
10 i
P
143
105
o 44
0 48
li kp
tj
123
99
o 24
0 41
12 r
h
98
92
,00*
o33
13 t . 90 83
82 a 22
14
gb
76
81
-.22
*.21
15 gb .69
71
~'a 29
JLO
16 h 9 p 67 -o31
9 70 ♦ 08
17 g 67 *05
18 w w 64 63 “.34 .01'
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No* of Occurrences PrequencyRank Phoneme Standard
0 D 0 D G D
19 S 50 ^48
y 48 — *16
20 rjm 40 -*5S
ny 47 -*17
21 ny ,y 36 — *62
gm 42 -o23
22 z 34 -.32
23 kw 24 * 74
hw 32 "o34
24 jw 21 -*76
kw 30 "«37
25 tjw 14 — *83
fry ; 15 "53
26 d^w 8 — o 89
27 yw 89
v 13 56
28 v 5 - O92
bw 9 -.60
29 z 4 -.93
pw 8 —* 61
30 ijw9gw 3 -.94
fy 7 -.62
31 gw,my,qw 6 - *64
32 hw 2 -*95
34 tjw^sw-jsy 5 -.65
37 py ,lw 4 -.66
39 yw,vy ,d-5W,gby
zy, tw 3 —.68
45 nw 9 dw,by 2 —.68
48 ty,nyw 1 —. 69
Average Number of Occurrences: Ga 94 Adangme 64
: closest to standard score*
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1.2.5®1 Rank and. Systemwau (KKsRiHaff Mdtf *d«h)S9mibi mil i/mwin enduavHKd
By the analysis of 1.2.2 above, consonants may be 
graded, into three sets. Primary consonants are those 
which carry no additive featuresother than production. 
Secondary consonants are those which carry emphasis, and 
tertiary consonants are those which are palatalized or 
labialized. If the standard score for each set of con­
sonants is 0, it appears that in both languages no 
consonant with a higher than standard score for frequency 
(ranks over 12 in Ga, ranks 17 and up in Adangme) is 
tertiary. In Ga, only one, at 11, is secondary, but 
in Adangme all the secondary consonants except _i)m have a 
higher than standard score. The ten most frequent 
consonants In Ga and the eight most frequent in Adangme 
are all primary. But primary consonants v and z are of 
very low frequency in both. All the tertiary consonants 
rank below 22, and v and z are the only non-tertiary ones 
at these ranks. Adangme z appears to have considerably 
higher frequency than Ga z, but it is nevertheless only 
one rank above the tertiary consonants. In both languages, 
therefore, as a general tendency, the most frequent 
consonants tend to be primary, least frequent to be tertiary.
1.2.5.2 Frequency Skewing
In both languages, the frequencies of phonemes in 
morphemes are heavily skewed. That is, a small
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proportion of the available phonemes account for a large 
proportion of the occurrences of consonants in the sample* 
The first rank phoneme 1 is extremely high. Only second, 
third and fourth rank phonemes have more than half as many 
occurrences* In Ga, the total number of occurrences of 
all thirty-two consonants is a little more than 3,000, 
but the six most frequent consonants alone account for 
more than 1,500* In Adangme the total for forty™nine 
consonants is only slightly higher, 39148, but here also 
just six consonants account for half the occurrences*
Also, less than one third of the phonemes have higher 
than standard score for frequency, in both languages. 
Io2«3«3 Frequency Correlation and Sound ChangeBkWhIh. Ii iPVll I || minliiij nniilii.ri^iil wa»n.i)giw li* |ufc*i.ajK«w4 munoww u n ■■ .mi hbi■ii.iiiiii i jj*«i» ■i'Ij .t
For the phonemes of types which occur in both 
languages, the correlation coefficient^ between their 
standardized frequencies is Ot93® If the scores in 
each language were identical except for differences 
attributable statistically to accident, such as size of 
sample and number of consonants, the coefficient would 
be 1.00. Therefore most differences as regards score 
and rank of these phonemes are likely to be due to chance, 
that is, accidental features of the sample. It would 
seem that any sound changes that may have occurred have 
left little trace in the statistical distribution of 
primary and secondary phonemes.
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Nevertheless9 there are a few surface differences 
which are of interest. Ga £ is the only non-tertiary 
phoneme with a frequency not lower than standard which 
is of a type which is not shared. It regularly 
corresponds (2®2.1.2) to Adangme s, which is five ranks 
higher than Ga s with a standard frequency difference of 
1.17. Ga f and Adangme p correspond (2.2.1.1), and 
they also share the same rank and are extremely close 
in standard frequency, whereas Ga p, which is not a 
refLex of a proto --phoneme, is of below standard frequency, 
rj in both languages is above standard frequency, but 
much higher in Ga. 5 occurs morph-finally in Ga, but 
not in Adangme (4i, 5.1.2.2).
1.3. VowelstST0 Tl'TJ
1.3*1 System
The vowels of Ga and Adangme are schematically 
identical. There are seven oral vowels and five nasal
vowels.
Thenasal vowels may be paired with the oral vowels 
of nearest articulation. Apronti (pg 27) adduces 
Instrumental evidence to show that in Adangme a nasal 
vowel is closer, and in the case of front vowels and a 
fronter, than the oral member of a pair. This is also 
true of Ga nasal vowels. “
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close
half “dose
Front Central
• **x x
e
Back
u
0
u
half-open e i □ 3
open a a
Oral and nasal vowels contrast after nasal consonants
Ga ma fasten1 ma 1 build’
Adangme na man * s name na ’ see ’
Every vowel phoneme carries phonemic tone, and is
the nucleus of a syllable (see 1.4. below).
1.3« 2 Frequency(tut *cm» *»«f {tut, it Sard UhhJ&m»
Frequencies of the twelve vowels were found and
standardised in the same manner as for consonants.
Rank Phoneme No. Occurrences Standardized Frequency
G B G D G« B
1 a a 1060 919 2.77 2.76
2 0 0 531 46? .82 • 75
3 i 406 • 36
3 383 • 38
4 e e 367 356 .22 * 26
5 3 309 .01
r 41 330 »14
6 £ £. 289 296 -a 04* —.01*
7 U U 290 238 —. 06 —. 26
8 a a 147 226 -•59 -.32
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Rank Phoneme
9 G D0 0
10 c*1
r £
ll IMu /Vu
12
i
£
1
No, Occurrences
G D
109 102
62
Standardized frequency
G D
-.73 -Q7
-•90
61
49
95 —-90
87 -91 -93
-95
71 —1.00
* first score below standard score (0).
1.3®2ol Rank and System
All the oral vowels are in both languages clearly 
more frequent than the nasal vowels. Except that a is 
the most frequent oral vowel, by a large margin, and a 
is the most frequent nasal, the frequency of nasal vowels 
seems to be unrelated to the frequency of the corresponding 
oral vowels. Also there is no apparent relationship 
between articulation, - openness or closeness, and 
frequency.
1c3•2.2 frequency Skewing
Vowel frequency is skewed in both languages, but 
not nearly as strongly as with the consonants. One 
quarter of the vowels account for half of the occurrences 
of vowels. Also, the standard score for each set occurs 
almost half way down the list.
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Frequency Correlation
raw............ jcsbeww* ownwnnftw w« BtHJiiMnrflr<pnBwn»inn m m j»«m nsiMana
In one language the relative rank of i and o, and of 
1 and £, are the reverse of their relative ranks in the 
other. Otherwise? frequency ranking is the same. The 
correlation coefficient for the two sets is .9% As far 
as statistics of occurrence in morphemes are concerned 
the two vowel systems may he considered the same.
1.4 Tone
1.4.1 The Tone Group
The description that follows defines, and is true 
within the limits of, the tone fp?oup. The tone group is 
co-extensive with various types of grammatical stretcho, 
including the minimal utterance and the clause.
1.4.2 The IntervalsucaaupaMi fmiHxrimrttean... i.j ■ i.mim
As indicated above (1.1.1) every syllable in both Ga 
and Adangme carries phonemic tone. An analysis of the 
tone systems must therefore account for the pitch contour 
of strings of one or more syllables.
1 o 4.2.1 G a
1.4.2.11 Ascending Intervals
In Ga, there is just one significant ascending 
interval of pitch between two syllables. An ascending 
interval that occurs group-initially both starts and 
ends higher than a non-initial interval.
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e bi le pa 1 he asked him ah once1
Initial Non-Initial
Since there is only one contrastive ascending interval, a 
succession of two or more progressively ascending intervals, 
i.e. a tone sequence of the type does not arise.
Any ascending intervals succeeding the first are
progressively shorter, the lower pitch level remaining 
constant., f- . This gives the effect known
as ’downdrift’.
1.4.2.12 Descending Intervals
There are two minimally contrastive descending intervals
which differ in the pitch of the final syllable but not in 
the pitch of the first. In the larger interval, the final 
pitch falls slightly when it is group-final.
e bu ’be hasput it on1
e bu f ’ it is plentiful1
Two or more progressively descending intervals do occur; 
e bi le ] ’he has asked him1
gbeke-bi-i It ha leytltko 1■""V"
child-person-plur the gave him yam one
’the children gave him a certain yam’
Morphs which occur in a series such as the last areapt to 
have different pitches relative to each other if them? order
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is changed:
bi-i lg ha gbekg ko ygl£
to^tmi CWoMttArt liri»IFJPtn1»WJSf«i» fcBa*«SK0 |Srff*(«Xl>>M¥trtWf &*■ nd «sr» KBM jJ
person-plur. the gave child one yam
’the children -gave a certain child
yam1
An ascending interval can follow only the greater of 
the two descending intervals:
e bu tjj> [" „“J 1 it is too plentiful'
i
but e bu tyS f --J ’he has .put it on too much’ttfM .-inm i. »m»«i|in»l L- M
1.4*2.15 Level Pitch Sequences
W*m.mii ...i i,iitaiai«-i|w.m»b<m«h cmw«uuxmM
There are two contrastive Karels of series of identical 
level pitches. At the lower level the pitch of the final 
syllable is level when group medial, but is slightly 
falling at group-final position.
e bu 'he should put it on'
e bu £__] 'he respected*
There are two contrastive levels of pitch for
monosyllabic utterances:
S££ [”J 'Pot' Ski h] 'road., way'
1.4.2.2 Adangme.
1.4.2.21 Ascending Intervals 
12In deliberate speech rn Adangme there are two 
contrastive, ascending intervals. Unlike the situation 
in Ga, the level of the starting point of the Interval 
makes a difference.
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[-"J
2° £&° E_”J
’a father died.1
'a woman died1
In discursive speech, however, there is only one 
ascending intervale
tj^ gbo, yo gbo ] ’a father died, a woman died*
In discursive speech, there is no contrastive 
variation in the end point of the interval, and 
consequently there is, as in Ga no sequence of two or 
more progressively ascending intervals. In deliberate
GL
speech, on the other hand, a Krobo informant consistently 
and unself-consciously produced series of two progressively 
ascending intervals, eog.
e se mu r_-"j ’it is dirty’
In discursive speech, the same utterance has the pitch 
contour
1O4«2«22 Descending IntervalstwnbMtMhkoweMlimn*»=w«
In a two-syllable sequence there are three possible 
descending intervals, one more than in Ga; two contrastive 
end points and two contrastive starting points♦
tjt ’a father drank’
wq ye [~~J ’agod ate’
wo nu 'a god drank’
An ascending interval can follow two types of descending
interval. Both are shorter than the largest of the three
above.
11
£& »» £6 I- “J
wp nu EL r--j
but not
wo nu PC r-j
wp ye EL C’™]
but not
* wo ye E“~-J
a father just drank 
a god just drank*
a god just ate'
1.4.2.23 Level Pitch Sequences
Whereas Ga has two contrastive levels of level pitch
sequences, Adangme has three. As in Ga at the lowest 
level a syllable in group-final position has falling pitch.
WO bi C"J ' a god asked'
nu L--J * a woman heard
nu ’ a woman drank
There are also three levels of monosyllabic
utterance:
ma 'dough* ma 'herring*
ma 'nation'
1.4.3 The Phonemes
The facts described in >#• 2 can be accounted for in 
terms of two tone phonemes in Ga; high, marked', and 
low, unmarked or \ thre&^in Adangme; high, marked 
mid, marked -, and low, V| or unmarked, and downstep, 
marked ', which is a phonemic tonal juncture phenomenon.
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In both languages, a high tone is always higher than
any following non-high tone. If downstep intervenes
between two high tones, the second, is lower than the first.
A high tone is also lower than a preceding high tone if 
one or more non-high tones intervene. This kind of 
lowered high tone is also accounted for by downstep, 
but since it is completely automatic it will not be marked* 
Otherwise, two successive high tones are at the same pitch 
level.
In Ga, a group-initial low tone immediately succeeded
by a high tone is somewhat higher than all succeeding low 
tones. Otherwise, the low tones in a group are all at 
the same pitch. They are level except for a group-final 
low tone, which has a short fall from low to extra-low.
The Adangme mid tone is higher than any low tone in
the group but lower than any high tone preceded by down-step.
The high-mid interval is greater than the mid-low interval.
The mid tone is slightly raised when group-initial before
a high tone, which may result in an exception to the rule
that a mid tone is lower than any high tone in the group.
Mid tones are always level.
areIn this thesis, tones/transcribed as follows:
The first high tone is marked ' . Subsequent tone of a 
series on the same pitch are unmarked. The first downstepped 
high tone is marked 1, and subsequent tones at the same
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pitch are unmarked. If a low tone is group-initial it 
is unmarked, and following tones at the same level are 
also unmarked, hut if it is the first of a series of low 
tones and is not group-initial it is marked In
Adangme, a group-initial mid tone that immediately 
precedes a high tone is unmarked. If it is not group- 
initial or if it is initial and followed hy non-high tones
it is marked and subsequent tones at the same level
are,unmarked.
The examples of 1.4.2 may now he rewritten:
Ga 1. 4• 2«11
1.4.2.12
e hi 1£tanrar teswa
1.4.2.15
Adangme:
1.4.2.21
& hu e hd
6 hi 12
gh4ke -hi-i
*EESSra=a»«.'w,M»«'KW(tl «saatf»uo* wasa ha 1£ y£l£ kotrojnetu, S4s.=n .ninawna tajrtcraa.
hi-i IE ha
kzegnzng tusg nnesttwrt *seJCRKa
*
ghek£ ko y£l£»J>5M M l III tlMItra ■. m, £nmtKKk*CMB33».B»
e hu tJ 5 e hu tjj
.w «#rrec»n« waw^niwM
e hu e hu
fiht
tj£ gho
r m. i n ,ii in) biceancaa .rm< 2<5
tJe gho yo gho
e se mu
MMROMS* ~ JL2
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1.4.2.22
1*4*2„23
tje nu
wS zs
'k
WQ nu
t j |’ nu £
Wo *v»nu piCSlracmJ
wS ££
w3 bi
nu
yo nu
ma ma ]
(but not * wj nu. ) 
(but not * wo ye pe)
l«»4o4 Tone Alternations
1.4«4.1 High-fall / High
In Ga and in Krobo, a few syllables have a filling
tone in group-final position. The fall may be regarded
as a sequence of two tone phonemes, which may be either 
high-downstep-high (occurs in Ga only) or high-low. When 
the syllable is not group final it has high tone. Adangme 
syllables that have a falling tone in Krobo have a level 
high tone in Ada. In this thesis, vowels with falling 
tone are treated as two vowels, and therefore two syllables.
baa 1£ ’the crocodile’ 
e he kS ’he bought one*
Gas ba&a
■nwwasxM  hiM nm
e h&e
Krobo: e kan6£
’crocodile’ vs
’he bought it’
(Ada e kanS) ’he counted’
e kan6 womi-hr ’he counted books’
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1.4® 4.2 Ga: downstepped High / how
In Ga, most syllables which have downstepped high
tone if they follow a high tone and are at the same time 
either group-final or followed by a high tone, have low 
tone when a low tone follows or precedes. As far as is 
known, the only syllables which invariably have downstepped 
high tone occur morph-medially, and are thereby insulated 
from the effects of the tone of any following morphs.
Thus:
Downstepped high S t£lne ’ he sneezed’
e ty inb tfS ’ he sneezed too much’
e t a li ’ he sat down’
e n EL ’ he just sat down’
low - e tiin&wvia HMau
>
waa. * he sneezed hard’
e ±<L j± * he seated him’
e l£'pwnwn r®winit»i Ji p£fcl&tceta* Ijawnai ’ he just seated him*
e t&minfi1 ‘i H r>K<n*n oy&f< >nm H * he sat down quickly
A string of such syllables all have low tone, i.e®, each 
has the environmental effect of a low tone, not a high 
tone:
ff 1 Le kane ’he read’ gb6le-m5 ’opening’
h6-i ’places*
but kan^-mS’-r ’ readings ’
This alternation occurs mainly in rapid speech® Slow 
or deliberate speech may preserve all the high tones,
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i o e
t s
kane-mo-i 'readings’
These syllables will be marked, in citation forma 
with the downstep mark, to distinguish them from syllables 
which are always low.
i itline ’sneeze' ii 'down, lower part'
t
The determiner z lfc , and the homophonous clause marker, 
have this alternation between low and downstepped high 
tone, but they are unique in being invariably preceded by 
a high tone. If the preceding syllable hormally has low 
tone that syllable becomes high, preceded by downstep if
follows a high tone.
obif 1*■■«« unit! iTiii~Miimiij« ' rat' obi.fi
i
l£ 'the rat'
tj£ 'father'
1
mi t jp
i
l£ 'my father'
na 'house'
' t ’j£a la * the house'
mi ba 'I came' be nl ml
i
ba 1£ ''when I came
1O4.4>3 Adangme:Mid / how
In Adangme the tone sequence low-mid does not occur
in discursive speech, although a Krobo informant often 
produced it in deliberate speech (1«9®2*21 above)® Any 
syllable or syllable string that would otherwise have low 
tone has mid tone when followed by a mid® Thus:
yo 'woman begged' but yb ba 'woman came1
e yo 'his wife' but e tj£ 'his father'
hHoat «kqi* iiiTinHitiiino ■ m
e bole^ml 'he began to go around'
but e bShl 'he began' e bole 'he went around'
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Syllables which elsewhere have low tone have mid tone when 
occurring between two high tones, and in discursive speech 
when occurring group-initially before a high tone. Thus:
% z
wo nu ’a god drank* but wo nu
but e bi
•a god drank too 
much’
’his child’’his wife’£
1.4.4.4 Adangme: downstepped High / Mid
At least in discursive speech, mid tone syllables 
in Adangme have downstepped high tone when occurring between 
two high tones.
la-hi ’ songs ’ a ko 1A la*-h± we ’ they would, not•acarnffb wwi* >bw.hib| twatro.1
have sung1
but i lA la-hl ha a ’1 sang songs to him*
1.4.4.5 Occurrence of Sequencesf«iwTn< w»n>n4 *tmv ran fcnracms* ».nu jn.uFnagf *j«J * — r^r**i rw*>j qqra. fcsaa*
The result of these alternations is to restrict the 
number of potential sequential combinations of tone 
phonemes (not including downstep) that actually occur.
It may be seen that Adangme with more units also has many
different two and three tone sequences -a-s--i-n Ga.
Adangme Ga
2 tones: potential 9 4
occurring 7 3
5 tones: potential 27 8
occurring 16 6
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la4«5 Tone and Word Glass
Monosyllabic words of any class can have any tone •
Ga: High Low
Noun
z
m£ 'die, marble' 'road'
Verb 1& 'sing' la 'dream'
Adverb 'at once' 'emphatic'
Conjunction 1* ' but d^a 'unless'
Apparently all adjectives are polysyllabic. Thei following
have a monosyllabic stem with a suffix of length:
f'all' voo 'deep'.
Adangme: High Lo w Mid
Noun
&
ma 'dough' ma * nation' maRU(K>5l 'herring
Verb sa 'snatch' sa 'sieve i sa ' rot'
Adverb mo ' already' sa 1 formerly' k£ 1 at last
Conjunction k& 'if 1C ' and* k£ ' and*
As in Ga, 1 have not found an Adangme adjective that is 
not either reduplicated or lengthened: momo 'old1, 
vii 'gloomy, depressed', gagaa 'long'.
hisyllabic, monomorphemic words are aare among adverbs 
and conjunctions. An adjective with a stem of shape CVCV 
is usually reduplicated or lengthened. In almost all 
cases, both syllables have the same tone, e.g.
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G-a basaa, J)asabasa 1 reckless’
kanyaa, k&nyakanya ’thin’
Adangme bAqee ’aloof’ ffcbuu ’white’
bEdfcbedt- ’soft’
In nouns and. verbs, on the other hand, all possible 
combinations of high and low tone occur, but in Adangme 
mid tone is very restricted. In verbs, mid tone only 
occurs in stems of syllabic shape GV1V , where both 
syllables have the same tone. In nouns, High -» mid 
occurs, as well as Mid-mid. Mid-low does not occur, 
and low-mid is in any case Impossible. Mid-high has
not been noted. It would contrast with low-high only
when following a mid tone.
Nouns G-a Adangme
H H NwAn.e ’argument’ kpogo
1 L gbef i ’ f ate ’ dika
M M
i
dgeme.
H L * child’ duku
H M dzid^SI* IB.CM4
L H boka 1©ast' desme
Verbs
H H tele * carry * k&di
1 I sole 1 swim’ sole
M M dala
1 H ihadgferrawtJM mar* ’send’ kane
H L
I
t£ke ’ step over *
z
hwanya
’boiled food’ 
name of a god
’an antelope skin bag 
’kerchief’
’sheep’
’toil’
’mark’
1 worship’
’share’
’read, count*
’wave, sSaak^’
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The only word class with many monomorphemic members 
of more than two syllables is the noun. In nouns of 
more than two tone-bearing units, a final ascending 
interval or rising tone almost always betrays a foreign 
origin. This kind of tone pattern in nouns is typical 
of Akan and Ewe, but hardly occurs in native nouns that 
are not morphologically complex. Many European loans 
may be considered for this reason to have come into Ga
and Adangme via Eante or Twi.
Ga abaawa * maidservant’ Twi abaa-wa
X~ o* JVabun 1 needle1 Ewe abul/
ab&ld& *a starchy food* ” abdlp
Twi ab6doo
abalda * sail’ Eante abraddct
Portuguese ’vela*
Adangme nbaya, abayaa 1 broom* Ewe abaydz
1,4.6 Conclusionswin-> .mntw i.m ..nJa.inin ■ 1111 im irniw nwi
The obvious difference in the basic tonal data is
that there are :more contrastive possibilities in Adangme.
Ga has only one rising interval (1.4.2.11); Adangme
has two (1.4.2. 21). Ga has two contrastive single pitch
levels of utterance; Adangme has three. As a result, 
Ga is analyzed in terms of two tones, Adangme 'in terms , 
of three. But the potential variety in pattern of the
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tone group, especially that created hy the extra tone 
phoneme of Adangme, is limited hy the rules of tone 
alternation.
Phonetically it seems that the high tone, low tone 
and effects of downstep are the same in the two languages, 
and that Ga simply lacks the mid tone. However, the 
relationship between Adangme mid tone and downstepped 
high tone is very much like; that between Ga low tone 
and downstepped high. High tone preceded hy downstep 
is assimilated to a following low in Ga (1.4.42), a 
following mid in Adangme (1.4.4.4). Following a non-high 
tone it becomes low in Ga, hut mid in Adangme. Syllables 
displaying this alternation affect each other as mid™ 
toned syllables in Adangme, low toned in Ga.
It may be said that in both there is a clear and 
typologically corresponding distinction between high and 
non-high tone. The functions of non-high tone are 
performed in Ga by one phoneme, low, but in Adangme by two.
Ga Adangme
high H H
non-high L H
L
In Adangme, low tone alternates with mid in almost 
exactly the same environments as those in which mid 
alternates with downstepped high. These two alternations
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may therefore be regarded as part of a general up-stepping 
of non-high tones in the vicinity of high tones.
In neither language is there ever loss of contrast 
between a high and a following non-high,
Downstep is not entirely automatic in Ga, and its 
phonemic status is well attested by such pairs as
i
kofi la ’Kofi sang’ kofi l£ ’Kofi dreamed’
In Adangme, morph-final and morph-initial downstepped
high tones, like mid tones produced by up-stepping of
low tones, are always automatic alternants of mid tones.
But there is a phonemic tone difference between e.g.
kof1 ye rn 'Kofi ate’ and kofi ye ma, 'Kofi ate herring'.
It is clear that Ga and Adangme are what has been 
13termed terraced level languages. The Ga system is
typologically practically indistinguishable from the
Twi system, which has been described by a number of 
, 14observers# Although the most recent and authoritative
15analysis of Ewe tone - is in terms of two tone phonemes, 
it is interesting that in that language phonetic mid 
tone is an allophone of low tone. The mid tone alternant 
of non-high tone occurs under partially similar conditions, 
to those producing upstepping of low tone in Adangme, 
namely, before high and other mid tones. It is possible 
therefore that the difference between Ga and Adangme is
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to some extent paralleled, by a difference between their 
respective closest influential neighbours, Twi (indeed 
all Akan) and Ewe.
The only other language in the published literature 
which has been analyzed as a terraced level language with 
three tones and downstep is Yala (Ikom), spoken in Eastern 
Nigeria (Armstrong 1968), It seems that this system is 
really more different from the Adangme system that is the 
Ga system with two tones. In both Adangme and Yala (Ikom), 
downdrift is produced by downstepping after non-high tones 
(Armstrong op, cit. 5*2) and the pitch interval between 
high and mid is greater than the interval between mid and 
low. But in Yala (Ikom) it appearsthat downstepped high 
tones are not upstepped mid tones, but normal post-low 
tone high tones, the conditioning low tone having been 
lost through contraction of syllables (Armstrong op, cit. 
pg 52). Also, Yala has downstep between mid tones, which 
Adangme does not. In Yala, as there is no automatic
assimilation of low to mid, or mid to high, there are more 
possible sequential combinations of tones than in Adangme 
(Armstrong op. cit. 8.0,2 pg 56)*
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2.0 Introduction
In this chapter the correspondences between Ga and 
Adangme phonemes are debnstrated and described, and a 
reconstruction of the phonemic system of proto-Ga-Adangme 
is proposed.
The findings of this chapter are based on the 
correspondences found in CV-shaped morphs of free 
morphemes, and to some extent on the first syllable 
of polysyllabic morphs. Second syllablespresent special 
problems, which differ somewhat according to morpheme 
class and involve the reconstruction of obsolete 
morphological systems. A few of the more obvious 
problems of polysyllabic nominal stems are touched 
upon in sections 2.4 and 2.5 of this chapter. A full 
discussion of the polysyllabic verbal stem is reserved 
for Section II.
2.1 Tone
As described in Chapter 1 (1.4.6) there is one 
important difference between the tone systems of Ga 
and Adangme, namely that Ga has one contrastive non-high 
tone, but Adangme has two. Therefore a basic problem 
for the diachronic comparison of Ga and Adangme is to 
determine the historical basis of this difference. The 
possibilities are two: either the parent system had 
three contrastive tones, which have been reduced to two
in Ga, or It had two, which have split into three in 
Adangme.
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2.1.1 Correspondences
The tonal correspondences on CV morphs are 
straightforward, and follow the typological patterns. 
G-a high tone corresponds to Adanjne high, and Ga low
corresponds to Adangme low and also to Adangme mid, e.-
G H : D H G bi D bi 'child1 ns
bi bi 'ask* vs
gb& gbo 'die* vs
he he 'place' ns
t (.to to 'be wrong' vs
/ r'
du du 'plant' vs
G L : D L G ba D ba ' fceg' vs
jgb^, bwo * stranger* ns
ke ke • 'present* vs
fo ;go 'cut' vs
G L : D M G ba h ba 'come' vs
gbg bwo 'grow old' vs
bo bo '(grass) clo-bh
nu nyu 'water' ns
Ga forms in which a series of high-low or high-downstep- 
high tones oxi identical vowels alternates with high tone 
(1.4.4.12) correspond to Adangme forms with high tone:
G h6g D 'buy, sell, acquire' v
tS5-S5 tJo-3 '‘beach, show' v
(4.2.1.1,4.2.2.1)
ka&a kaa-wi'crab' n
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A number of polysyllabic forms appear bo display 
a correspondence of bones and syllables of bhe bypes
' t z
G GVGV : D CVCV. Many of bhese have plausible sources
in Akan:
G adeka 
pds^s:
D dak a
pusg.
1 box’ n Twi adaka
'planbain fibre* n 
Obhers have no known foreign source, bub are analyzed as 
conbaining differenb verbal exbensions, e.g.
G D ’sneeze’ v (4.2.1.8, 4.2.2.7)
gbolo gbole ’rub’ v (4.2.2.4, 4«.2„3«2)
2.1.2 Reconsbrucbion
The correspondence G L : 
bhe correspondence G L : D M
D n clearly conbrasbs wibh
bubvs G ba
bwo ’sbranger’ns gbo : bw5 ’grow old'vs
There is also conbrasb bebween bhe correspondences G H : D H
G ba : D ba
Kb a :
i
and G L :• D M:
G bf£ : D bi*
and bhere is a
z z
G tu : D bu
’beg D ba * come’ vs
’call' vs bub G big : D bjg ’fabher’ ns
onbrasb bebween G H : L H and G L
~ ’ Sun 1 ns bub G bu : D bu
On bhe basis of bhesebhree opposibions, bhree
conbrasbing bonal unibs are posibed for probo.-Ga-Adawigme
which may be reconsbrucbed as *H, *M, and *L, bhe reflexes
of which are respecbively GH:DH, GL:DM, and,
G L : D L. The bwo non-hign bones of bhe probo-language 
appear bo have merged in Ga.
’jump’ vs
1
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At this point there is no direct evidence for 
reconstruction of a proto-Ga-Adangme downstep. There 
are apparently no syllables in which Ga downstepped high 
tone corresponds to Adangme downstepped high.
In the modern languages both Ga low tone and Adangme 
mid alternated with downstepped high tone (1.4.4.2, 1.4.4.4) 
It is likely therefore that in the proto-language mid tone 
alternated with downstepped high, and that when the 
distinction between low and mid was lost in Ga, the 
alternation was extended to non-highs that had their 
origin in proto-Ga-Adangme low tone. Pinal syllables 
with the correspondence G d H : D L may therefore be 
reconstructed with *L, e.g.
G tjake D tj&ke 'change’ * G -D tjake
2.2. Consonants
2.2.1 Correspondences
2.2.1.1 Primary Consonants
Most of the Ga primary consonants correspond to 
the primary consonant of the same type in Adangme. This 
includes all of the very high frequency consonants (1.2.3)♦ 
Most of the correspondences are well attested, and. occur 
with all corresponding like vowels.
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Labial
G b : D b G bi D bi 8 ask' v
be be ’ time* n
be -le be ’horn* necEH*«asU
b6 (h) bu (sj) 8 capsize8 v
bo bo ’(grass) cloth
bo bo ’create’ v
ba ba ’come’ v
ba ba ’beg’ v
No Adangme phoneme corresponds to Ga j.
/no re
G■ V : D V v is a slightly/common phoneme type in AcUn^we.
than in Ga (l*2e3.1) but many of the examples in both 
languages appear to be loans from Ewe. All the examples 
of the correspondence v:v are ideophones, and it is
possible that they too are Ewe loans.
G Vll D <* «WVll ’dull, quiet1’ add Ewe vii
veveeve veveeve 8 very’ adj
voo voo ’deep’ adj voo
X
(vu ’well8 n vu
avuto ’ bat8 n avutS)„ l—"rxj-w*
G f : D f
G fi I) fi ’ tie 9 bind’ v G fu D fu 8 smell9sniff8vmmpwi
fa fa ’piece! 8 n fo 1 wa s h ( Nil ngs) ’ v
f5 ii ’throw’ v fo f o ’bring forth’v
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Ga f also forms a correspondence series with Adangme g:
G f e h pe •surpass' v G fu JD
z
pu ’moulder * v
f£ ’burst’ v fu Eh ’bury' v
fa E£ ’lend' V fo go ’cut’ V
fa ga ' drink soup’v f 0 po ’do frequently; 
get wet’ v
There i s only one example of a possible corresponden ce
Ga f : Adangme v:
G yaa“fo-nu ’tears’ b vo-n.yu/vb-mu n
G w : h w This correspondence is well attested,
except before G i : h i and G £ : D £o
G we h we ’house’ n G wo D wo ’wear’ v
wa-la wala.’life’ n wo wo ’we' pron»
wu WU ’fight’ v
There is also a rather complicated set of correspond! ce
series, in which Ga w corresponds to Adangme hw, w and h,
with dialectal variation in Adangme:
G w : A h~: K hw. This series occurs only before G o : b □
G wo™.lo A ho “lo™m£ K hwo-mi ’cough’n
hole hwole ’drop’ v
G w : A hw : K hw This series occurs before the vowels*“**tf*
Go : bp and G a. : b a, and G o s D e a
G wa- mo A hwa-la K hwa-la ’scratch' V•**“•«*****
wo hwe hwe 'lift up’ v
wo hwowmna brim hwb*KameM4LLi.iU 'hoot at’ V
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G w : A w : K hw
t
G w6»nu
KW»<r*SI A w&-nyu K hwe~nyufcwBrtww.wivi.il anuKatifH *soUp’ n
Wo wS hwn ’ sleep ’ v
G w : A w : K ft
G wo A wo K ho ’honey’ n
awoo Wo o huo ’tomorrowKOtoKlMO
G w : A h : K h
G wutxamifc A hu-no K hu=no ’ hush an! ’
G m : D m
G mi D mi ’swallow’ v. G mi D <*mx ’I1 pron
ma
tonal *nXM
ma ’put1 V mu mu * breathe*
m&mo m&mo ’oia * aa j orno pmj? ’rice’ n
g a ; d a This corresponaence occurs in all 
environments except with close front 
vow els o
g ae-^
<
au
D a£_-m
z
au
’hana (palm) ’n .G aa™a D as
a3
’liquor* n
’hurt; get
hot ’ v
’plant, sow’v ao
ap <ta ’bena,twist'v aoku aoku ’scar’ n
G t : D t This corresponaence occurs in all
environments.
G tx D tx ’be thick’ v G te te (si)«Moawz* x i miM»»’get up’ v
teOmdcnc* t£ ’stumble’ v t&fwafttirt ta ’patch’ v
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G tu D tu ’jump’ v G to L to ’ keep, pre serve’v
t5 to 'he wrong'' v is. to ’satisfy;
exhaust’ v
There is a single example of a•possible correspondence
G t : D ty:
r r
G ta L 'narrat e ’ V
G s : L s This correspondence does not occur
before front vowels.
G sa D sa ' be suitable’^ G so D so ’forge' v
sa sa ’ give enema'v so so 'catch, dip up'v
su su 1 light lamp'v so-o so 'Thursday' n
Ga z does not correspond to any Adangme phoneme
G 1 : D 1
G lllE i L lile
le le
le IL
la la
G n : L n
G nine L nx^neMted mr.it.
na~ne naAne
ne ne.
na na
Like G w
does not 
’tongue 1
•know’ v
1 gather 
firewood’ v 
’sing’ v -lo
’ arm ’ n G nu 
’leg’ n nu
1 rain' v ng
' see , notice'v no
: D w, this correspondence
occur before nasal vowels.
n G lu L lu ’be stupid*
lo lo 'weave' v
-13 agentive suffix
nu 'hear’ V
nu * drink' V
rtfno ’fi ght’ v
no 'thing’ n
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G n : D
G na~a D nya 
nu nj£U
This correspondence apparently only 
occurs before G a : Da, and G u : D u. 
’mouth* n G nu-u D nyu-mu ’man(vir)’ 
’water’ n
n
Velars The four velar primary consonants of Ga correspond 
to the consonants of the same types in Adangme»
G g : D g This correspondence is not well attested,
and does not occur before front vowels.
G D ga ’ring’ n
s f
;&l£a ’bow and arrow’ (Krobo kee) n
'nose* n
z
gai A
D Z _ « / t «;UgW3/gUg3
G k : D k This correspondence is reasonably well 
attested.
G ke D ke ’give gift’vG ku D ku ’break* v
ke ke 1 take’ v kJ ko ’■bite’ v
ka ka attempt' v ko ko 'one, a’ adj
G h : D h
G hi D hi ’be good' v G hu D hu 'cultivate'
he he ’place’, h ho ho 'pass by* v
he he ’fish with throw net’' v
h| hi ’ give* v ho ho ’plait;' v
ioi
G h : A h
G hS~m5
uurvani nuintuf*
ft hw Thi s
G 5
A h5 K
?
h5l3
correspondence occurs only 
b 5.
hwo ’hunger’ n
hwolo ’fishing spear1ruTilni i >t~ wi '*-* ‘J-
before
1 : D 1 This
close
correspondence
front vowels.
does not occur before
n£ -sdko b n£-yu ’potsherd’ n G Q& b nA ’shut * v
nA ’greet’ v si .a?. ’take,
receive’ v
022 b,£ ’salt’ n
2 o 2 01.11 Breliminary Grouping
All of the correspondencesinvolving only primary
consonants of like types occur before Go : b o, except 
the dubious one Gy : by, and the nasal consonants.
The latter however occur before G □ : b 3* All
correspondences also occur before Go : bo, with the
exception of G f : b f and G g : b g* Most of the
Correspondences also occur before G a : b a, although a
few (G h : b h, G f ; b f, G n : bn and G m : b m ) do 
not, but occur before G a : b a. On this evidence, for 
each correspondence between primary consonants of identical 
type a phonemically contrasting unit in the profco-language 
is posited.
Of the correspondences involving two primary consonants 
of unlike type, G f : b p contrasts with G f : b f, before
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g- u : Du and Go : ho, anc3- ^here is no such
correspondence as *G g : D p>. Therefore another
contrasting unit is proposed.
There are two correspondences between a Ga primary and 
an Adangme secondary consonant. G n : D ny contrasts 
with G n : D n (before u : u ) and therefore necessitates 
another contrasting unit. GM : A .h : hw occurs only 
before nasal vowels and therefore contrasts with G h : D£ 
but not Gw : D w, h or hw.
The correspondences involving G w, and hw (tertiary) 
or h (primary) in one or both of Ada and Krobo, taken 
as a group contrast with both G w : D w and G h : D h. 
Among themselves, G w : D h does not contrast with any 
of the others, and possibly also G w : A w : D h does
not G w : A h : D hw, G w : A hw : K hw, and G w : A w
A maximum of threeD o: K hw all occur before G 3Wihmm VW ttrrw
contrasting units will be required to account for these 
apparently conflicting series.
This leaves the following group of eighteen 
contrasting correspondence groups. Non-contrastive 
groups are bracketed. Dubious correspondences are in 
parenthesis. Correspondences are quoted in the 
order G : D or G : A : K.
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f : JL.,. £ : £
b s b d : d
£ : f s : s
k : k
O' * O'a • .q
h : h rw 0o h e hw***’ emjcasM
w 00 h 0a h
w 00 w : a0 h
^h 0 h ae hw
w hw 00 hw
w 00 w 0a hwHE'BAiSX.'tt
m : m p ’ n
w : w 1:1
a * a
2.2.1.2 Secondary ConsonantsK»Minfcunini4tQa£»«> iBxgTtTrafeaaw Jam^nftM.omvnnTfa<nnMX»jKcaaJigoai*y*«3B.ga»
The Ga secondary consonants (emphatics) except £ 
correspond to Adangme consonantscf the same type, kp,
£l and ny correspond to other consonants in only a few 
examples. The other secondary consonants are a little 
more complicated. The Ga emphatic consonants correspond 
to the Adangme consonants of the same type, and also to 
the simple consonant of the same series and usually also 
the labialized simple one as well. There is some dialectal 
variation in Adangme.
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Labials
G gbe D gbe
sM. i-M
gba :ba
'kill^1 v G gbu 
'scatter'v gbo 
’split, strike' v
L gbu 'pierce * v 
'die' vo
G gb : Lb 
G Skfe L j2Hr3H
G gb : D bZ 
G SMA D b£e
G gb : L bw 
G gb£ L bwe.
'way,path,road* n
’pot' n
'name’ n
G gb : A bw : K b
G SkP. A bwo K bo 'grow old' V
£k2 nu~bwo ni°-bo 'stranger' n
bwo-mi bo fiai 'hair' v
G kp : L kpfcmdlnari \ t
G kpi~'Mr( CZlra v«r<a n»«'Si D kpi 'cane rat' n G kpo-rn L kpo-nafamjutttai *KE=lbe-"* 'court­yard' n
kp6•wafc’rtifnu kpe 'chew' v kp£ kp? 'sew' v
kp&MnfalS'JIfaK* kpa 'go bald' v kpo kpp 'bump' n
G : L >jm
G nmawrct L 5ma 'write, scratch1! y
nm£MIMhartfao, asi 'weigh' v G azsss L ^jmo
jmc 'palm nut' n aisi J2£2
'louse* n
'f arm' n
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as : D mw
13ml D mwjj
SlS : A m : K mw
z ’ .eqmjmr A momwi
__ z «-nt taw2 mtKnesTSMt* mo-no
’laugh1 v
K mwoml
mwe. --no
’okro’ n 
1 to-day ’
There is an othsfexample of general Adangme mw in 
A and K mwo ’hlood' (Ga la), and a trace of morphophonemic 
alternation between m and mw in both dialects, as in mw5
C«a «a3«*JU * >ATLM>-HC-UI-a
’blossom’ v, momo ’flower* n.
Post-DentalHifTfltn LIMcVrlC3R4
G This correspondence has not been noted
before G 0:D 0 and G £ : D £
G dji d §&L ’b e’(id ent ity) G dgu D dju ’steal' v
§3.2 d^e ’resemble’ v dgaBTWppiottM dga ’unless’ conj
djo dgocn)k^nn« ’be pleasant Jrejoice’ v
G d^ : D dw
G d^o (naa) D dwo (nya) ’sharpen’ V
G ds : D 4 This correspondence occursbefore all
the back vowels but has not been noted
before G i 5 D i and G e : D £.
G dje-i3 -P ’python* n G dgu D du '1 bathe’ v
da ’be straight’ V
§32 do ’dance’ v 222 do '’spring,stream
wet valley* n
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There is also one example of Ga d^ * B djw, in 
G cUa-la ‘price’, d^a-a-no ’market1, D dzwa 'price* n,tQMACSfcKMuO* ■ MiriW*fjWfiUW» fed** W» * MM.**^U“** *
'sell* v. This is suggestively similar to G d^a 'divide*
D da-la ' share’. However, it is equally likely that the
items arej borrowed from Asante dwa4
G t£ : D tj
G tjiursriSfftw 33 t£i ’prepare’ (certain foods) v
t£i ’call* v G t£u D t£u ‘work* v
t£a t J a ’cure’ v tj 0 t Jo ’tree’ n
f£ □ t£s ’dip up' 'V
Two other pairs with Ga t£ are very similar, but 
isolated..
z Z
: D t G tfatju*4Ua»^Mn»»i,bl BsfwfcBtaU* D tatu * ant
: 3) t £ w t£a D t£wa * dig
Ga £ corresponds fo the Adangme primary consonants 
s and z, and to related tertiaries.
G £ : D s This correspondence does not occur
before back vowels except G o : D 3
G li D si 'below; 
ground’ n
G Va
z
D sa
z
’winnow,seiveV
XX SI ‘fry,roast’ v Ji sa ‘pass wind’ v
is. S£ ’arrive 9 v X2. S3 ‘Wednesday’ n
G £ : D sw This occurs in only one item#
G Xlil £ SKI ’elephant* n
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G- J : D z
ya-mo ’urinate1
This is not well attested, and does 
not occur before back vowels.
z
K zi-gba ’earth1 v
B za-mi 1 urine’ v
G- T : B zy 
G lia B zya 4 sand’ n
Adangme sy; occurs only in loansThe correspondence Ga £ 
from Twi:
G B syadeboa
abonsag ^Bosyam
’hedgehog’ Twi siade-boa 
’devil4 j-bonsara
Otherwise, Adangme sy~has no correspondence in Ga
G Z ■ D £
G £i- D yi ’he ad’ n G Z2 D z° ’realize’ v
ZS zi ’eat’ v 22Z2 z3, ’beans’ n
y£ ZI ’fetch’ v Z£ Z2 ’ go ’ V
Gy : B h
G yl
G Z : D hy
G ya
B hi ’fill’ v g zi B hi ’beat’ v
B hya ’travels v G B hya ’whiten’ v
G £Z : B ny has not been found with close and half-close 
vowels.
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G nya 
ny£ 
nya
nye 'press’ v G nyo B nyo ’ fall, sink1,1
ny£ ’you’ plur. pn enyp
%
enyotVJHs&BlKar* ’two' ad3
’excrete’ v nyct nya ’rejoice’ v
G £% : B B occurs 
G -nyo B -no
G blpfo-nyd
before the back half-close vowel, 
suffix referring to persons, as in 
B bafo-no 'European’ n
2o 2 . 1.21 Pre1iminary Grouping
Before Go : Bo, all the correspondences between 
secondary consonants of the same type occur except 
ny : ny and d^ : d^e All including ny : ny and d^ « dj 
but except ^m : pm occur before a:a, All of them also 
contrast with the correspondences between like primry 
consonants. Therefore, for each of these 
correspondences a unit of phonemic contrast is posited.
G ny : D n does not contrast with G ny : B ny, nor 
does G n : B ny (2o2<,l.l Posits -Dentals). G ny : B n 
and G n : D ny also do not contrast, since the first 
occurs only before G o : B o and the second before 
G a~: Da and G u : B u. Therefore only one contrastive 
unit in the proto-language is required to account for 
all of these.
Ga dx : Adangme dx contrasts with G dB : B d, 
before Ge : Be, Ga : Da and G u : D u. G d^ : B dyf, 
does not contrast with G d^ : B d^, but contrasts with
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G dg, : B d before G □ : B □ . Therefore the
correspondences G dz : D dx, dw, imply only one
contrastive unit in the proto-language, contrasting 
with the unit posited from G dx : D i.wi'ifiwya hs«4
G gb : B bw, G gb : B b, G gb : B by and G gb : A bw 
: K b do not contrast with each other® G gb : B bw
contrasts with G gb : B gb: and with G b : B b. G gb :
A bw : K b also contrasts with G b : B b. Therefore 
the set G gb : B bw, b,.by necessitates the setting 
up of one more contrastive unit. Under somewhat similar 
conditions, G nm : B mw contrasts with G nm : Do but is 
in complimentary distribution with G JJ^m : A m : K mw and 
anothsrphonemic unit is therefore posited®
Ga £ : B s and G £ : B sw do not contrast, nor 
do G £ : B z and G £ : B zy, but G £ : B s and G J : B z 
contrast in theenvironment G a : B a. In this environment 
they also contrast with G s : B s. Three contrasting 
units are posited, cf which the reflexes are G s : B s,
G $ : B s, sw, and G £ : B z, zy.
Ga y : Adangme H and Gy : B hy both contrast with 
G y : B y but not with each other. G y : B h also 
contrasts with G h : B h. Therefore one more contrastive 
entity is proposed, of which the reflexes are G y : B h,hy.
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The re-groupeh and. augmented set of contrasting
f :p
b:b <gb:bw:bw
b
< gk; kw
£ :f
b
b
is now as follows:
kp s kpMUOlSfc* •nm^Shal t: t t£ :t£
Sb:gb d:d ^dz: cU
(hs: dw
s: s "w
w
lw
h
w
w
h:hw\
hs h ' : la
vz: hw
h: hw
hwshw
w:hw
J
v: v
f sv
m:m f A.rfl * mw: mw '
(S.S: s °
nniihmJw£ir fleet* tfflAjem* nsn | £X:2X\
az: a J
n ••az J
w: w 1:1 z : %
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2.2.1.3 Ter tiary Consonants
Correspondences with Ga terti^ary consonants are
somewhat complex, and all involve Adangme tertiary
consonants. There are no correspondences in Adangme 
„ 1to the Ga consonants t£w, gw, and hw, and correspondence 
to Ga kw is doubtful. In .other words, the we 11-at tended 
correspondences involve Post-Dental (and emphatic) 
tertiary consonants.
Correspondences to Ga £w are complicated.
hr- D EM
■fws D pyc ’remain’ v G JwA D pya ’blame
£wa ne pyani ’afternoon’IllrrwUWl n Twei pyc ’rag*
Iw
fwi
: D pw
-ee (*j y.z./.rwe- . )D pw6 ’spill, fall’ v
X ; D pw
J5 D pwl ’mould(pot) ' v)
£w : D f y
Jw£ D £x£ ’play’ v g r Xwuo
Jwa fya ’comb’ v J wa
jw ’ D XX G J weiKKne*e.'nijS D vy e ’vomit’
Ga d^ does not correspond to Adangme d^w.
thigh’ n 
boast’ v
G dxw : D yw
Sd&wcfcw»n**1 tiZ'MXKrtObLllJ D eywp ’four’ adj
dxwaWM0WpnWM»irt ywa ’break’ v
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G &3w : A dw : K d. This correspondence occurs onlywwn&BWfW nw arnnt kott ■*» v
once in the data and would he therefore insignificant, 
except that in the vowel correspondence and in the 
correspondence Ga emphatic: Ada labialized simple: 
Krobo simple it parallels other correspondences to 
Ga emphatic consonants,
G dxwei A dwo-mf K d5*rmr ’rubbish’ nwwjjawww"*****™*! !■ im ■■iwuwrr ; vtMiotcd
Correspondences to Ga yw are rare, 
G yw ; D w
G vwi“£e D we.™£ ’grind*
(. *.ywe.- - 4.).i.i)
G 2SJ : D 
G ywi-li 
G kw : D
G kwo
2«2.1O51
hwyu
D hwili ’paddle’ v 
kw
D kwo ! go up ’ v
Preliminary Grouping
Twi kp go'
Ga J’wzD py and. Ga Vw:D fy contrast, before G e :D e.
G tfw:B pw, G J1 :D pw, G Jw:D vy do not contrast with these 
two or with each other. On grounds of phonetic similarity, 
G Ph may be considered reflexes of one
contrastive unit, andG Jw:D fy, vy of another.
G &3w:D yw does not contrast with G d^w:A dw : K d 
nor does G d^:D d. G d^w:D yw does contrast with G Tw:D py
m»j4 mna/jemt bzatwn rcr~i i~jm
and G £w:D fy, and with the correspondences involving d^ or 
d in either language.
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Ga yw:h w and G yw:D hw do not contrast „ Nether 
contrasts with G d^w:D yw, or d, dw, G w:D hw, orEfonsaq ' I'MI * tKSW-MH* * taM WXESSta *
G w:N w« G wsD w and G dxw:D yw, d, dw do contrast.k-«l Mane* ■(«£• WiirtW nrwrt jfjffcwwM * fcnwe&VTKfl
A contrastive entity with reflexes G w, yw:D w, hw is 
posited, another with reflexes G djw:!) yw, and another* 
with reflexes G dz:D d, G dzwsD dw, and G dzw:h d.imui * w/3»5Mirt« , aa»Hla<M4 * latn*
The set of re-grouped correspondences is now as 
follows:
rf :£ w:py\ kp:icctm I Knatfia
Jwspw
X
tf: tf (tf:t) ksk (kw:kw)
mmUsan bwtw * tXKuvnaa E*wtu.wa
t: t
bsb <gb:bw:bw \ gb:gb d:d
cu «so9 / (Saiiinq *»>Kat.wtK ivrarnsl 1 Asitjwiii^ ua.li.Kut-* 15S*H fc*rs«l
gb :b :b
1 SksbZsbZ
gb: bw: b
dj: d^ 
d^: dw
I W 1 11 UAQEAca
d sd^
dz:dw:dhHlv’*' Ewhlrma* fwa
/yw:hw:hw\IhMtana* .mm/iiiimi* fcmKcbnct
h:h w :h
w sh
w :w
h sh
w : lw: hw
UBH* MTSuunl
w : w : hw
7fv :v)
f iy.
m:m nm:mw:mw\ Am: Am n:nttittfl »*D kM*mns* »atoa M J ngjsi raw* ^Eiiuad4 wcsaj tntMl
: m :mw
a:.a
f wsw ) 
1 y w: w \v . efeaarMM tai’-a .X
ny :n
n :ny
d^w: ,yw
V J
f: f /£ w: fy \ s: s
1:1
a
z
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2 o 2«2 Reconstruct ion
2*2*2.1 Reconstructed Primary Consonants
.Fourteen primary consonants for proto-Ga-Adangme
can be reconstructed, with considerable certainty, and.
two more are possible but
Labial * b > G b:D b1 11 -3nnt limn *“• tsrfEi
> G fsD p
*f > G £
* v > G v:B v, G sb Vo This reconstruction 
is doubtful because the coxa?espondencesare poorly 
attested* If the examples that are similar to Ewe 
forms (voo, vri) are loans but veveeve is not, and 
G f:D v is genuine, it is possible that there has been
a shift of * v to Ga f
* 15 > G m:D m
*-w > G w,
Post-Den tal s
* £ > G t:b t
*d
found to occur before front vowels in only one example,
G de~n:D dg-m ’palm of hand’. It will be demonstrated 
below (2*5*2) that the stem morph of nr-ne ’hand, arm’ 
(in both languages) is reconstructable as ~dr~/ The 
occurrence of *d in both nr-ne and de- gives rise to 
a suspicion that the difference in the vowels may have
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to do with an obsolete morphophonemic alternation. £
also occurs in Ga ne-ku-tlo ’elbow’ ( *-d£-klk-t f d ) .
It is possible, therefore, that at an earlier stage 
in the separate development of both languages, this 
correspondence was more widely distributed before front 
vowels than it is now.
*s > G s:D s, G £:D s. It has been noted that 
G s:I s occurs only before back vowels and a. The 
correspondence G £:D s also appears before back vowels. 
However, there is evidence in Protten that there has 
been a shift in Ga of *s to £ before i. He clearly 
makes a distinction between £ and s before back vowels,
spelling f with "Z” 03? ”2i tt Thus:
Protten Modern Ga
"Zio" m 'Wednesday'
"So" SQ“Q 'Thursday1
"Zia" 'evil'
"sande" sane 1 thing'
However, eve r y item which in modern Ga has £
to Adangme s or z before i.: i is spelled "s":
Protten Modern Ga
"sippong" %;a 1 earth'
”si" Ti ' but'
"osiannai" & J'ra-na-i’your doors'
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It is therefore proposed, that proto-Ga-Adangme s 
occurred, before G i: Di, but that in Ga it has merged, 
in this environment with £« The change probably did. 
not take place before other front vowels, in view of 
the following example:
Protten Modern Ga Modern Adangme
se-e. ’after;back*se”sae”
■*S > G J :D z It is true that there are a few 
examples of a possible correspondence G z:f z, but they are 
an ideophone ( zajn ? ’tall slim and ugly’ in both
languages) and a verb Ga za, zao Adangme za ’snatch’.
It is shown in Chapter 3 (3®1°2«11) that Cao is probably 
not a proto-Ga-Adangme verb-shape.
However, it has been shown that G f:H z contrasts 
with G f:D s before G i:D i, and also before G a'sl a.
It is therefore likely that there was a proto-Ga-Adangme
*-z, which in Protten’s time had already merged withM_f„ 
Protten uses the letter “z” both in items which correspond 
to modern Adangme z and in those which correspond to 
modern Adangme s ("Zio", Ga £3jD is
reconstructable only before G i:D i and G a:D a. 
n > G n:D n
* jh > G l':D 1
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Velar All of these reconstructions are attested, by one 
correspondence eacho All seem secure, with the possible 
exception of ‘-*g.
* k > G k:D k
* g > G g:D g
* h~ > G hsD h
* 3t > G ^:D 3,.
2o2*.202 Reconstructed Secondary Consonants 
Labial •* gb > G gb:D gb
* kp > G kp: D kp
■nuwfTb* wjdfKW
« nm ? GnmiDnm
»ur)ia«id
Post-Dental
* d
* n
> G d.j:D d
> G i£:D ii
> G (:D s (except G fi:D si; see 2.2.2.1imai ** c£m» UM *
Post-Dent a Is)
*ny > G ny:D ny, G n;D ny, G nysD ntawM&a *mm&m ' tutsxJ h»siE&u« * «w*riDtws na?
It seemsthat *ny has lost its emphatic quality in both 
languages but in different circumstances. In Ga it 
became n before long geminated vowels and u, but in 
Adangme the same phonetic change occurred before cu 
(but see 2«>4o2)
*2 > G Z:D 2
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2o2o2o5 K e c o nstrue ted Tertiary Consonants
The most complicated, changes seem to have occurred.
in these consonants.
Labialized.
Labial * bw
* mw
It has been remarked, already that the correspondences 
with Adangme primary consonants do not contrast with 
those with tertiary consonants. The Adangme consonants
may be reconstructed as proto-Adangme * bw and \ mw
This would imply that in Adangme -*bw lost labialization 
before a second syllable “1VX$ and that in Krobo this 
change also occurred before Before I) ei, It
was palatalized. In the examples it appears that in 
Ada labialization in the vowel or consonant in either 
the first or second syllable was extended to the other. 
When tliis happened, * mw in the first syllable lost 
labialization, (2*4*3),
TA -1- *TA ~ «4- « ”1 jY ^3 » - ZT - TA -T
proto-Adangme **dw, with loss of labialization in
Krobo before
This reconstruction implies that labialization
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was lost in both languages except before G £ :L
* Z2U G D E2
Velar
* kw G w:h h, hw, Ct w:A w: K hw, G wsA w:K h
G £™:I) kw, G- k: A h:K hw
In the examples attesting these correspondences, Krobo 
has h before u and o, and hw elsewhere. Ga has vw 
before i, h before nasal vowels, and w elsewhere.
The problem is Ada, which has w, hw and h before □ 
corresponding to o in wach of the others and is like 
Krobo in some examples but like Ga in others. Ada 
h before o may be accounted for by the presence of a 
second syllable -IV . In every other case where Ada 
is different from Krobo it is like Ga. The following 
reconstructed series of events is suggested:
1. In all Adangme, *hw became h before u and o. 
That this occurred in Ada before o is suggested by an 
alternative form for ’soup', ho-nyu.
2. In Ada hw became h before o when followed by 
a second syllable -1VV.
5. Meanwhile, in Ga -xhw became w in all
* trrusfi «*n«
environments except before i, where it became yw, 
and before nasal vowels, where it became h.
4. In many but not all morphemes which show 
reflexes of *hw plus a back vowel, Ada borrowed the
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Ga items. This serves to explain the irregularities 
of the vowels as well as of the consonants. The 
distribution of some of the reflexes of *hw is displayed 
on Hap II (0.3).
Palatalized
Labial *n.v > G £w:I py
> G £w:D
> G Jw:D vyIvwIcmM*
Since G £w:D vy does not contrast with G fw:D fy, it 
is possible that the former represents acquisition of 
voice by Adangme vy before e. This is outside what 
seems to be the normal pattern of change in these 
languages, and it has already been suggested that 
there might have been a shift of *v to f in Ga. The 
weakly attested G Jw: D pw and G J:D pw appear to 
have some relation to these correspondences. It is 
suggested! that together these correspondences permit 
reconstruction of the following events in Ga:
1. When *v shifted to f, * vy merged with
z
2. When -x p merged with *f, * py merged with •* f y*
and *pw with -* fw.
3. *fy shifted to £wu before back vowels and Jw 
elsewhere, while vfw shifted to £ before back vowels and 
Jw elsewhere.
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On this scheme, another labialized consonant *£w 
is reconstructed.
Velar * hy > G y:D hy, h
It is suggested that a phoneme * hy lost palatalization 
in Adangme before i, but in Ga lost the fricative 
quality in all environmentSo
2 ® 2 o 2 o 4“ Summary
The following set of reconstructed consonants
has been proposed:
*P *pw *py *kp *t *tf *k *kw?
*b *bw *gb *d *clw
*f :‘"fy *s */ *h *hw *hy
*v? *vy *z
*m *mw * jra *n *ny *3
*w *1 *yw
The following changes are thought to ;have taken place:
in Ga:
1. and *v merged with jf producing f.
2„ *z and *s before i merged with*^£, producing j\
3- "az, *£W5 *f£, *V£ merged, into Jw.
4. an<^ *yw merged in d^w»
5. *w and * hw merged into yw before i. Since modern
Ga yw is not a reflex of *yw, this change would have 
taken place later than that of ^yw to
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6«, -*hw and *hy both lost fricatigeness; and mergedwrIUw 
in+o^.
into w (except before i - see 4) and -^/respectively.
7o *h and *hw merged before nasal vowels, in h.
8. *mw an<3- ea°k merged with the nearest
secondary consonant into gb, 3m and dj respectively„
9- -M-ny in a lew environments merged with *n into n<,
in Adangme:
lo Post-Dental secondary consonants merged with the 
nearest primary in some cases. * became d and-*£ 
became s in all environments. *ny became n in only 
one (G o:D o).
2, ' Tertiary consonants *hw, *hy, *bw, -n-w, *dw 
merged with the nearest primary consonant in some 
environments only, and in the case of the last three, 
not all dialects.
Jo In Ada, labialization was extended in two-syllable 
morphemes.
It appears that the changes in Ga have been both 
more complicated and more numerous« In both languages, 
primary consonants, the most frequent, have been the 
least affected by sound change.
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2o Jo Vowels
2 o 5 • 1 Correspondences
2o3»lol Correspondences between Like Vowels
Each vowel in Ga corresponds to a vowel of the
same types in Ad an gme. These correspondences are well
attested.
G a : L a
G ba D ba ’ come 1 V G fa D pa ’lend’ v
gba ’strike 1 y d^a da ’be straight’v
ti* ta 1 patch’ V
ba-a ba 1 leaf’ n fa-a pa ’river’ n
G u:D u
G bu D bu 'cover' V G dzu D dzubMKrrjAcrua ’steal’ v
dju du ’bathe * v
G o:D o
G bo D bo * listen ’ V G fo D pp ’cut' V
do 1 dance' V to to ’keep’v
lO“O lo 1 fish’ n \2£“£ D,£ ’salt* n
G o:D o
G bo L bo ’create ’ V G .^31 £5.£ ’wear out’v
to to ’tire; satisfy ’ v
Zo~3 za ’beans' n G Z2-a D x'2 ’Maxwell’s
duiker’ n
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G
G
G
G
G
B
G
G
G
G
G
G
i :B i
bi B bi 1 ask1 v G ti B ti ’be thick’v
d^i dji ’be (identity)* v
e sB e
be B be ’be cooked’v G f e B joe ’surpass’ v
gbe 'kill* v dge dje_ ’leave' v
te(ii) te(s£) ’arise* v
£ :D L
gbg. D.'gbe ’scatter* v G ft B ££ ’burst* v
d^e, dsi ’abuse’ v t£ ii ’stone’ n
a:B *wa
z z z z
fa B fa ’defend’ v G ha B ha ’give * v
z z z z
ka ka 'swear’ v sa /vsa 'breakMe* KM wind* v
~ tw <Vda-a; da ’drinks* n
&:B u
du B du ’get stuck’v G f u B £U ’bury’ v
hd hu ’cultivate’v tu tu ’jump* v
i» zw <v r*HU-U 'man * n
□ :b 3
fS fj> ’throw’ G so B SO ’forge’ v
ts to ’be wrong* v
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G £:D £
G hr B
t££
h£
V£
’be good
1 prepare
’ v G
(certain foods)
B sr
’• y
’abandon’ v
G JjB £
t f z f
G kg B kg ’take’ v G t tf £ B tfg ’spin* vb
2.5.1.2 Correspondences ;between Unlike Vowols
Hl|i»/BtWMHllMPW»HllllWJWl Mart l« J . ■> IIIIM (Mrt
2o3„1.21 Ga Pront Vowel , Adangme Pront
* ■ »»HIL'"ll ■ ■ll.ll 1? ■ T ■».*! ■»■■■ Vowel
A front vowel in Ga in a few examples corresponds
to the Adangme front vowel that is one degree closer.
G e:B r
G f e-e D fr ’ excrement ’ nG gbe«~e B gbr ’voice’ n
G £:D e
G ke-££ B ke ’say’ v (cf 4. G se - e
2 0101)
B se 'back, 
behind’ n
2.3.1.22 Ga Pront Vowe!, Adangme Back Vowel
of closeness.
A Ga front vowel sometimes corresponds to an Adangme 
back vowel of the same degree
G e:B o
G ££~’i£ ££“i£ ’ carry ’ v
G e:B □
G B SlSkl ’path n
i£ * lick' v
G ye B hyo ‘be white’v
dw ’i dwo“m7 ‘rubbish’ n
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2®2«1.23 Ga Back Vowel? Adangme Front Vowel
A Ga Back vowel may correspond to an Adangme front
vowel of the same degree of openness.
G o:D e
G wo D hwe 1 lift up’ v G a J- Wp-HU I) hwe-nyu ’soup
G 5:D £
g <££
w
D pwe ’mould(pot’ v
2 o 3□1o24 Vowel Ousters with u
Adangme d.3 corresponds to Ga S3, and Ga uo, uo
correspond to Adangme £ and o respectively 
G woo K hu3 A w5J ’tomorrow1***•tewHw, ,fmjl «3EU9»UMU**lr^ /X
— . 'VCeO \
wuo f^fowo K ho: A h.2 ’found.-**
wuo A wo ’sea’
2o3 o 2 Reconst ructi on 
23•2o1 Simple Correspondences
Since each pair of like vowels Belongs to a 
correspondence series (2O3«,1«,1), and each series 
contrasts with all the others, twelve vowel proto-phonemes 
are reconstructed. It is probable that these twelve 
vowels of the proto-language were phonetically similar to 
their modern reflexes.
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2o3.2«2 Complex Correspondences
2.3^2.21 Ga Front Vowel, Adangme Front Vowelrmum vwiiHniM.kaiELMEeni *»»44e*irxl.www*w'*»*xjff ' liiunsrjjiigmuMtidiwrtiw* inimiiU'.tam»is»M«i4rt
The correspondences Ge : D I and G £:D e only 
occur where the Ga vowel is followed by a suffix 
consisting of gemination of that vowel (2.3*1°21).
There are no correspondences between front vowels of 
like type, in which the Ga vowel occurs followed by a 
suffix of this kind. It is a possible hypothesis
therefore that G ee and G ££ respectively represent 
*11 and *eeg A shift *1 to G e would entail loss 
of nasality, since there is no nasal couterpart of G e.
2.3.2.22 Ga Front Vowel, Adangme Back VowelmeVHtnruaiMfttro* tnn r iru lit.. k iwm Tf nr.
The correspondences G e:B o and G l:B □ contrast 
with the correspondences between like vowels of the same 
types. Yet there is not sufficient evidence here for 
the reconstruction of two additional vowels for the 
proto-language. It is probably significant that all 
but one of the examples (2.3®1^22) occur in at least one 
of the languages in the first syllable of a disyllabic 
word. It is possible that these correspondences are 
relics of morphophonemic alternates, the conditioning 
factors of which have been lost, and of which each language 
preserves only one (cf. discussion of *d. 2.2.2.1).
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2<>5*2.23 Ga Back Vowel, Ajiangme front Vowel
The correspondences Go:Be and G 5:D jj. (2.3»i<’23)
occur only alter the labialized consonants hw and pw 
respectivelyo In Adangme, o does not occur after hw, 
nor does 5 (or □) after pw. These correspondences may 
be accounted for on a hypothesis of dissimilation, 
whereby ;\hwo > B hwe, and *pw3 >B pwe..
u
not occur after hw or w.
hwo and wo; (2,3olo24) are
There is support fa?
prolo-
reflexes of/G~B *hwup and 
this in the fact that of the Adangme-speaking
Togo community of Se-Zogbadzi, the founders of which 
left the Adangme territory in the eighteenth century 
(Sprigge) has wuo for ’sea’.^
The word for ’tomorrow’ is reconstructed as ^hwSp, 
on the hypothesis that in Ga and Ada *hwo > wp (2o2o2<»3)? 
but in Krobo *hwo > hu, if it was followed by a vowel of 
a different tone.
2 ® 3 ° 2.3 Obs erv'at i on s
The vast majority of examples of correspondences 
between vowels lead to a straightforward reconstruction 
of seven oral and five nasal consonants in proto-Ga™ 
Adangme. However, there are a few, less well attested
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correspondences which leave problems, particularly
those between Ga back and Adangme front vowels. In 
respect to the latter, the possibility of an old 
morphophonemic alternation was suggested (2.5.2.21 ,
see also 2.2.2. 1). In modern G-a, there is 
morphophonemic alternation between front and back 
vowels in some nominals (2.4*2.1, -V__). It should be 
noted, too, that the reconstruction of primary and 
secondary consonant contrasts depends almost entirely 
on occurrences before back vowels (2.2.1.11, 2.2.1.21). 
further investigation, particularly into alternant forms 
in nominals, might show that shifts in vowels from front 
to back articulation have taken place. It may be noted 
that in both languages, the most frequent (1.5®2.1) 
vowel type, a, is not involved in any of the correspondences 
that point to possible changes in the vowel systems.
2°Second Syllables
2.4.1 Loss of Medial Consonantswnwi*iui<i. .i. wi.jtu i-T-a**”'*KUMwiwd taEuadm.iTvwwwMnrvcwv
2.4.1.1 In Ga
&
There are a few items in which/in Ga corresponds to 
n in Adangme.
G
r> ~ <*far
kper
X %
I) ’begin’ v
panr ’vein, tendon’ n
*1 x*kpenr ’beard, chin* n
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It seems that in G-a *n was lost between * 3, *5, 
^e^and "L 
2 o 4 o 1 o 3i In Adangme
I r,.,„ »n n . »»"
There are a few Adangme items in which corresponds 
to Ga mo
G fenilmS D enwo ’five’ adj
sum 5b>m tMtHfwnrt swj * love, like1i v
It appears that Adangme *m was lost in the environment
1 u o
2o4o2 Alternating SyllablesUH4 Meta*. nJMttrc* t.^rf'tWBjSSjTSrt |’wnt6*Am OITWMM mM WW.IHJM patrw
There are a number of nouns which correspond 
in the first syllable, but not in the second. Most 
of these second syllables are analyzable as singular 
suffixes in Ga, but not in Adangmeo
2o4o2ol Syllable TypesVtrfia** * ■tqirt fw itj *• Iwk tinuna tm'ffsL'w'i cL) w liiiihm
-ini
This syllable occurs in a few nouns of both 
languages, most of which are names of body parts. In 
most cases of -mi in Ga, no cognate item could be found 
in Adangmeo In others, Adangme has -mi but the Ga 
form corresponds in the preceding syllable only.
G ’vagina’
(vdz. gbei ’ penis1 )
laml 1 cocks’s comb’
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G mumi 1 elephant’s trunk8
■'j z
hie. D hemi,111—Irt r? r ■> n V < 8 face 8
lei he-lemi 8 tail8
WO-lo womi ’hide, skin; book8
gwalamitcw4 momMwnKwnBnsciiw 8 star8
osalami hwalami ’moon8
t
65 moralto t=sl S*bh wd unimroi stm-fl K inwomi 8 okro8
-i
A number of
bases
Ga nominal/(but not members of any
other base class) of shape CJVi correspond in the
penultimate syllable to Adangme nominal bases with
a penultimate syllable of shape CV, The tone of
the Adangme form corresponds to the tone of Ga i,
unless the Ga vowels are ai. In that case the
corresponding Adangme vowel in e, with tone
corresponding to the tones of both Ga syllables.
G fai h pel 8 hat8
(
plur, f ai-i p^”h£ ’hats’
malai mele ’tick’ (insect)
lai le. £ 8 firewood8
s&M&IRd ’Shai8 (tribe)z
gUik
zn« /•*
£££ ’bow and arrow8
lilei IlJe 8 tongue8
Jw£iC4^tM*VMrwa4 &zl 8 rag ’
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t
G gb£iti^rrrTTWlTrji.ari' ii D ’name’
X
S £jL = s£ 1 stool1
s f
fj£ 1 cold1
lei Jie-l6mi ’ t ai 1 ’
foi f 0 1 speed’
A number of nouns in Ga end. in "V , alternating 
with -i in the plural* They correspond in the first 
syllable to monosyllabic Adangme nouns.
G yo-oCfcilixm «-tn» £ Z2 ’Maxwell's
lo-o lo ’meat, fish’
gO-"-Q so ’Thursday’
f a-a pa 1 river’
It is noteworthy that none of the corresponding 
vowels are front vowels, with the exception of G e:D x 
and G £:D e (cf. 2*3»2o21) However, in a few of these 
nouns the plural in Ga involves a vowel alternation 
between o and e, in the stem.
G yo-o H yo
* woman1 ’woman, wife 1
plur. zl-hx
The same alternation occurs in a few nominals without 
the -V suffix, e»go
G S2S2 H momo ’old1 adj
plur. meme-dg r plur. momo-hl
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Several nouns have a second syllable consisting 
of 1 followed by a vowel identical to the one that 
precedes• It may exist in one language corresponding 
to a syllable of the same type in th@ other language, or 
to or the form in the other language may have a 
non-corresponding, second syllable. °
mala.1 B ms.lg ’tick’
nme.-ltMM »***«■*» nmtl£ ’bell’
Rbg, bpl^ ’way, road’
■ f
garrtaaiwitHfivu
z
gtleiSsmrtatMjttw ’bow and arrow’
l&~l£/ l't ’canoe’
be-le. be * ’horn, pipe’
ye-le K hyZ ’yam’
wo-lo B wo ml ’hide, skin; book
-li
A few items corresponding in the first syllable
have a second syllable -li in Adangme, but something
else in Ga„
G ko-j) B koli * antler’
A peliiTi-WowirtirWmTTtf ’wing’
tj’e -le B t J £ 1 i ’feather*
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“le
A few items that correspond in the first syllable
also referring to body parts, have ~le in the secondMUtfWWMV
syllable in one language but something else in the oth
G bfe -le D tfeli 'feather’
K pele ’wing’
D gole ’thumb’
-ne
Several names of body parts, especially in Ga,
have a second syllable ™ne.
G gbo-ne * claw’
f£-ne ’wing’
nr-ne h nine ’ arm'
na-ne naneMflTuanrHUK. •leg'
~3l
Several Ga nouns end in “21 where the Adangme ends
/ or -m, -mi. Many are name s of living beings or of
body parts 9 One is the name of a town.
G D nmo ’louse'
w5 »deity *
demr ’rock python*
fc£p.~a kpomx ’Kpone’
ko-nBzqMri bfen* koli ’antler’
& -i €*mr-li- .a ss 'inside’
te ’middle, midst’
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G wa-ntadJrt* bWu I 325 ? 225 1 £3?ey hair'
1 shoulder1
2.4.2.2 Observations and Conclusions
1, In Adangme the plurals of these nouns are formed 
in a regular fashion, with the suffix “ha?. In Ga, all 
of these syllables with the exception of -mi and-i,~i 
are dropped in the plural- Except when the singular
ending is ~VX, the Ga plural suffix is •d^i, not the
more usual -r
G l^-lfc
fi-ne
e.g
canoe
wrng
le -d^i 
fi-d^i
s
Z n V
WQ “ dg U.
’canoes’
’wings1
’deities ’
In -1V_ are names of inanimate objects
’deity’
These syllables (other than mi, -i) are therefore 
morphemes in Ga, signifying singular number.
2. A considerable number of the nouns ending in -mi, 
™li? and in the singular in -le, ~ne or are names of 
parts of the body. Most, not all, of the nouns ending 
The semantic
consistency is not total but probably too high to be 
purely accidental.
5° It is suggested that these second syllables are the 
remnants of a proto-G-D system of nominal suffixes- 
Since many pairs of forms which are cognate in the first 
or stem syllable differ in the second, it is likely that
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there was considerable dialect variation in the distr­
ibution of the proposed suffixes in the proto-language 
itself. Ga mx-lx-^ carries two suffixes.
4o The correspondences of the type G Vi : B V are 
reconstructed as proto G-D *Vi, in order to account 
for the fact that the Adangme tone corresponds to the 
tone on Ga i. There was also a vowel change in Adangme, 
of *ai to modern £ or at, depending on the tone of *ai.
The loss of i in Adangme involved palatalization 
of the labial consonants *bw and *f before *£i, so thatWiPij *
the word for 'name1 should be reconstructed as "bwtx.
These correspondences occur only in nouns,and in
the Ga word for ’tick1, -i is separated from the first 
syllable by the suffix -IV^o It is suggested therefore 
that -i and ~i are also relics of nominal suffixes.
If so, the morpheme boundary between stem and suffix 
was probably lost before the separation of Ga and Adangme, 
since it is not present in either of the modern languages.
z
On this basis the items Ga malax 'tick1 and Adangme
wirt muff nr,' .a.Muiiwaa
z z
jgele (a variant of gee) 'bow and arrow1 would be
reconstructed as having once consisted of three morphemes 
each:
* ma-la-i >
* ga-la-i >
* >
malai
sill
z
gax
D melt
z*r\ iv rzD
G
D
G
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It is possible that these changes are relatable 
to the fact that Ga i and. 1 occur in a larger number 
of morphs than do Adangme i and x (1*3*2)• However, 
they cannot account for the size of the statistical 
difference, especially since i (or possibly £) has 
also been lost in Ga, through the change *-ni >
(see below)*
5* Protten (1764) gives the following forms:
Protten Modern Ga
’’mini" mill9 ‘in, inside'
"ten, teni£' 'midst
The town-name kpo-n is spelled "Kpone” on most maps.
buTAmmm tMt **•»+■ 4*
seem therefore that there has been a change in Ga 
of *-ni to -J), after oral vowels and close vowels. 
After nasal open and half open vowels, ;:i“-n- was lost 
and *~ni became -1 (2<,5LU)
2*4*3 Diffusion of Labialization
In Ada, the labial quality of a close or half-
close back vowel in the first syllable of a morpheme 
was extended to 1 or n followed by e in the second 
syllable, so that in this environment *~n and *1 
became nw and lw respectively in Ada.
G sjune supwe S surie 'pillow'
SUlw& K sule'penis'
kolwfe kole 'turtle'
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2„5 The Evidence for Nominal Prefixes
2o5®l VocalicrwcuMinxs  mtWoart wuramt
A number of nouns in each language begin in a, o or eo 
A large proportion of those with initial a or o have 
likely sources in Twi or Ewe. A few have no known 
foreign source, e.g.
G agbo 
Hdar^me
D agbo 
dag me
oya
’big' adj 
'Adangme' 
'speed' n
n
’fast’ adv
Nouns with initial e are fewer but a smaller
proportion of the examples appear to have a foreign 
sourceo In most examples the initial vowel is present
in one language only„
G hS D ehS 'pregnancy'
ekia ka ■courage'
ejjjela 3J3. 'weaver bird'
t
69maml mwaml (okro'
In both languages, e- is a morpheme which derives
nominals from adjectives (see also 6olol.l5? 6 o1# 2 o16)s
G momo ’ old' 6-morno ’ old, thing'
hee ’ new’ e—hee 'new thing’
D hetHseimhA 'new' e-hSnw wbmuuw* 'new thing'
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The numbers from two to six in both languages
begin
G
in ju
eny5
et|
D enyo
ete
’ two 1
1 three’
ftdgw£ 6yw£tMH»c£re*mWm>a* ’f our’
endmo 6nw5 1 five1kkm rkis «***» iwx4 uuaiwunuaMia
ekpda 6kpj. 1 d "1 “V" 1
It is likely that initial *6 was morphemic in proto-~G-D
but there is little evidence that the same was true of
initial *e, *a and *o.
2o5*2 Nasal
BJtrBWtiH 6WI
h Protten in his grammar section lists the singular 
and plural forms of a number of nouns which still exist.
but without Protten’s initial nasal consonant 0
Protten Modern Ga Modern Adangme
sing® plur. singo plur.
”nkiu“ “nkjugi “ tiu it Jft-i tfu ’room’
“sande” “nsagi” sane sad^r sane ’matter
“Gong” “nGo.gi“ £2& gndgr - ’hill’
“nsisi” ft* p c*J r j r c* c*S1S1 ’under’
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This initial nasal was evidently dropped 
following a possessive pronoun, as initial vowels are 
dropped to-days
Protten
"mi kiu fe o kiu da lee " ' mit Huus er st^rre en dit'
(my house surpassed your 
house grew)
Modern Ga
mi tju da fe & tiu ’my house is bigger than yours
(my house grew surpassed
your house)
Also, although he lists ’"nsisi", in texts he writes
"jsesippong sisi", ye. Jikpo j Jiff 'under the earth'•
2o In Protten, several nouns and pronouns have "d" or
"nd" where modern Ga and Adangme have n.
Protten Modern Ga Modern Adangme
s i ng ® plur a sing$ plur»
"dinde" "nigi" nine P.biji nine 'hand’
"ndae " n£ n£ 1 that *
"ndo" nn no 'thing’
"didse " "njnse " nl-n£ ni-nt ’that which'
"nondse u no™ni no -n£ 1 11 1,1
On the other hand, there are modern n which 
Protten also spells with "n.":
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Protten Modern Ga
"no” no ‘ on’
”noko” noko * something’
’’nimaekae Namaei ” nilmi ke*w*t)*C7iO*i!*HttaRtaL3S tataUlfcm* ’grandfather and
naarngj grandmothers’
"nu" nuu ’ man'
3 • The foregoing examples are interpreted as evidence
that at Protten’s time there was a nasal prefix, which
occurred only with the plural suffix in many nouns, and 
also with the singular in at least a few, as in ”nkiu, 
nkugi”. This prefix has since been lost altogether 
before most consonants, but in the cluster *nd, *d was 
lost* This assimilation had already taken place when 
Protten wrote, at least before *1 and *i (’nigi", “njmse'1), 
but since then the assimilated cluster of the plural has 
been extended to the singular, presumable by a process of 
analogy, so that ’’dinde” > nine. It seems also that the 
suffix which was reconstructed (2«,4.2»2) as *~ne raay 
actually have had the form *-nde, in view of such items 
as "sande” and ”dinde”*
It is tempting to use the hypothesis of an obsolete 
nasal prefix to explain a number of otherwise irregular 
correspondences between a nasal consonant in one 
language and an oral consonant of the same order in the 
other* Although very suggestive, these correspondences
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are otherwise very difficult to reconcile with the 
better attested correspondences already discussed,,
G 1:1 n9 1 
complicated by 
1 and n in both
G lagm?
la-mo
likplikg ? 
nikoliko
This correspondence is further 
apparently irregular variation between
languages.
A lamina K nagnn ’navel’
D nala-mr ’dream’
likoko a kind of small
cup
IuqCi, nunu (rare) * tooth’
G b:D m
G bo D mo
G w:A mw K\ S ow 
G waj) A mwa
G tQa-a D ga
2nd sing pronoun
S gwa 1 grey hair’
1 craft;advice1
G ny:D 
G nye D hye
nyo-ma
* yesterday1 
1 debt *
G 2Jw:D hw
G nwalami ’star’ D hwalami
ArffWIHwUri TH lliCI'H WCTiMtMnwJ>«WMM MBS
’moon'
If these items are considered together withthe evidence
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in Protten of lost nasal prefixes, it may be concluded 
that proto-Ga-Adangme once had a nasal nominal prefix, 
possibly homorganic with the consonant of the stem, 
which has since become inactive in both languages and 
largely lost. In Adangme, the nasal quality was not 
lost when the stem consonant was a labial, *w (*N-wa A mwa,
K or (*m-bo >mo). In Ga,,. the nasal quality
remains with all initial velars of which there is 
evidence, *h£ (*N-hZi > G 3Z&, > G n£5), *£
> 9) and *hw (*N™hw y $w). In both languages, 
nasal quality remains where the stem-initial consonant 
was *d (*N~d > n). Generally the nasal consonant was 
lost before *K but it seems that in some places it was 
assimilated. At present there is insufficient data to 
determine whether this retention can be located 
geographically, but in the word for ’navel’ It is 
certainly distinctively Krobo.
There are a few attestations of a similarly 
irregular but suggestive correspondence G m:D n:
G mu D nu 1 oil '
mo no ’person'
If a nasal prefix is involved here, it would be 
expected, according to the previous argument, that 
the Adangme items should be reconstructed as *n-du,
*n-do respectively. Pet this does not suit the Gatsal ottt«aJ4U4 tZ
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formso If, however, the prefix to he reconstruced 
were not homorganic, with the following consonant, 
hut a bilabial *m, hoth forms could he reconstruced 
as respectively *m-du, * The implication Is
that the articulation of the prefix was assimilated 
to that of the stem consonant in Adangme, hut the 
reverse happened In Ga. This hypothesis also implies 
two contrasting nasal prefixes at some stage of the 
proto-language and before the change *n~d > n.
Unfortunately, the hypothesis that Ga m and 
Adangme n are in these examples reconstructable as
is equally acceptable, because no evidence has 
been found that would support or disprove either.
Since it appears that > b and not m in Ga,
and m, not n in Adangme , the first hypothesis seems 
more likely., It is therefore suggested as possible, 
but by no means established, that proto-Ga-Adangme 
had more than one nasal nominal prefix*
Another problem arises, concerning the correspon­
dence G n:D ny, which has been treated (2*2*2.2) as 
one of the correspondences attesting proto-Ga-Adangme *ny. 
In addition to the pair Ga na-a, Adangme nya ‘mouth, edge* 
there exists a Ga item da-j), 'inside of mouth'.
Although Ga na-a could be reconstructed as ^n-da-a
this is difficult to reconcile with the Adangme. It 
could be done by postulating a proto-consonant *dy,
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contrasting with *d, *dw and *cL^ before *u and *a, 
and the hypothesis that in Adangme *n-dy ny, but 
proto-G-D > proto-Ga *n~d<> Since this is the
only evidence for such a consonant, it seems simpler 
to assume that the alternation *ny / *d was present 
in proto-Ga-Adangme«»
4® The proposed simplification of NO clusters seems 
to have occurred without exception for all 0. It 
follows therefore that the many nouns in the modern 
languages, especially Ga, that have an initial NO 
cluster are foreign«, In fact, in most cases a 
Twi source is easily found for such items, e<,g«
G SlSEti 9 mpae
nkfeile, K ak&t&
nt&
nkakalaat5jC« itic-cc. cm twnci «wi D flkakala
Twi mp&e ’libation1
nk&t6s. ’ground nut’» Tfl *^cww»t»bws/cei
nta ’pair’
qk&kra ’light soup1
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3,0 Introduction
The verbal base in both languages contains a verbal 
stem. It may also have one or two verbal extensions 
(0.5.5). In this chapter, the phonological structure 
of the verbal base is discussed, excluding those bases 
which contain a productive extension (U.l). That is, 
all verbal bases discussed in this chapter have previously 
(e.g. in Okunor 1967, Apronti 1967) been tacitly treated 
as consisting of a stem only. Bases containing stems 
which never occur unaccompanied by extensions are included.
3.1 Syllabic Shape
Verbal bases in Ga and Adangme commence on a GV 
syllable. Following syllables may be of any type, 
though GV is most common.
3.1.3- Monosyllables
In both languages a high proportion of mono-morphemic
vb have the shape GV. These have high or low tone in Ga,
1and high, mid or low tone in Adangme. In each language
there are a number of such vb that differ only in tone, e.g.
H L M
G bu ’wear’ bu ’be plentiful’
tjja ’join’ t J a ’dig’
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H L M
D sa ’snatch1 sa ’be suitable’ sa ’rot’
ha 1 rub * ha ’put on’
ba ’beg’ ba ’come’
3. 1.2 Polysyllables
Most non-monosyllabic vb in both languages are 
disyllabic, but a few have three syllables. There are 
many polysyllabic vb in both languages, more in Ga than 
in Adangme.
3.1.2.1 OWT
3.1.2.11 g£
Verbal stems of this syllable-combination occur 
with a variety of tone patterns. In Ga only, the second 
vowel and its tone may both be identical to the first. 
Most of these bases closely resemble Akan forms. The
following list is believed to be exhaustive:
Ga doo ’roast’ Twi dow ’become brown
huu ’blow’ huw ’blow’
■foo ’clean off’ hwew ’sweep away’
tee 'go'
too ’cut down’ tew ’sever *
tuu,'tiu ’follow’ tiw ’follow’
tuu ’be dark’ tuu ’dark * adj
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In Ga, approximately thirty-five verbal bases have 
z f\the shape GV+V^, where the first vowel is either i_ 
(preceded by a palatalized consonant or h) or the same 
as the second and third, which are always identical. 
Examples are;
ywiee ’speak’ t £033 ’teach’
Except utterance finally, these bases drop the final
/ \ / vowel, so that the shape CV+V+V, alternates with GV+V.
zThere are a few bases which have shape GV+V in all 
environments including utterance-final„ In two of the
four examples found, the first vowel is Three resemble
Twi verbs.
Ga Ji£Z ’preach ’
/pa a, pa^ ’invoke name’ Twi tpae
z
hi a ’need’
/
hia
f oa ’embrace’ fua ’grasp’
There are also> a few verbal bases in Ga Of shape z \GV+V, in
which if the first vowel is open the second is close, and 
vice versa. Most of the vb of this type in which the first 
vowel is not 3 or a resemble Twi verbs.
Ga 'bSi ’begin’
go i ’belch’
z1
dai ’respond’
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/tkp ai ’pour libation’ Twi pae (mpaeZ n) ’pour libation
bua 'help' boa ’help’
f i
kua ’wrinkle’ koa ’bend’
/1
hia ’pour ’ (hwie ’ p our ’)
/1 /Vmi a ’squeeze’ A. /mi a ’squeeze’
There are also a few Ga vb in which the second
half close0 Again,, most of these resemble Twi
1 occur’
’remember’
’want1
vowel is
f orms„
« A* 'Ga pue
kae
tao
Twi puez
kae
There are three examples of this type of vowel 
with low tone in both;
combination
Ga cLjao ’worship’ 
gwao ’beat’ 
hao ’be lazy’
Twi gykw
hlw
3 o 1 o 2 o 12 Adangme
Adangme employs only two tone patterns in vb of the
OW type, and the vowel combinations are even more limited 
tthan in Gao They are either GV+V3 where the first vowel is 
i_3 u3 or the same as the second vowel;
bee ’sweep’ biY ’be stupid’ bua ’pretend’ 
or CW, where the first vowel is i_ or u;
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pi3r ’ c oinplain * kua ’ s t op T 
Exceptions to the rule are:
/\Adangme kal ’rem emb e r ’ G a kae Twi tkae
kpa.i ’watch., notice’
/ \< X. rVj?ai ’sketch.’ G-a (Twi saa)
zao ’seize’
Since Ga kae and Adangme kai closely resemble each other,
but the second vowels do not correspond, it is likely that
both are borrowed from Twi kae, 
3olo202 GV+H
Adangme has no vb of this type. Ga has only a few, 
most of which closely resemble Twi stemso
Ga * hang ’ n • 'Twi SgQ Ga SOQ ’filter’ Twi sjqz
dffwep ’think’ dweg 5£a ’travel’ doin’
’peregrinate’
ba$ ’cut’ tSQ ’draw, print’
3o 1.2,3 CV-i-GV
Most of the disyllabic vb in both languages are of this
shape „ The p os s ible tone patterns are; Ga and Adangme ~ HH,
LL, HL, LH, Adangme only - MM. MM disyllables are all CVlV .x
Examples of the tone patterns are:
Ga Adangme
HH djwele ’praise’ yose ’realize’
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/VG-a
LI bole ’surround’
HL z 1bo do ’dent’
LH d3ad3ez ’straighten
MM
Adangme
sole 1 worship *
boni ’begin’
gole ’belch’
dala ’share’
3•1o 2o4 Trisyllabic Verbal Bases
3olo2ft4l Ga
In both languages there are a few trisyllabic vbo 
In G-a these are of several types3 each of which has only 
a few examplesP and some only one. In one type? either 
the second or the third syllable is £vx. If it is the 
thirds the first two syllables are usually identical
except in tone 
/ i / z ttjomolo ’toil’
t J ot Jolo ’hang’
f f
gbigbili ’groan’
") kpeleke ’descend
Z 1
filiki 'fly'
pelene ’suffer’
kokolo
/ ’yoyplo
palase
/ \
’roll’
’be di s t r aught’
u ’be very annoyed’ 
’plaster’
palase is borrowed from English ’plaster’, ___
probably relatable to Twi pene ’groan in suffering’ and 
pere ’struggle in death agony’.
oelene is
Another type has nasal syllabic consonants. These items
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second vowel.
/’stagger1 d-^id-jaa ’get violent’
11
all appear to be loans.
/ i z ( zCV+N4-CV benka ’draw near’ Twi benkyc
CV-hCV+N bid^in ’begin’ English "begin"
In a third type,, the second syllable reduplicates 
the consonant of the first, and the last consists of 
gemination of the
OV+OV+V^ lilaa 
/di daa
These forms all resemble somewhat the Twi gyigya 
(Ld^idjaJ), ’be unstable’.
There is one example of a type in which the vowel of 
the first syllable is geminated, with a change in tone:
CV+V+OV laad-^e 'get lost'A" '1
3.1.2.U2 Adangme
There are even fewer trisyllabic vb in Adangme, 
and only two types. There is only one example, and that 
occurring only in Ada, of as second syllable:
OV-blWCV filiki ’fly’
It is possible that this item has been borrowed from G-a.
In the other type, either the first two syllables are 
identical, and the third consists of a vowel which is back 
if the other vowels are back, and front if they are front, 
or the consonants are identical and so are the second and
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third vowels.
CV+CV+V kuku/ ’gather up ’ mimrZ ’shiver’
/ x fdi da a 1 stagger1 t J i tjg s ’move,
3.1.3 Summary
In the following chart, types in square brackets (Cl) 
occur1 only in Adangme, and types in parentheses (()) only 
occur in Ga.
Monosyllables CV CV ' Le v J
Di syllables -,-CV CVCV z f CVCV CVCV CVCV [cYCv]
-i-V / 1 cw (CW) GW
-i-N (CVW) |(CVN) (GYN)
Trisyllahles+OV+CV (CVGVtV) GVtVGV
tv z \ /CVCW
-VN (CVCW)
+V+CV (CWCV)
+v (GV^Y)
-l-N+CV (cwci) 1
3.1.4 Proportion of Monosyllables to Polysyllables
When the bases in the sample were counted according
to syllabic type, the following figures were obtained:
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Ga Adangme
monosyllables 309 55% - 375 64# -
polysyllables 257 45#- 210 55%.
Total vb 566 100^ _• 585 99& -
Despite the larger total number of vb, the number of 
polysyllabic vb is lower in Adangme. The proportion of 
monosyllables to the total number of verbal bases is 
therefore higher in Adangme.
3.2 Monosyllabic Verbal Bases
3.2.1 Tone
The number of GV vb bearing each tone was as follows:
Ga Adangme
No. No.
H 122 39% 134 36 %
L 187 60% 1U3 38%
M 98 26 %
Total 309 99% 375 100 %
Since the proportions of high-tone vb in each sample 
differ by only 3% of the totals, they may be considered 
the same. The lower percentage of low-toned vb in Adangme 
is therefore accounted for by the fact that Adangme also
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has mid-toned vb. The percentages of non-high vb in 
the two languages are practically the same; Ga 60
In Ga the majority of GV bases are low-toned.
In Adangme9 mid Is least frequent but the difference 
between low and high is not significant. Thus mono­
syllabic verbal bases are not evenly divided between 
the available tones for each language? nor between 
high and non-high? but the distribution is considerably 
more even in Adangme than Ga.
3«, 2.2 C+V Combinations
Chart 1 displays the Q-pV combinations in actually 
occurring monosyllabic verbal bases.
With a few notable exceptions? those consonants 
which do not occur or occur only rarely are tertiary or 
the rare primary consonants. Besides the generally non­
occurring syllables noted previously (1.2.1.11? 1.2.1.21)? 
no monosyllabic base in either language begins in v? 
although Adangme vy does occur. In Ga £? gw? and hw? 
in Adangme by? zy, tw, qw do not occur.
Some other consonants occur in very restricted 
contexts. Ga and Adangme rpn, ny? q_9 Adangme ny, mw
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occur but only with open and half open vowels. In both 
languages w, 1, y, and yw occur only with oral vowels.
Some occur with one vowel only:
— a;
S\J
G and E d_3W, tfw, G $w, E
-a: E .sy, .ty
-u: E g
E dw
-V E sw
e s^y* yw
-e: E vy
The degree to which the possible syllables are 
exploited as monosyllabic verbal stems was calculated,
i.e. the ratio was found of the number of syllables 
used in such verbs to the number of possible syllables 
The ratios were;
G-a
Adangme
Exp1oi t a ti on of
GV syllables 
67%
57%
Exploitation of
CV in verbal liases 
46%
36%
Therefore the exploitation of possibilities of forming 
CV syllables is greater in Ga than in Adangme, to exactly
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the same degree in monosyllabic verbal bases as in the 
language as a whole9 i.e, 10 IK.
Chart 1
Ho n o s yliable Verbal Bases
a a i I e c £ u u o o 5
G D G D G D r<u D G D G D G D G D G D G- p G D G D
b X X X — X X -\rax X X X X .... X X X X —
bw / / — / - / - / - / - / / / / / X /
by / - / - / - / - / - / •» / •» / - / / - / •” / -
gb X X X - - X X X X X X - ..... X X X X X X X
gby / / ■» / - / » / ™ / X / - / / - / ™ / - / -
P ™ X — X •“ X — X — X «... X - - X — X „„ X X
pw / - / X / / / X / - / X / / / / /
py / X / - / - / - / - / X / - / / - / / / -
kp X X X X — — - X X X X X X X X
d X X X X X — -•» — X ... X — ... X X X .... X X X —
dw / / - / - / - / - / - / / / - / - / X / •»
d^ X X - X X - X X X X - X X «» X X X
d^w X X - •- - - - ■" -- - -- ... - - - - - - -
t .X X X X X X X — X X X Vax. -- X X X X X X X X X X
tw / / - / - / - / - / - / / / / — / — /
-by / - / "V“•A. / / - / - / - / - / - / - / / / ...
tj X X — — X — X X X - X X X X X X X •xrax X. X X X X yr
t jr w X ■v.Zi, - -> - - - - - - - “■ - «-
s - - - - - - - — - - -- X X X
gw - X - - - - - -■ - - - „■
k X X x X - - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
kw X X X - - X - X - - X X
£ X X X X - "V" X X - *V' X X X X X X X x: X X
fy / X / X / - / -- / - / X / - / / - / ./ - / =
v — — — — — -» — — ... — — — — — —
vy / - / - / / - / X / - / / - / - / / - /
s X X — X — X — X — X -- X ... X X X X X X X X X X
sy / - / X / - / - / - / - / __ / / ... / - / /
sw / / - / - / - / - / / / / / ... / / X
1 X / X / / X / X / X / - / - / - / / X / X /
J W - / X / 2i / - / X / X / - / -- / - / - / X / - /
z X X — X — — — “r-a. — - ... — — — — — — —
zy / - / / - / - / - / - / / - / / /
h X X X X — X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
hw — X X - — - - X - __ - ... - — •V*-ii-
hy / X / - / / - / / .X / / ““ / / / X / »
m X X X X X — — X — — X X — X — — X X X — X —
mw / / — / - / - / - / / X / __ / - / / / X
my / - / X / / / / X / / / - / - / - /
w X X - - X — - - — — — — — •xr-fi- X — - ■v X X X — —
n X X ■“ X X - - X - - X X X X - - - “■ X X
ny X - X X - - - - - - X X X X X X X
nyw / X / - / / - / - / - / - •/ - / / - / /
n X X X — — — — X ■“ — •“ — — — — — X X X
OW X - - - - — - - — - — — — - — — — — —
9m X - X X - - - - - X X X X — ■“ - - - - X
1 X X - - X X — — X X X X - *v*■Jl- X X X X X -
lw / X / - / - / - / - / -- / - / / "" / / / -
y X X - X - - X X '■v.Zi. X X X X
yw X "" jr "" X MM ww
*V'.Zi. C!V combination occurs
- combination does not occur
/ consonant not present in language
CSfa
o
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3.3 GVOV Verbal Bases
3o3d First Syllable
The first syllable of C^V^Gg^? ver^a^ ^ases is in most 
ways like GV bases, but there are a few differences.
lo Rather surprisingly, nasal consonants other than 
m are quite rare at C^ in both languages . In Ga and 
2_m do not occur at ally and n occurs in only on item.
In Adangme tp and r)m occur but not n or ny.
2O z,, which occurs in one or two GV bases does not occur
at all. v occurs , but only in one Adangme item. Ga p>
which does not occur in GV bases, occurs at 0 in several 1
G1V1G2V2 hases‘
3c Adangme tertiary consonants, most of which are very 
restricted in GV bases do not occur at all.
Except for the nasal consonants and Ga p^ the
composition of the first syllable of 0 V G V bases resembles 
112 2
that of monosyllabic bases.
3o3c2 ,3econd Syllable
Charts II and III show the composition of second 
syllables of GVOV verbal bases and the number of occurrences
of each type.
Chart II Ga + C V2 2
No.Occur . 0 a a i e £ A*£ u
60 1 16 2 5 27 1 2 1
22 k 5 1 3 5 3 3
21 m 2
19 i L|. 1 1 1
10 3 1 1
9 d5 7
9 n 1 8
7 d 1 1 2
2 b 1 1
1 i£ 1
1 1
1 g
1 kp
1 £ 1
1 a 1
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U 0 □**"*
3 3
2
2 1
1
1 1
1 1
19
1
1
1
32 1|. 11 0 59 6 3 11 0 9 9 21
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Chart III Adangme + C2V2
No.0ccur„ C a a i
100 1 19 9 6
10 t 1 2 1
9 n 1
9 £ 1 1
7 k 1 1
U m 1
3 d 1 1
3 d£ 1
1 h
1 it
1 s
1 g Jb
1 &
l aa
1 3.
1 ny 1
e £ 
23 5
1
8
k
1 1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1 w
1
15U
£ U
11 2
2
1
U £
7
1
1
1
1
£ £
10 2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2U 13 10 1 lf.6 8 11 5 o 12 21 3
The percentage of realized syllables in each language 
in Charts II and III is: Ga - 28 Adangme - 26 
That isy it is essentially the same. These figures are 
very low, when compared with those for CV syllables In 
general and' even CV vb (3.3.2). They would be very 
much lower if the calculation were based on the total 
number of consonants in the language, rather than on 
the number3 which were found to occur at C2. In fact 
less than half of all the consonants occur in that 
position.
The consonants which occur at C2 are among those 
which are in general the most frequent (1,2.3). Only 
one, Adangme vy, is tertiary, and that occurs as a kind 
of reduplication (vivye *be greedy*). In both languages,
1 is by fqr the most frequent, and is followed by the 
widest range of vowels. In Ga, k, m and t are unusually 
frequent, but in Adangme this is less noticeable, especially 
with m.
The nasal vowels are not common, and u does not 
appear at all. In both languages e is distinctly the 
most frequent V , whereas in the languages in general 
a, o, and i in Ga, o in Adangme are all more frequent
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than e (1.3.2). With this exception* relative vowel 
frequencies in G^Vg of verbal bases are not significantly 
different from relative frequencies in morphemes in
general.
When the actual forms are examined9 it appears that 
in general Vg is either the same as the vowel in the 
preceding syllable or e. This pattern is more marked 
in Ga than in Adangme, Some examples of what may be 
called the normal pattern are;
G hala ’pick* kpete, ’press agains t * duku ’ cut up’
bole ’surround* y os e ’recognise’ i&adje ’proclaim
D fili ’buy on credit* ma t a ’stick’ hos'o ’ shake’
gole ’belch’ ty ake ’change’ kasX ’ learn’
n at Gg in either language is followed only by e,
with one
G t Jine
D kane
except!on;
’ thread’
’read’
kane
mane
’read’ Jantb ’slip ’
’untie’
tjiiie * sneeze’
’send’ /pine
but G- nina ’meet’
In Ga, a major exception to the pattern is syllables 
with m, which is usually followed by 3. In Adangme m is 
less frequent and the vowels at V2 follow the noi-mal pattern.
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X IGa k£m5 ’groan1 l&mo ’li ck’ tarn 3" ’resemble’ 
damfr ’stand’ sumo ’love’ Jarno ’urinate’
The pattern of repeating the first vowel or e is 
without exception following those consonants that occur 
in only one or two forms, with the following exceptions; 
9 - Adangme dw)3> ’leak’
f - Ga kSfo ’praise’
Following is a list of the exceptions to the normal
vowel pattern, with consonants that occur at 02 in
or more verbs.
G+Ga boda ’make crooked’ D fudja7 ’get mouldy’
kota 'fold* kika ’twist’
kuma ’reside with’ pila ’ injure’
k I nma ’meet’
/pila ’injure’
■fka ’overfill’
t ika 'stuff
1-Gi kazdi ’mark’ kadi ’mark’
koti ’probe ’ t£ll ’pour libation
bpni ’begin’
4*0 o hako ’yawn’
x f40 e. sise ’beg (as beggar)’ seks. ’last long’
three
t
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+0u haku ’yawn1
+0o tjuka ’smoke fish’ tfuko, t j{ko ’smoke fish
kudo ’guide, steer’ kudo *guide’
3. U Conclusions
Verb shapes in Ga and Adangme follow a well-defined
pattern. In each language, more than half of all verbal 
bases are GV monosyllables. Disyllablic bases are of two 
types:
1. Ga CV+V(«-V), Adangme CV+V or GV+V.
X
2. GVvQV. In the first, either the first 
vowel is i (or u in Adangme) or the vowels 
are identical.
Almost all exceptions, that is, most of the verbs 
of shapes CV4-N (Ga) or GV+V with tone and vowel combinations 
other than those just specified, can be attributed to loaning 
from Akan, mainly Twi. Of the trisyllabic types, most of 
those which cannot be described as some form of reduplication 
also appear to have foreign sources.
It was noted (2.2.11) that Ga £ does not correspond 
to any Adangme phoneme. The inference is that forms 
containing it are of foreign origin. This seems to be 
confirmed by the fact that although the distribution of
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0 and V in monosyllabic verbal bases is in most respects 
comparable to distribution in the language as a whole,
G-a £ does not appear at all. The same is true of Ga 
and Adangme gv<- All the verbal bases in which £ occurs 
in Ga at C-^ have been shown to be in some way exceptional, 
and for most of them a possible Akan source is suggested.
Monosyllabic verbal bases display G+V patterns 
reminiscent of the language in general, except that 1 
is not so outstandingly frequent or so freely distributed. 
The same is generally true of G^’G^bases in the first 
syllable, except for the remarkably low frequency of 
some nasal consonants at G^o In the second syllable of 
such bases, however, the relatively high frequency of 1 
is quite marked, especially in Adangme. The other 
consonants which occur at 0^ are among those which are most 
frequent in the whole language, and those which are most 
frequent at G^ are also in general more frequent, especially 
in Ga. The range of vowels occurring at on the other
hand, is extremely limited.
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U.O Introdue t i on
h.0.1 Purpose and Method
In this chapter, polysyllabic verbal bases are 
examined in an attempt to relate the findings of the 
previous chapter to grammar and grammatical reconstruction. 
Polysyllabic verbal bases are treated as falling into two 
groups. One group is morphologically complex, and 
describable as consisting of a verbal stem plus one or 
more productive extensions. Such extensions occur only in 
Ga. The stem of a morphologically complex base can enter 
a verbal base unaccompanied by any extension, and the 
extension occurs with an open set of verbal stems. The. 
semantic difference between the simplex base consisting
of stem only and the complex base including an extension
1is definable and reasonably consistent. The second group 
consists of polysyllabic bases which are not complex in 
this manner, that is, they consist of a verbal stem only.
Actually, no G-a or Adangme set of polysyllabic verbal 
bases containing one of the recurrent types of final 
syllable perfectly fulfills these conditions for synchronic 
complexity. In a significant proportion of the data, 
uncertainty arises in assigning a base to one group or
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the other* The semantic relationship between what
appears to he a set of morphologically simple bases
and a set of related complexes is not always consistent.
A base which appears phonologically to contain the same 
extension as a set of complex bases sometimes has no 
corresponding simplex. Also? the putative extension 
may occur in a very small set of bases. Occasionally? 
the language containing a putative complex has no 
equivalent simplex? but a plausible cognate of a 
hypothetical simplex occurs in the other language. Most 
bases which might be said to be of .indeterminate morpho­
logical structure were included in those treated in Chapter 3? 
In this chapter it will be shown that several types of 
realization of ^2 are identifiable as extensions
at some stage in the development of G-a and Adangme or of 
their common ancestor? but at the present time are not? 
or appear to be at some stage of transition from 
productive through non-productive to non-morphemic.
When a polysyllabic stem cannot be shown to be 
historically complex? and phonetically and semantically 
it resembles a base in another language with which there 
is known to be or have been cultural contact? it seems
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reasonable to suggest that it was borrowed from that 
language. On the other hand,, the resemblance between 
the suspected base and its source must be specific.
If a feature exists in Ga but not in Adangme, and it 
is claimed that Ga borrowed it from Twi-, it must be
shown that the semantic functions of the feature in
the two languages are closely similar, and that phonetically 
the Ga item and its Twi source coincide within the patterns 
of phonemic transfer from Twi to Ga. The case for borrow­
ing is strengthened if the feature in question is productive 
in Twi but not in Ga. Thus, the fact that reduplication 
of the verb stem is productive in Ga but not Adangme and 
is also productive in Twi does not itself prove that 
borrowing has occurred. The fact that simple reduplication 
of the stem with high tone in the second pa rt does not occur 
in Adangme, that it occurs in Ga In bases not relatable to 
any simplex, and that it also occurs in Twi bases relatable 
to a T'wi simplex and phonetically closely resembling some of 
the Ga bases, strongly suggests that certain Twi bases 
were borrowed into Ga, and that the extension they contained 
was extended by analogy to form other Ga bases, with stems 
that do not occur in Twi (U.2.1.5).
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U♦0.2 Terminology
In this thesis , the terms "simplex” and "complex” describe 
the morphological structure of the base, either synchronic 
or diachronicP This departs from the use of the terms in 
Guthrie (1962) as descriptive of phonological structure.
A diachronically complex base consists of a reconstructed 
stem plus another morpheme which is usually a reconstructed 
extension but in a few cases seems to have been another stem.
A diachronically simplex base consists of a reconstructed 
stem only. A base which is synchronically complex and in 
which the stem is a monosyllable is equivalent to Guthrie’s 
"extended radical".
U.l Productive Extensions in Ga
Only Ga has productive extensions. These occur at
places ext and ext of the verbal base (0.5.5)* ext 
12, 1
is realized by the morpheme-m3, and ext by the morpheme
t-i. Neither is realizable if vs is not realized by a
monosyllable.
In addition, there Is a productive reduplication of the
verbal base, consisting of vs (any length) + ext . The
ireduplication base may be followed by -i,. Thus the
following structures occur:
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H-VS
tbu ’lie down1
•hvs -next1
_ / dbu-mo ’lie down’ (several people)
-f-VS -pext^
/ fgbo-i ’die’ (several people)
+vs -i-ext -i-ext1 2
/ Vn /V A Aka~mp -l ’turn’ (different lots -of
fufu, in groups)
( -f-VS ) R h^odjop7 ’dance’ (various dances)
(+vs +ext )R bum3bum3'3
bum^bum3o-i2 ........
’lie down’ (in groups)
(h-vs +ext )R 4-ext
U.1.1 -Kt3|g -zrfl3
’lie down’ (in groups)
lThe suffix -nn, which occurs at ext , has ’ iterative *
meaning, and co-occurs with an open set of monosyllabic
verbal stemso There is some variation in tonal pattern.
Central .Accra informants usually made no change in the stem
t one 9 as in;
bu ’put on, wear’ bu-ma ’put on’ (several)
tjft ’tear’ tjj. ’peel, scrape’
fa ’uproot’ f a-mg ’uproot’ (several)
ta ’be like’ tjl-mo ’resemble’
nye ’squeeze’ nyc-mo ’dress wound’
In only o ne kn own base, a low-toned stem has high tone:
kp ’bite’
r (~ *Vkg-mq ’bite, itch; be in labour’
According to Okunoi* (1967$ 6.2) , several other stems
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acquire high tone before -mo 0 Thus?
i
ny£ 1 s que e z e ’
tu ’jump’ tn~m5
Since Okunor’s description is based on his own east- 
of-Osu idiolect? this discrepancy probably reflects a 
dialectal variation.
o 1 o 2 “• 1
The extension -£? at ext ? occurs less commonly
t 2
than -mS? but apparently with an open set of monosyllabic 
stems.
gbo. ’die* ame glioyi ’They (several) died’
ka ’turn (fufu) ’ ami ka-nrS :Cufui-i
’They (in groups) turned 
(different lots of) fufu’.
Uo1o 3 Re dup11cat i oh
Almost any Ga verbal base? of any length? can be
reduplicated? with low tone throughout the second
toccurrence of the base and a suffix -V^. In Central Accra 
this is generally accompanied by -A at ext^.
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d^o
selje
bu
bu-mp
J e le
’dance’ d^odjo^ ’dance * (various dances)
’swim’ selescle-e' ’swim1 (in groups)
’lie down ’ bum3bum3-o
bumabumi-j-i
’lie down1 (in groups)
’kindle’ Jgl e J fcle-e^i ’kindle’ (fires in various
places)
U. 1. U Observations
There are a number of disyllabic verbal stems in Ga
that end in the syllable m$. These do not occur with the
I ’extensions -up,znij>, although they do occur with other 
suffixes of the segmental shape m (5.2.2.63 6.1.1.11).
Although the se stems cannot be matched to a monosyllabic
base in Ga? in several case s a plaus;ible cognate for a
monosyllabic simplex exists in Adangme•
G dam3( ) ’stand up’ D da(si) ’stand up’
wamj ’crawl’ wa ’creep’
t Ium3 ’clean., mop’ tjd ’clean off’
k/m3 ’groan’ ke ’ s ay ’
sunn ’love’ su ’c ourt’
/ i lemo ’lick’ lo A ’suck’s K ’lick’
Z 'gum5 ’peel’ eS ’pierce’
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G kumo ’blow down’ 
t J jj m 3 ’twist’ 
kump ’itch’
f ilomj> 1 curse1
The only vestige of this extension in Adangme is 
in swg ’love’ (2.Up 1.2).
The syllable mo occurs in hoth languages in what
is possibly a loan from Ahan:
f ~ y 1Q samo D so m3 ’serve’ Twi som ’serve’
t
p-som ’s ervi c e’
U.2 Non-Pr oductive Extensions
In each language some of the disyllabic bases which
ha ve second syllables of recurrent types are relatable 
to monosyllabic bases. In some there is clearly a
rt.U4-n.bv r*
morpheme boundary between the syllables, and the\bases 
in which the syllable-type recurs is small; ox* simplex- 
complex pairs are few? or the semantic difference between 
members of pairs is not regular, so that the presence of 
a morpheme boundary is less certain. In all cases, the 
set of bases in which the second-syllable type or extension 
occurs is closed. The first type described below for each
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language (4. 2.1.15 4«2.2.1) is considered to be definitely 
an extension morpheme occurring in complex basess and 
also the second and third types in G-a (4.2.1.2, 4.2.1.3). 
The other types of second syllable are thought to be less 
obviously morphemic. They are discussed for each language 
in approximatly descending order of synchronic ’’morpheme- 
ness".
4.2.1 CtS
4. 2.1.1 _'v vX X
Of about forty verbs ending in this di-syllable9 
which is realized as -V„ except utterance-finally, at 
least the following are members of a simplex-complex 
pair . All stems have low tone with this extension.
If the consonant is one of the palatals Jw, d^, tfw, 
or yw and the vowel of the simplex is a front vowel or
a p the vowels of the extension are the same as the vowel
of the simplex but the stem vowel is i.
d^o ’be peaceful, good* SLXlvAl ’rest, bless’
kpe ’meet’ kp£-ee ’marry’ (of man)
sa ’be suitable, good’ sa-X^. ’repair; p rep are ’
ta ’chew; stir’ ta-^a ’argue’
tj> ’set out, display’ t/ft-Sa ’teach; show’
ni ’brood over ’ z\ni-ii ’bear a grudge’
d£e ’leave’ (place) d5i~ee * remo,ve; outdoor ’
t Jwa ’kick, hit ’ tjwi-aa ’beat’
Jwe ’play’ Jwi-el ’play’
lo ’embrace; bring all’ lo- op ’collect; carry
bale out’
fu ’swell’ zv. A>-fu-uu ’swell’
in hand,
As with -raj (4.1.U) many verbal bases of this phonological 
pattern are not members of a simplex-complex pair, e.g.
baaa ’look after, guard; mend1
b £ &£ 1 sweep ’
z\ f Xgbeee ( JiJ ’fall down’ 
kpoo?) ’refuse to accept’ 
ywie e ’grind’
One of these is an English loan;
peee pay’
4.2.1.2 -IV — x
This extension is accompanied by a vowel mutation >
oho. The tone is the same as that of the stem, as is the 
vowel. The meaning of the bases containing the extension is 
’iterative’, ioeo it indicates that an action is performed 
more than once. The following list is thought
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to he exhaustiveo
pm a ’write* 9 ma- la ’write’
Jja * rot ’ J a-la ’ rot ’
fo 'cut' fo - lo ’ cut ’
ye ’eat; win5 govern’ ye-le ’force’
ha ’scramble for’ ha-la ’pick’
gba ’turn aside’ gba-la ’pull ’
The following are not members of simplex-■ complex
r a? -iJ,ala ’move aboutcirculate t
’string., thread’ (beads)
gili ’be enraged’
(ywili ’paddle’
fala ’return greetings’
solo ’differ*? he different’ is perhaps al back-fi
from saloto-i ’different kinds of'„ The similar
as rot oo j as orotow has been traced hy Stewart^ to English 
’ assorted’ o
U.2.1.3 ~ IVx
This extension occurs with a slightly larger set of
stems than does -IV 9 hut the two sets are mutually “ x
exclusive * There is a vowel mutation o-»j_and also e*£0
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bo ’shout’ bo-lo ’scream, shout repeatedly’
ba 1c ome’ ba-la ’move indivi dual 1 y ’
kpa 1 collect’ kpa-la ’he rd; b rIng i n ’
t <fe 'fall' -bjfc-ie ’fall; scatter about’
gba ’ split’ T Z 1 1KPa-la ’tear’
ho 1 hi de ’ ho-li ’deceive’ (good-humouredly)
ka 1 strike’ ka-1 a ’seal; hammer’
to ’be sufficient; exhaust’
/ fto-lo ’be satisfied’ (of food)
tja ’join; heal, cure’
tja-la ’mend’
ta(Ji) ’s i t down * ta-1a (fl) ’sit down’ (several)
Not a member of a pair is:
f ili ’inflate’ (English ”fill"?)
U.2.1.U
In both languages, the most frequent phoneme 
combination at is le (3.3.2). In G-a the stem tone
preceding is high. In the first three examples below, 
the extensions has ’reversive’ meaning.
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/bu * respect , obey1 bu-le ’offend, c ommit offense’
tie ’remain, last* tje-le ’reduce quantity, become less’
gbe ’open’ gbe'-le ’close’
£& ’burn’ fZ-le ’kindle *
hee ’get’ he-le ’accept *
two ’lift; raise“ fill’ wo-le ’lift*
7 d3 ao ’worship’ d_3we~le ’congratulate, bless’
The following are not members of simplex-complex pairs;
hile ’warm’
male ’tell lies’ (cf. 6.1.1.24)
Jwe'le ’prosper’
tele ’carry’
tjile ’drip, leak*
tfole ’lie, sleep’
we?le ’warm at fire’
4.2.1.5 Reduplication
In da there is a type of reduplication which consists 
of a repetition of the base with high tone. Unlike the 
type described in 4.1P3? it occurs with only a small set 
of bases. These are of two types;
ls Bases with a high tone on the second part. Pour may 
be compared to a non-re duplicated base, which is monosyll^i0
except in one example. The reduplicated form has
’iterative1 meaning.
m3
to
momo
to to
ti
yig5i
ti ti
f t < /v -S A.
’ cathh’
’he wrong’
’ scratch’
’belch’
Five are formally like the above hut without a simplex. 
These closely resemble Twi forms.
G huhu
fpupu
’break’
’harangue’
tjwgtjw£ ’p1ai t
Twi ’break’ (bu)
pupuw ’speak roughly to’ (puw)
L Ltwetwe ’be stretched’ (twe)
These are the only occurrences of p and tfw at in Ga, 
b occurs in one other base (gbobi ’hunt’)
sese ’speak indirectly’ Twi sese* se ’ say’
tutu
(eg in proverbs) 
’ache’ tutuw ’pain’ (tu)
’be grievous to.')(JiJiu ’deceiveP betray’
There are also a very few bases .which phonologically 
are simple reduplications with tone pattern HdH3 HL. These 
also are not relatable to a G-a simplex but to Twi:
G- bpokpo ’shake? shiver’ Twi ppp_o ’tremble’ (po) 
susu/ isusu ’measure’ ’measure’
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2. Bases in which the second pant
z-IV ? hut the first does not. Two ~ x
belong to simplex-complex pairs, 
ta (fx) ’sit down’ ta-ta-la
t a-1a ’sit’(several people)
yo ’realize’ yo-y6-lo
ta (he) ’touch’ ta-t_a.-la
gbxgbili
contains an extension
of the SclX occurrences
’sit’(in groups)
kokolo ’roll’ 
t Jotfolo ’hang’
’he di s t r a ugh t’ 
’grope’
’groan, moan’
2.1.6 -se
that
fo
go.
ka
There is a small set
form simplex-complex 
’weep’ fo-se
’realize’ yo-se
’try 9 test, ka-se 
examine’
of verbal bases ending in sez 
pairs9 with a vowel mutation p.^2.* 
’p our out’
’recognize’
’learn’
One base ending tin se is not relatable to a simplex:
’train, bring up (child)
Uc 2.1.7 -dje
dye is a fairly frequent second syllable (3,3.2) but
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only a few of the bases containing it are relatable to 
GV bases*
d$a ’be straight1 d^a-dje ’straighten’
wa ’be strong’ wa-dje ’be alert to’
’be happy’ l£-Sje ’ c ornf ort *
Others are:
d^ad^e ’narrate* , .. fd-j 10-5 e ’res ound’
mfrd5,e ’ s end ’ tt g -dj e ’t ake c our age to act’
laadje ’lose; get lost ’
The last example is sometimes split into two in certain
morphological environments0
/ _ 1 . . v f n te iaA,3..e, kpj £ if. \ fko dye ’He has not got lost’
£.2*1.8 -ine
The status of this syllable as a separate morpheme
is the least secure of those discussed so far. The
foilowing pairs occur:
tJi ’block up’ t/l~ne ’sneeze’
ka ’examine’ ka-ne ’re ad’
Ja ’pull into’ f t 'is-sa ’slip ’
An irregular Lsemanti.cn.llyj butsuggestive pair is;
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z I
fi *tie, bind’ f ?ne *unties uncoil*
The following are not relatable to a simplex:
hone ’be eccentric* kune ’check,, correct* 
nyZne * spin*(thread) pelene ’die as from plague or
epidemic; suffer*
peleW is suspicious because it contains p and because 
it appears to contain two extensions. It is relatable to 
Twi pene ’groan* and pere *be in agony*.
According to Oanu (1968-, pg 32) the following forms
occur:
Arabic para'll * re ad’
Bambara kara ’s tudy
Mo :re harem ’ read,,
A similar verb also occurs in Akan? kap g kane ’count? 
read*. It is possible therefore that G-a kane (and Adangme 
kane h.2o2.7) has come ultimately from Arabic^ via one or 
more intermediate source«, the immediate source being a 
dialect of Alcan. The similarity of its first syllable of 
ka ’attempt; examine’ (and also to the first syllable of 
kase' ’learn*) might be accidental. It is also possible 
that ka arose through a process of analogical subtraction. 
The latter could only occur if ~/<ne were a morpheme.
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4.2.1.9 -"i
Of the three verbal stems displaying this second 
syllable (cf 2.4.1.1) two belong to simplex-complex pairs:
ba ’create; set in motion’
z t<W "Jbpi ’begin’
cla( Ji) ’thank’ Zidai ’respond
//
’belch’
t
4.2.1.10 -k-
A number of the bases ending in -k~ followed by oral 
vowels other than p are relatable to a simplex. All six 
syllables must be considered different morphemes? since5 
although there is an over-all impression of vowel harmony?
both •- a-n(^ -ke? - zka and -ki occur after the same stem.
There is no discernible pattern? in the semantic relationships.
- zka la ’dre am’ la4ka ’deceive’
wa ’be strong’ z , iwa-ka ’be active’
ti ’increase’(size) . / , ttx-ka ’stuff’(eg bird)
li ’add to’ rz fJ i—ka ’overfill’
tja ’join together1 tfa-ka ’mix up’
-ke te ’arise’ te-ke ’overflow’
±Aih ’stumble’ t £-ke ’step over’
tja ’join; cure’ t Ja-ke ’change’
-ke dj£ ’be from’(place) djfc-kx ’be far away’(cf 4.2.3.5)
~ki di ’blacken’ / tdx-ki ’paint black or multicolour
-ed’
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zti ’increase size’ / iti-ki ’overflow, burst’
-zko cf 3 ’ rub ’ fo-ko ’ rub ’
tju ’redden’ tfu-ko ’smoke fish’
do ’bend, twist ’ do-ko(naa) ’mine e words’
- zku ha (momo )i ’stammer’ ha-ku ’yawn’
/ t“take ’grumble’, is phonologic ally regular as a borrowing of 
Ghanaian English ’’talk'1.
There are nine other verbal bases with k at 0?>all of
which display vowel harmony;
-ke dgke ’walk stealthily’
-ka. tjeka ’stick out into’ (cf U.2.3.5)
f£k£. ’st op short, s t op suddenly’
-ki Jiki ’steam, as with medecinal 'herbs’
-ku duku ’cut to bits’r ■ Tin mvriu*
t Juku ’talk uproariously’
U ♦2.1.11 -t-
t occurs at C?2 in nineteen verbal bases, but only the 
following can be considered as members of simplex-complex
pairs, and the first two are s omewhat doubtful.
-t £ kpe. ’remain behind’ kpe.—te ’stick to’
-tu kp a ’perform’ kp/-tu ’be forced to set
(customary rite)
hu( Ji ) ’turn over’ - z *bu-tu ’capsize ’
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4.2.2 Adangme
4 ,2.2.1 -SV x
Of approximately twenty-four verbal bases of shape
iGW 9 X
fu
sixteen a£e members of simplex-complex pairs.
1 swell1 tj-i ~fu-u ’swell’
he ’support’ hx-fc ’hold, control; take
hi ’be absent’ bs—fc ’sweep, sweep away’
’wear out; ctjo-o ’stop; rest’
become night, cool’
&12. (k£) ’rejoice’ ’bless’
’hit, beat’ tgbe-e ’beat, puni sh; p ound
’pierce,
perforate'
trV Azski-n ’perforate’
ho ’plait’ ho - / ’plait ’
ko ’bite; ache’ f- «Vko - 3 ’pain; groan’
kne ’meet, join’ kpe-ez ’marry’(man)
-y*nu ’swallow* /v X*mi-i ’swallow in lumps’
sa ’be suitable,
good, necessary’
zs a— a ’ p rep are; rep ai r ’
pme. ’ deposit’ fpme-fc ’drop ’
tj? ’set out, display’ tJg-S ’ teach’
tfg ’wake up’ tjg-g ’waken’ (someone)
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wa ’crawl’ ’crawl’
The following are not members of a pair;
la^ ’lose evade; hide’
n, «/naa ’trample’
ny&g, nyi£ ’walk’ 
segg si/ ’speak’
K si a ’narrate’
D w £< ’grind*
H.2.2.2 -IV ~ x
In the data obtained,, sixty-seven Adangme verbal
bases have the shape CJV1V ? with the same tone in both x
syllables. Of these., only the following can be considered 
members of simplex-complex pairs,, in which the complex has 
the tone contour of the simplex:
D t J s ’thread’(beads) K t je-1£
K de ’leak’ de-l£
Ha 2.2.3 ~'1Vx
There are more simplex-complex pairs showing this ■
extension in the complex than were found for Adangme
-IV (Ho 2.2,2) ? but if the simplex has high tone,, bases "■ x
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containing -/1V cannot be distinguished from bases x
containing -IV <,~ x
da ’be straight;, right’ da-la ’repair, mend’
ha ’take’ ha-la ’search for’
ho ’go’ K ho-lo ’transport’
K ki ’twist,squeeze’ K kt-li ’entwine’
S L ’burn’ / _se-ig. ’kindle’
te ( si )’get up’ tp"l£ ’take off, remove
wa ’be strong’ wa-la ’solidify’
-le
Of twenty-one Adangme verbal bases ending in leg,
the following belong to simplex--complex pairs:
hu ’blow’ hu-le' ’blow down’
hw5 ’lie down’ hwo-le ’dr op’
ka ’challenge’ fka-le ’be proud’
bo ’roll’ bo-l<^ ’roll around’—• —*
A tji ’block up * A t£i-le ’sneeze’
kpa. (sT) ’wander about* kpa-le ’go back’
he ’answer; save’ he-le ’respond’
ka ’attempt’ ka-le ’imagine’
If the verbal stem has the vowel e and high tone, a
fbase containing -le cannot be distinguished from one
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containing -Z1V (4.2.2. X 3) or -IV (4.2.2.2).
Some of the bases of this shape which are not members
of a pair are :
gb j lez ’massage’ gbjle t,s 1 a c ke n ’
dale ’trickle 1 tjele ’drip’
mole ’ensnare9 deceive1
pale ’call name’ Twi pae ’exclaim^ cry out;
give surname,title *
4.2.2.5 -IVX
Only two of the ten bases of this type are relatable
to a monosyllabic stem:
s_a(de) ’shake hands’ sa~la ’visit’
to(si) ’unload from
head’
to-lo^ ’carry on head’
Two others are relatable to bases ending in ~le(k.2.20U):
mo-lo ’dissuade; deceive’ mj-le^ ’ensnare<, deceive’
mj-l^ ’soothe’ "male11 ’soothe’ (from Huber
1963 pg.24
Other verbal bases ending in this syllable are:
/A, —sal a ’be slippery’ fala ’become thin’
bel4 ’change’ kpile ’agree’
fill ’buy on credit’ doloz ’rescue’
fill is probaMy borrowed from Twi f ir i ’buy or sell on 
credit’.
4. 2.2.6 -se
All of the four Adangme verbal bases ending in the 
syllable s^ are relatable to a monosyllabic base.
ke ’say’ ke-se ’tell’
’recognise’ zyp-se ’realise’
ka ’attempt’ zxa-se ’ learn’
tfa ’be good, pure’ t Jo'-se ’train, bring up’(child)
4.2.2.7 z-ne
Of eight verbal bases ending in ne, the following
are relatable to a monosyllabic base:
•bjl ’block up’ ;K t H-nez ’sneeze’
ma ’move about; A, Zma-ne ’ send’
come, go’
ka ’examine’ ka-ne ’read; count’ (but cf
In view of the sound correspondence & f ;D jo the
following pair of Adangme bases is suggestive:
IVa 1 tie ’ fP me ’untie* (cf 4*2.1.8)
One base with no related monosyllabic stem may be
tcompared to a base ending in -IV (4.2.2.5)*x
tsa-ne ’slip’ sa-la ’be slippery’
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Other bases of this type are;
t
mine ’turn into* become’
Omane T i mp r ove’
hinez ’ answer ’
4 * 2 e2 • 8 R e d up1i c a 11 on
Reduplication of the verbal base is not common in 
Adangme„ The type described for G-a in Uolo3 occurs in 
only one known base;
gbe ’beat’ gbegbee ’beat several objects
repeatedly’
Of the other formally reduplicated bases3 none are 
relatable to monosyllabic sternss and most have plausible 
sources in other languages (compare U.2e1.5)»
/ Xsusu ’measure’ Twi SUSU ’measure’
kp okp & ’shake 9 shiver’ tpop 0 ’tremble’
/sisi ’cheat’ sisi ’cheat’
znsisl ’act of che
Ebu^l. ’1ick 9 suck’ Ewe gbugbo ’suck’
bob j ’soak’
The vowel mutation in gbugbo is regular in Ewe
(Westermann 1930? 89)«,
One base,, of the type described for Ga (^02ol05) as 
/having an extension -IV in the second oart' 3 is one of a x ‘
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simplex-complex pair1:
yo 1 pe ali se’ ’ worry1
1]. o 2 „ 2 * 9 — k—
Of the seven bases with k at Gq9 only two have the 
same vowel at The following are considered to he
simplex-complex pairs, mainly because of semantic 
resemblance *
-ka tja ’join together’ t£a-ka ’mix’
y-ka ki ’twist’ ki-ka ’twist, wrestle
-fee t£a ’join; cure’ t J a-ke ’change’
-ka tfu ’redden’ A tju-ko ’smoke fish’
Othefcs are;
sekg. ’last, not get worn’
hako ’yawn’
K t£iko ’smoke fish’
Two others. not included in 3.3.2 Chart III, are probably
borrowed from Ghanaian English (cf U.2,1.10) :
tpke ’grumble; chuckle; get on good terms with’
English ’’talk”
sake ’throw away; brush off, push away’
English ’’sack”
„ 2 „ 2„ 10 Other Occurrences at 0
The following bases may be related to a monosyllabic base
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-9 m- A*su ’c ourt’ A* 3su-y)me ’dislike’
~S~ lo ’ we ave’ A? *twi s t’
-m-
/A-h£i ’say’ kg-mt ’groan’
du ’leak’ du-^2 ’leak’
-t- bu(si) ’capsize’ bu-1 u ’capsize’
-tf- ka 1 challenge 1 A ka-tVe ’dare’
K ka-tji
These are the only occurrences at 0^ of Adangme g, t£ and flm«
U* 2 03 Observations
4* 2* 3.1 0 omparative 13 vl denee of Extension Status
When bases in the two languages are compared,, it
sometimes appears that where one has only a disyllabic
bases the other has a monosyllabic base that might be
considered cognate with the first syllable of the disyllable;, 
so that from a diachronic (but not synchronic) point of view 
the disyllable may be considered complex. Whether the 
simplex has been lost in one language but preserved in the 
other,, or whether the extended form is historically primary 
and the other formed by an analogical process of subtraction, 
such a situation is evidence of morphemic status for the 
extension, in the past if not in either modern language. Thus,
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^.2.1.1) D h£ *be absent* G-*bg. - £ g. ’sweep away*
(*-!-„ 2„1.6) Uo *be good?pure’ - se ’train? bring up
llse ’train? bring up’
(U.2.1.7) D ml ’move; come? go11 G^ma-dje * send*
ma-ne 1 send?
1 a a ’lose? get lost* *laX-dxe>■■■'■1 >«i i. i i >»m»Tiwhiw *lose?get lost*
(U.2.2.2) Q gbt * dry ’ D-'gbi-Ii * dry *
me. * wait’ * wait *
la * dre am * *na-la * dream* (2.5*2)
In the verbal noun(6.1.2.11) meaning 'cough* Ada
preserves the complex with the extension -IV , hut Krobo ***** uc r
preserves only the simplex:
A ho-Io -mi K hwj’-mi
(h.2.2.1) It has been shown that Adangme laaf is probably 
cognate with the first two syllables of G-a laaclje? and it 
was also remarked (h.2.1.7) that in a particular morphological 
environment the two parts of laa'-d'se are sometimes separated. 
In that same environment? the second syllable of the first
part is always dropped:
/ i \ ? / i \e la ko d^e? e la dje ko 
The form la in this environment allows the set
G- In D & ^la-a-d^e
The inference is that the simplex has been lost in both
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languages except in the G-a negative perfect tense.
(4.2.2.7) G hi 'gossip; chat' D *hi-ne 'answer'
Z/VGa verbal bases ending in -"'i (U-2.1.9) may be
compared with Adangme bases displaying two different
z \extensions 5 -le(Ua 2.2.U) and a unique instance of -z ni .
/1rvG boi :d W--ni 'begin' 1(see 2.4.1./)
ZiB2A.
/-le 'belch'
U.2.3.2 1 at 02
So far, the following IV patterns have been treated 
as extensions: -IV (§a and Adangme), -^1V (Ga), -z IV (Adangme),—« I
/ f-lV (Adangme), -zle (Ga) 3 -le (Adangme). There are a few 
x ‘
others which occur in only a few bases, which usually cannot 
be matched to a monosyllabic base. Only a few have a possible
foreign source:
Ga
/-IV ka 'examine'~ x —
kala^ ’guess'
hulu ’j ump' Twi huruw ' junp'
-le. ? kpa 'bring in’ kpale 'return'
UcleKataJC—nu .li i I 'dawn'
gbole 'rub' (cf I) gbo-le 'massage')
sole 'worship' Twi sore 'worship'
dyale 'rinse'
bole 'circumscribe3 surround*
sele 'swim; melt i
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Adangme
’hurry’ English ’’hurry”-le hole
(cf Apronti(1967) pg.229)
sole ’worship’ Twi sore ’worship*
bole ’surround’
sele ’swim; melt’
A few verbal bases end. in la, These are not related 
to a monosyllabic base, and are probably borrowed from Twi.
G hula ’manage; preserve’ Twi koraz ’keep, preserve, 
manage’
G and D pila ’injure; get hurt’ Twi pir a ’wound, be wounded’ 
U.2.3.3 Extensions and Neighbouring Languages
Derivation of a verb stem from a verbal base by 
reduplication has been seen to be a productive morpheme in 
Ga, and present but non-productive in Adangme. It is also 
characteristic of Twi and Bwe. Christaller (1875.pg. 61|) 
describes reduplication that resembles the Ga type semantically, 
and also phonologically to the extent that there is no vowel 
mutation and the final tone of the new base is high. THe 
Ewe literature on this point (Ansre 1963 pg. 131, Westermann 
1930 pg. 182) is sketchy, but apparently in that language 
reduplication also has iterative meaning but involves vowel
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mutation (U. 2,2, 8), Neither Twi nor Bwe reduplication has 
the final rising tone which is characteristic of the more 
productive type of Ga reduplication. Therefore on phonological 
grounds reduplication of this type (^-,2,1,5) cannot be 
attributed to borrowing, Por the same reasons, it seems 
fairly certain that reduplication of the -type described in 
U.2,1.5 and U,2,2,8 was borrowed from Twi and extended to 
native bases.
Like Ga and Adangme$ Akan has verbal extensions 
beginning in r (Twi has no til) and n (Christaller 1875 pg,17).
It appears that in Akan the semantic relationship between 
simplex and complex is less close than in Ga, and the
phonological relationships are different. In Bwe (wester- 
mann(l93O) pp, 182-3) all non-monosyllabic verb stems are 
either reduplications or compounds of two verb stems.
There is thus no strong reason to believe that Ga and 
Adangme extensions of the types IV and ne are not inherited 
from the proto-language.
Other consonants occur at 0 position of Twi verbal 2 "
bases, and most of these appear in loans into Ga, According 
to Berry^ the isolable verbal extensions in Twi are -dV9 -W?
-nV, -w and -m, It is possible that Twi -dV has some significance 
for the occurrence of Ga d at Cg, although only one comparable
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pair has been found (4.3.1.1)
If has been remarked already (3.1.2.1) that OVo
shaped bases are probably foreign. They are loans from 
Twi verbs bearing the extension w. In a few cases a G-a 
base of this shape co-exists with another base of the 
same meaning without -p;
G djao? dyja Twi gyaw 'worship *
. . /ftao? t aa Awutu tao 'want? search for'
G and D zao? za 'steal? snatch'
The last example is a problem? because Twi has no phoneme z
and a comparable verb could not be found in Fante. In all 
three? the form without -p is regarded here as a naturalized 
form of the other-, which is not complex.
The verbs 'yawn’, G haku (U.2.1.10) D hako (U.2.2.8) 
are very similar but the final vowels do not correspond.
The Awutu verb of the same meaning is haku? and the Twi is 
haram. It seems tha t Awutu h does not normally correspond 
to Ga hj and Alcan h and Awutu h do not correspond^ It seems 
likely that there has been borrowing from Twi, by either 
Awutu or Ga? and that one of those has borrowed from the other. 
U.2.3.5 G omp ound Bases
There is evidence that some occurrences of a few 
extensions are relatable to a simplex? so that these bases
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.historically consist of two bases„ Some of these have 
no related simplex for the first syllable*
(4.2.1.7) Ct dj<3 ’go out’ ’get lost’
(D laa)
ma- di e ’ s end’
(D ma)
The case for laa-d?e is strong, since it sometimes consists 
of two separate words (4.2.3.1), It is possible that the 
other occurrences of (4.2*1.7) are also diachronically
derived from verbal bases*
(4o2*l*10) G' k<2 ’be tall, long’ t/c~k£ ’stick out, stick into’ 
(t/e ’last., remain’)
dse-ke, ’be far away’
(dfffc ’be away from a place’)
(4*2*loll) G tee ’go’ ki-t^e ’move away’
The tone and syllable shape combination in kt-tee is 
uni pue*
The only example of n at C in a Ga base exceot in
-^ne is the foilowing:
/ 4G na fsee> find’ ni~na ’meet’
(4.2.2*8) D k£ ’be long, spend time’ se-ke, ’last’(long)
(4.2.2.9) D to ’he tired; exhaust’ P2~fe> ’he tired’
, (P2 ’ke plenty, frequent’)
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Uo 2 . 3. 3 Cognate Extensions
On phonological grounds? it is considered that the 
following pairs of extensions are probably cognate;
G -vLh (-V ) : D -'V (4.2.1.1, 4.2.2.1)
X X x x x z
-IV : -IV (4.2.1.2, 4.2.2.2)X
-se ; -.se (4.2.1.6? 4.2.2.6)
-/ne : -ne (402.1.85 4.2.2.7)
Other pairs of extensions beginning in -1- cannot be 
considered cognate because of tonal irregularities. It 
is also possible that the following are cognate pairs*, 
although there is very little evidence from Adangme;
G -/ka 5 D -k^ (4.2.1.10, 4.2.2.9)
-he ; -he
-tu ; -tu (4.2.1.11? 4.2.2.10)
4.3 Conclusions
4.3.1 Phono!ogi c al Pattern
4.3.1.1 Consonant Precjuency
If Charts II and III of 3.3.2 are studied in the light
of the findings of this chapter? the disproportion in the
relative frequencies of consonants at C^ is seen to be to a
considerable extent due to past or present morphological
complexity. Some of those which rarely occur at C^? 
e.g. hp? t£w? XL? gb? w in both languages occur at that
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position only in loan words,
lo the most frequent consonant at is almost
completely accounted for in both languages hy its
occurrences in describable extensions, (4. 2.1.2-4? 4.2.2.3-5) 
although for some of the extensions simplex-complex pairs
are rare (4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.5). Most of the bases that do 
not fit any of the extensions patterns are explainable as 
loans from Twi, or occasionally English, A notable 
exception to both explanations is Adangme t£1i ’make libation’.
Occurrence of mo at O^V in both languages is accounted
for by the extension -ma, plus one Twi loan (4.1.1, 4,1.4).
^11 1 bGa sama ’summons* 3 Adangme sama ’sue* are loans from the
zbEnglish ’’summons”. Ga kuma ’reside with’ cannot be accounted 
for as either a complex or a loan.
q before e has been attributed in most cases to an 
extension (4.2.1.6, 4.2.2.6), and before u to loaning 
(4.2.1.5? 4.2.2.8). Ga sisjt Adangme sise, ses^ ’beg as a beggar 
occurs also in Twi (sise 3 sise, ses®), and Christaller seems 
to imply that it is borrowed from English (or possibly French?) 
’’subsistence”. There are also a number of simplex bases 
(mainly in Ga) that end in sa, A few are probably Twi loans3
G £asa ’tell a lie’ T apasa ’fraud, deception’
kpos a ’rub in palms’ posaZ ’rub’(with hands)
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but for others there is no comparable Alcan form;
G basa ’ grip’
G fcPQ- D kpasa 'lean on’
n at Or, is taken care of by the extensions Ga -/,ne
(4.2.1.8), -na (4.2.3.5), Adangme -ne (4.2.2.7) and
- ni (4.2.3.1).
Verbal bases with k at 0^ (4.2.1.10, 4.2.2.9) have 
been shown to be generally di-morphemic. The result is 
a relatively large number of extensions beginning in k, 
since otherwise only 1 occurs in more than one.
The method followed has failed to account for the 
relatively large number of bases with t at 0^. Five such 
bases in Ga have been related to a monosyllable (4.2.1.5, 
4.2.1.11) and one in Adangme (4.2.2.10). In Ga one has 
been attributed to a Twi loan (4.2.1.5). Three more in 
Ga and one in Adangme have plausible sources of borrowing.
G kota ’fold1 D kota ’wrap’ Awutu kota ’wrap’
koto ’bend’ koto ’bend’ Twi kotow ’bend over,
bow’(English ’’Kow-tow”?)
lepata ’appease’ kpata ’appease’ Twi pat a ’appease’
Others remain problematic, e.g.
/ , / iG fata ’add to’ koti ’probe’
Z ikata ’lift with hands’ Jots ’strangle’
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G Z 1fife ’destroy’ / tfutu ’mix’
, < lkp fcte ’eke out’
D futu ’mix’ prti ’pick up’
pate. ’ supp ort, protect’
£252 ’rot, spoil; crush, smash’
d is also fairly frequent at C2 (3.3.2),
so far explainable as a historical morpheme or as a loan, 
except perhaps in the following item;
G fcflQo D kugo ’guide, steer1 Twi kudoo ’rudder, helm’ 
Christaller (1933) seems to suggest that this might he a 
loan from Ga into Twi.
4.3.1.2 Vowel Pattern
It was shown previously (3.3.2) that the predominant 
vowel pattern in verbal stems and bases is that
V is either e or the same as VI . In the extensions
described, the vowel is either e or the same as the preceding 
vowel in all but the rare extensions G D - ani, and in
some of the extensions beginning in k or t or some of 
the consonants that occur at In only one base,
4.3.1.3 Tone of Re const r uc ted Monosyllabic Stems
In a number of the extensions described, the tone of 
the stem is automatic, ioeo part of the definition of the 
extension (4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.3, 4.2.1.4, 4.2.1.8, 4.2.1.9,
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4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.3). A result of this is that the tone
of a reconstructed monosyllabic stem is indeterminate
if it has not survived in one of the languages in a
simplex base or in a complex base where the tone of the
stem is not part of the extension. Thus, the stem in
the bases meaning ’belch’ may be reconstructed as
*go- with non-high tone, because although the extension
gives the stem high tone in G gor, the non-high tone in
D p;o-le is not automatic (4.2.3*1)« On the other hand,
/I /Ithe tones of the stems of-G ku-mo ’itch’ and lo-m3 ’curse’ 
cannot be reconstructed, because at least in some varieties
of Ga, high tone before -mg is part of the extension, and 
these stems or their cognates do not exist in any other 
known base. This feature of extensions explains the 
apparently irregular tone correspondence between such pairs
/
4.3*2 Summary
Most of the distinctive phonological patterns of the 
non-monosyllabic verbal stem and verbal base have been 
attributed to synchronic or diachronic morphological 
complexity, A number of specific syllable types have been 
described as extensions to the verbal stem, A few patterns
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have been shown to he probably the results of borrowing 
from other languages * It is possible that other G-a and. 
Adangme GVOV verbal-bases arose originally as compounds, 
and that one or both of the related simplexes have been 
lost or the semantic relationships obscured; for instance, 
that bases ending in -t a are related to G- ta • D ta 
’touch, feel’ (hi-.3.1.1) * Also, complexes with a unique 
extension (4.2.2.10) are very likely diachronic compounds* 
However, these hypotheses are not demonstrable*
Prom the conclusions reached, it is clear that GV 
is the" primary verbal stem shape, diachronically as well 
as synchronically. A verbal base of any shape other1 than 
GV which cannot be shown to be complex, either synchronically 
or diachronically, or a loan, must be regarded as a problem*
On the other1 hand, several irreducibly simplex 
Polysyllabic bases exist In both languages* Several of 
the non-.prod.uctive extensions and extensions which 
synchronically do not have morphemic status occur in the 
two languages in largely the’same stem-extension combinations, 
so that the complete bases correspond* For example:
G- ka-se D ka-se ’learn’ (4.2.1.6, 4*2.2*6) 
tja-se ni -se ’train’
2-1D
G y 3 -se
i z 1ka-ne
tja-ka
t^fa-ke
bu-tu
f u- tu
/D yj-se
tka-ne
tja-ka
tcfa-Ice
bU-tU
fu-tu
* realize’
’read; count’ (4.2.1.8, 4.2.2.7) 
’mix’ (4.2.1.10, 4*2.2*9)
’change’
’capsize’ (4.3.11)
’mix’
The extensions beginning in 1 rarely occur in corresponding 
stem-extension combinations * It is likely that many 
extensions, such as those beginning in -k-, *-se\ the 
extension or extensions of which G - zne and D -ne are 
reflexes, extensions in 1 with no cognate in the other 
language<, and possibly an extension ^-tu, were non-productive 
by the time Ga and Adangme began to separate* Irreducibly 
simplex polysyllabic banes might be reflexes of complexes 
with extensions that became non-productive before the 
proto-Ga-Adangme period, or they might be loans from an 
as yet undiscovered source* In any case it is highly 
unlikely that all the extensions described or suggested 
were ever productive at one single stage of the proto-
1anguage *
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5* 0 Introduction
This chapter presents a radical re-analysis of the 
verbal group in Ga and in Adangme. Many of these 
structures have been described elsewhere, by the author 
(Kropp 1964, 1966) (Okunor, PupLampu ) and others, but 
but it is now felt that these descriptions are basically 
deficients Their short-comings seem to be due in large 
part to a rigid identification of Ga and Adangme expressions 
with English translation equivalents, and a lack of 
attention to recurrent patterns and relations within and 
between constructions. One striking feature of these 
descriptions is that the systems of the two languages 
appear very different, to the extent that it would be 
difficult on the basis of previous analyses to formulate 
any solid common core in the grammar of the verbal group. 
This situation is unsatisfactory in view of the clear 
relationship between the two languages in phonology, 
lexicon and other aspects of structure, as demonstrated 
in the preceding sections. In fact the differences are, 
although striking, superficial. The systems of the two 
languages are reconcilable typologically, and historical 
conclusions may be drawn from the emergent patterns.
5*0,1 Components of the Verbal Group
Every verbal group contains an independent verb, 
which may be preceded by one or more dependent verbs.
If no other subject is present in the clause the verb or 
verbs may be preceded by a pronoun as subject, which in 
some cases is a conponent of the verbal group but in others 
constitutes a nominal group®
Verbs consist of a verbal base, the morphology of 
which was described in the preceding section, and a 
grammatical base. The grammatical base is realized by 
a set of systems of particles (including the absence of 
a particle), three in Adangme and six in Ga, such that 
any verb can be treated as governing or not governing 
each system. Independent verbs govern every system, but 
dependent verbs govern only a restricted selection of 
systems®
The bases that realize the verbal base of the 
independent verb form an open set, to which almost every 
verbal base belongs. The verbal bases of dependent 
verbs fall into sub-classes of small closed sets, some 
of only one member, which differ slightly between the two 
languages.
The verbal group may be represented by the following 
formula, where parentheses represent repetition in a 
multivariate structure.
+Pn (-DV) IV
21S
5°1 Pronoun
5•1* 1 Adangme
<■ II IIITCUmu»fctuM
2Pn is realized by a sub-system of the pronoun, with 
the., following members:
Singular Plural
1 i wa
2 o ny£
3 e a
However, if direction (5«2oLl) is marked, the first and 
second person pronouns are excluded from the verbal group* 
In this case a first or second plural pronoun subject 
constitutes a nominal group, and belongs to the appropriate 
sub-systemf
'you must come* 
’we must come’ 
’you must sing’
Pn // -i-dir vb BIA.// £ ~ ba
wa // a - ba 
mo // 6 - la
The expected shape of the first singular pronoun 
followed by a group boundary and the direction marker is 
* mi-i-, but it is realized as m&-.
ma-ba
It appears also that at least in some idiolects the 
second singular pronoun may appear in its verbal group
fornu
Pn -hdir vb 6 la
Pn -dir vb o lei
'you must sing’ 
’you sang’
If direction is marked, marking of Pn is optional.
The general pitch level of the utterance is raised slightly.
6 ba 'you cornel’ ba 10 ome!1
6 bee 'You are to sweep!1 b££ 1 Sweep11
0 sele ■You are to swim!’ sele 1 Swim!1
5.1.2 Ga '
Pn is realized as in Adangme by a special sub-system of 
the pronoun;
Singular Plural
1 Si WJ
2 0
5 e ame
Impersonal a a
All members of the pronoun occur freely at Pn,
whether direction is marked or not.
Pn -dir vb wo J2S ’We came’
Pn -i-dir vb (sa ni)
i
wo ba ’We must come
w_3 tSe * Let’s go!’
The only suggestionsof a restriction is that, although 
mi in quick speech is often realized by a nasal consonant 
homorganic with the following one, with the direction 
marker it has the form m& (not- &):
sa ni ma t|e ’I must go!’
In the presence of certain alternants of the
Imperative marker (5.2.2.6) Pn is not marked:
lA ’sing!’
s6le—m3 ’swim!1
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5.1*3 Comparison
BOW »M WC«?MW,
5° 1 *3• 1 The Tone of the First Person HiliBUfap ^-zonoun 
This tone is not completely accounted for hy
assimilation of the direction friarker. Unlike all the
other pronouns, in both languages it is sometimes high
when aspect or tense and/or polarity is marked. Thus
G
t t
mi la-a I sing
but
i
o lA-a You sing
D i la-a I sing
but o la-aII H Mamnfet You sing
G mi x-la I am singing
but o o-la You are singing
mi la-ad■ —i lltj ha(M£crtU* MCMfl I did not sing
but e la-aa He did not sing
33 i la we I did not sing
but a la we They did not sing
5«1®3«2 Impersonal PronounMttEI K*<«• MBMMUIM«■ >< KWW'.tW*1M fcAMfe 1 fe*IfeUUlMUrWUl4 UK**
Adangme has no impersonal pronoun,, In situations
where the impersonal pronoun is used in Ga, the third
person plural is used in Adangme. Since the two are
homopohonous, it is possible that they are diachronically
identifiable. The Ga third person plural pronoun appears
to consist of this morpheme plus m|, which is the plural
form of the noun m3 ’person’.
G a fee d G
- *It was done'
B a pe6 B
and faee
a pee
’They did it ’
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5®2 The Independent Verbrwa* wm ■ ■■* M «wr*i»«tw KiSai ■'■.•nneiMOT* Hnimiw'i hrtiH
The components of the independent verb, which 
realizes IV in both languages, are
+vb +gb 
5 °2«1 Adangme
In Adangme gb is realized by one prefixed and 
two suffixed systems:
dir vb asp,pol 
5 ® 2.1«1 Direction
The terms of the system of direction, which appears 
at place dir, are Neutral, (unmarked, -) and Intentive,
t f-
with the marker V - (+)• is realized as high tone
of the preceding syllable unless a group boundary 
intervenes, in which case it is realized as length of 
a preceding low-toned syllable, with a rising tone,
Pn -i-dir vb (e sa nl) £ ££ ’You ought to see
N // h-dir vb (e sa nl) nd/a-na ’Na (masc. name)
ought to see*
Pn -dir vb e na ’He saw’
w // -dir vb na // na *,Na saw’
The contrast between the terms of this system is 
neutralized across group boundary if the preceding 
syllable has high tone- This does not happen within the 
group, because all pre-IV elements (pronouns, dependent 
verbs) have a normally low tone.
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N // +,dir vbr r mat
K // -dir vb
(e sa ni) dfteo // na' «■■■« finIW**>K fasoinfew* * f * K*#rtM«a»
acbjo // na
’Adzo ought to see 
’Adzo saw*
In most idiolects the contrast is 
both within and beyond the group if the
syllable :has high tone.
Pn -ndir vb (e sa ni) d 1&
(not *e S-la)
Pn 4-. dir vb (e sa ni) nd /(/ la
(not *na//a-la)
also neutralized 
following
’He ought to sing'
‘Na ought to sing*
5«2„1o 2 Aspect
The terms of the system of aspect (at asp) are 
Simple (unmarked, --) and Habitual (+)• The Habitual 
marker is a suffixed morpheme with several allomorphs. 
It has low-tone after a mid-tone base, when both base 
and suffix takes low tone, and after a polysyllabic 
base ending in low tone, and high tone. Its segmental 
component is a after a base final a, vowel length after 
a low-toned monosyllable and o otherwise.
Pn -dir + 2.2P £ <v <vnu-u 'He drinks’ (nu ’drink *)
e la-a 'He sings' (1| * sing’)
e ye ■I-Ie eat s ’ (zi * eat’)
5 o 2•1.Polarity
The terms of the system of polarity (at pol) are 
Positive (unmarked, -) and Negative (max'ked, +).
2The Negative marker in both Ada and Krobo consists 
of high tone on the final syllable of the base plus a 
particle or suffix.
There are dialectal differences in the morphophonemics 
of this marker. In both Ada. and Krobo, the particle we 
is used after any base which normally ends in a high tone, 
Pn -dir vb -asp -bpol e Id we ’He did not sing*
It is also used in both languages with disyllabic verbs
that normally end in a low tone. The base then has a
Z 'V
suffix -V ,X
Pn ■“dir vb -asp *pol A e bolee we 'He did not surround *
z
K e kikaa •He did not twist *
e belee 'He did not push out’
In Krobo only, we is also used with mid-tone stems, both 
GV and CV1V, which then have high tones throughout:
Pn “dhr vb -asp -wool du e'du we ’He did not bathe1
z
melg e m£le .-.we ’He did not wait’
In Ada, any direct object of IV always precedes we/'' 
e il
’He did not sing songs
It might therefore be preferable in Ada to treat we as an 
adverb, and. high base tone and the suffix -V as the negative
mA.
markers. In Krobo, on the other hand, we always
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follows IV immediately, so that the preceding high tone
can be considered part of a morpheme
i y
e la-we la-hi ’He did not sing songs’
Low and mid tone monosyllabic bases in Ada and
low tone monosyllabic bases in Krobo take a negative
suffix consisting of a front vowel: £ if the base vowel
The base vowel 
gitself is dropped 
consonant is labialized.
A e wa ’He is old’ e w-£
f
a HH ’T.hey passed by* a. gw-x
is open or half open, and £ otherwise 
,6 If it is a back vowel, the
A and K e mwS
e ne
’He laughed’ 
’It rained’
e iiiw-3
e n~£
’He is not old’
’They didn’t pass 
by’
’He did not laugh 
’It did not rain1
All verbal bases of shape OV1V.,_, and in Krobo a 
number of other disyllabic verbal bases with two low 
tones, have negative forms in which each syllable is 
marked by high tone plus a suffix which is realized 
by a change of vowel, as if the two syllables were a series 
of .low-toned monosyllables:
bole * surround’ K e bw&liM mrnq fck*. ■« b nw 1 He did not
„ surround’•»
(A e bolee we)* hiHuit mndhm.rt  «cra*
sele ’swim’ K e sill ’He did not swim’
gbala ’ pull,’ K e gb£l£ ’He did not pull *
Katfj. ’dare’ K e ketji ’He did not dare *
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Bases with this type of negative might he analyzed
as containing discontinuous stems consisting of two 
consonants, with a system of discontinuous markers of 
the positive/negative opposition, each consisting of 
two vowels. The pair katfi, ket^fi would consist of 
a stem k-1J -, a positive marker - a -i and a negative 
marker - £-i. However, most disyllabic low tone bases
show no such vowel alternation.
These verbs might also be analyzed as containing
the same alternants of the negative marker as low-toned
monosyllables, but accompanied in the case of polysyllables
by vowel harmony in the preceding syllable. The negative
forms are nevertheless irregular, since most low-toned
di-syllabic bases (other than CV1V ) take the negative 
✓
marker consisting of and we.-A.
Viewed as di-syllables, these bases have irregular 
negative forms. . 'Y at e a c hz. i n.di v uh.'l • 
syllable could be viewed as having a perfectly regular 
negative form. This situation seems to support the
ff
suggestion in the preceding chapter (4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.10) 
that these bases are historically complex.
On the other hand, the same pattern occurs in a 
few other bases which it has been suggested are borrowed
(?.1.2.1):
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K sole ’worship1 swell (Ada so lee we)
hao ’worry’ hSwi
gwao ’whip’ gwewu
A hao/hawo ’annoy’ h£wui
It is possible that swell has arisen on analogy to
bwe li ■> and that the others are peculiar because in fact 
they are loans, with a foreign structure that has not 
been fully assimilated into the Adangme system. gwa.o 
is especially syspect, because gw hardly occurs otherwise 
in verb stems, and there is a Twi verb gudw, ‘beat, punish’.
There are also a few Krobo mid-tone bases which
c an t ak e e ithe r type of negative marker:
z
e ku mi both e kwe mi ■ He did not fold it'
and e
z s
ku we ml
e hw5 si -> both e
z
hwo we si 'He has not gone to bed'
and e '.***■* c*hwe si
5.2.2 Ga
The number of prefixed and suffixed grammatical 
systems of the grammatical base is larger than in Adangme:
cl •> 9 9 vb 9 Shh 9 P„ol 9 £2 ’ CQ—
5e 2o 2«1 Glass
As in Adangme, vb is filled by the independent class
of verbal bases, but unlike Adangme, independent bases
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are divided into two classes. Glass is not marked with 
Glass 1 bases* Glass 11 bases are preceded at cl by e™, 
but only when polarity (5«>2*2o4) is marked*
Class I &i
Pn -dir -cl vb +pol -asp +t
PTintnirT'il MtMwwwtal •**#
N/ -dir -cl vb +.pol -asp +t
e bi-'li
hxi l£/bi-iimdttnMMrt *<■»*»—*
He did not ask’
The men did not
ask
Glass II
Pn -dir + cl vb -i-pol -asp +t 
N/ -dir +cl vb -hpol -asp -bttmrwiHiwu* tiwiiau fiyniuiu*u» >■■»<»■*«« tcwrt
£ ywre-ee
i
Pn -dir ~t -cl vb -pol -i-asp
’You did not speak
thir It /e-ywie-ed
OEaSMUNMLiwt twiatnmt wnt-* kdr-itMr4>»«M t»wm
’The men did not 
speak*
£ ywi-^ 1 He speaks’
i
Generally, Glass II bases are those with an initial low 
tone not followed by another low tone, and Glass I bases 
are the rest. However, a small sub-set of Cla££ I 
bases are low-toned monosyllables. (see 5-2*5*42).
5 o 2 * 2 0 2 £i212.££i£h
The two terms of the system of direction (at dir) 
are Neutral (unmarked, -) and Intentive, marked by &-(+), 
a~ is assimilated- to the preceding syllable within the 
group, so that that syllable has high tone and a becomes
0 .
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Pn -dir vb e ba ’He came’
Pn +.dir vb (sa ni) e~b& ’He should come’
N// -dir vb kwa.fi // ba ’Kwashie came ’
N // *dir vb kwaf 1 // a-ba ’Kwashie should come’
5 ° 2.2 „ 3 Aspect
The terms of the aspect system (at asP) are
Simple (unmarked, -) and Habitual, :marked by “2 (+)?
except after a base final a where it is marked by “a» 
Unlike the Habitual marker in AcLangme, none of the 
allomorphs of the Habitual marker in Ga have high tone
i
Pn vb ’He asks*
e ba™a 1He comes*
5 * 2«. 2«4
Polarity (at pol) has the terms Positive 
and Negative (+) which is marked by high tone
i
N// vb -hpol sele ’swim* kwa? 1//sele-j
ba ’come1 kwaji//ba ko
(unmarked, -)
oxi the base.
’Kwashie will 
not swim1
’Kwashie has 
not come’
5«2 o 2- 5 Tense
There are two mutually exclusive systems of tense.
If polarity is not marked (i.e. the verb is positive), 
tense is marked at t^. If polarity is marked, tense is 
marked at t^- Like polarity, tense is unmarked if aspect
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or direction is marked.
Each of the marked terms of tense consists of a 
choice of one member of a multi-term sub-system. The
markers at t^ are: Imperfect, e’- Perfect,
mi-, E13l~a A""’ n-, V “ Present Progressive, and
aa- future.
-cl -dir mt vb
Imperfect kwaji// bi ’Kwashie asked’
Perfect kwa£i// G-foi 'Kwashie has asked’
Present Kwa/i// mim-bi ’Kwashie is asking’
future kwaji// Aa-bi■min i ii m Mima ’Kwashie shall ask’
The Imperfect marker^- . is. not realizable except 
after a high tone, so that with a subject (including 
pronouns) the final tone of which is low, this tense is 
not overtly marked
e ba ’He came'
nuu ko bi 'A certain man asked’
The Perfect marker 6’- and the future marker aa- 
are assimilated within the group in the same manner as 
the Intentive marker a- (5«lo2<>2):
Perfect 1^1 'He has asked*
future o6-bi ’You shall ask’
The Present Progressive marker is V ~ only after 
the second and third person singular pronouns <, After
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the first singular pronoun it is a nasal consonant 
homorganic with the following consonant, and having
high tone. With the plural pronouns and with nominal 
subjects the alternants other than V - are in free 
variation.
-ko
e e-bi
o o~ba
mi m-bi
The tense markers at to
!
are j
’He is asking’
’You are coming’
’1 am asking'
~VJ'. Aorist, x ■ x ’
Perfe c t, and Puture.
N// -cl -dir vb d-pol +.t:
Aorist kwaJVL// bi-ii ’Kwashie did not ask, 
does not ask, is not
Perfect kwaJi// bi-kd
Future kwafi// bi~g
'kwashie has not asked’
’Kwashie will not ask’
5.2 • 2.6 Command
The system of command, which occurs at com, is marked 
only if the pronoun is unmarked, or if direction is 
marked and the pronoun is marked by the second person 
plural pronoun. Command is marked by the Imperative 
marker which has several alternants.
a) If the pronoun is unmarked; after a monosyllabic 
base belonging to Glass I (5*2»2.1) the marker is 0:
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ha ’Give!1
ba ’Come I’
f
after a Class II monosyllabic base it is -V : 
ya-a ’ Go! ’
5after a polysyllabic base it is -'jgiL:J
i
tj’ine-mo ’Sneeze!’ 
sfele-mo ’Swim!* (sole ’swim*)
b) If direction is marked, and Pn is marked by the 
second person plural pronoun, it is -a:
Pn + dir vb *coni nya bi ’Ask!*
Those alternants that occur if the pronoun is
unmarked do not occur if the verbal group includes a 
dependent verb (see 5^3*2).
5«2 * 3 C oinparis o n
5.2.3 • 1 CompPPPP.S£ P_£ the Independent Verb
In both languages, an independent verb is marked
for only one of direction, aspect or polarity.
In Ga; a verb not marked for any of the other systems
must be marked for tense.
The following diagram displays the essential
congruence between the independent verbs of the two 
languages. The differences are the Ga tense, command 
and class systems, which when reduced to simple features 
which are either marked or unmarked appear to be additions
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on the periphery of the basic common system. Solid, 
lines show the possible co-currences of markers of 
systems of the common core, and the broken lines join 
these to the systems peculiar to Ga.
Command Direction Aspect Polarity Tense Class
In general the typological congruence is such that, 
provided it can be shown that the morphemes that realize 
the markers correspond phonologically, it may be deduced 
that proto Ga-Adangme probably possessed a set of systems 
of the independent verb closely resembling those of 
modern Adangme.
5.2.3.2 The Markers of Shared Systems
5.2.3.21 Intentive
The positive term of direction is marked by the 
Intentive particle, which in Ga is a morpheme of the 
shape a-, alternating with high tone on the preceding 
syllable if it is not initial in the group. In Adangme, 
high tone on a vowel identical to the preceding one 
alternates under the same conditions with high tone 
on the preceding syllable. The only difference then 
is that in Adangme the segmental componenent of the
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morpheme cannot he assigned, a basic vowel shape. It 
has been mentioned that when the Intentive marker is 
immediately preceded by the first person singular 
pronoun, the result is ma (5.1.1, 5«1.2). In Ga this 
is explained as a contraction In which mi + a becomes 
mju Since in Adangme mi belongs to the required- 
nominal group pronoun series, it is tempting to give 
the same description for that language. This implies
that in Adangme the _allomorphs of the Intentive marker
z
are ', Vand and the proto-marker may be
reconstructed as *&.
This solution requires a group and span boundary
after the pronoun in Adangme, which need not be
postulated in Ga, because of the restrictions in Adangme
on pronouns in the verbal group, i.e.
Adangme m//A bax
i” L 'I am to come’
Ga ma ba >"
5- 2o3 « 22 Habitual
In both languages, the Habitual marker is a morpheme 
consisting of -□ or ~V„, depending upon the final vowel 
of the verbal base. In Ga the length variant occurs 
only If the base vowel is a, and neither alternant ever 
has high tone, whereas in Adangme low tone verbs 
typically have length and rising tone in the Habitual.
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In tooth Ada and Krotoo, mid tone bases (except those 
ending in a) behave like high tone ones, in that the 
suffix has the same tone as the toases (which becomes
low), and is usually o.
D e bi-J 'He asks’G e ibi-□
e ba-a e~Jea-a (ba ’come’)
‘He comes1
e e C^e ’eat’)
»He eats1
e dgo-^ e dO“£ ’He dances
It is likely that the Adangme allomorphs of the 
Habitual consisting of -o an<3- ”a with low tone are 
cognate with the Ga allomorphs of the same shape. it 
is possible that the Adangme allomorphs of shapes -S
i ,and ~a are cognate with Ga -□ and -a after final high 
tones, although this would mean a rare instance of 
diachronic loss of contrast (in Ga) between high and 
non-high tone. Prom a phonological point of view, it 
is quite unlikely that the Adangme allomorph -Vx
occuring.after a low tone is cognate with any of the 
alternants of the Ga Habitual marker, which all have 
low tone. It is suggested as a possibility that the
z
Adangme allomorph -V is the result of diachronic 
suppletion of some of the allomorphs of the proto-G-H 
Habitual marker toy allomorphs of some other morpheme.
It may be noted, that these allomorphs are phonologically
very similar to the realization of the extension
-'A. (4.2.1.1, 4.2.2.1).
..A.
5.2 - 3 e 23 N egation
The realization of the Negation marker in both 
languages includes high tone on the base. Ambiguity 
in bases that have only high tones in the positive is 
avoided by the presence of a post-base particle or 
suffix (5o2«l»3, None of the Ga suffixes
occuring at t correspond to Adangme we or to the 
negative suffix (5«2.1o5)0 Therefore, only high base
z
tone and possibly *V (5*2.1.3) are proposed as a 
realization of a negation marker in the proto-language
5®2.3»3 The flaAfers of Unshared. Systems
If most of the markers of the shared grammatical 
systems can be attributed to the proto-language, there 
remains the problem 'of the source of the unshared 
features, namely the Ga systems of tense, command and 
base class markers.
5<>2.3°31 Ga Tense Markers
There is a degree of parallelism between some 
Twi tense distinctions and the Ga, but very little in 
the actual shape of the morphemes involved. The Twi
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future (Christaller 1875 PP° 58-60, 1955 PP* XX 11-111) 
shows phonological resemblance to the Ga Future. The 
Twi distinction of continuative versus Perfect to some 
extent semantically parallels the Ga distinction 
Imperfect versus Perfect, and resembles it formally in 
that in the Twi Perfect, as in the Ga Perfect, the 
pronoun subject has a high tone, and in the Twi 
Continuative and the G-a Imperfect the pronoun has a 
low tone.
Twi Continuative 3 ko
Perfect wa ba
Ga Imperfect
Perfect
he went
I
e ’he-has gone
22£
However, the resemblance is superficial. The high 
tone in the perfect is attributable in Ga to a prefix
(5*2*2.5) but in Twi to a prefix a- (Christaller 1955 
pg. XXIII). The semantic function of the Ga Imperfect 
is shared by the Twi Present (Aorist) and the Preterite, 
with a suffix e or i.
There is no physical resemblance between the Ga 
Present Progressive tense and the semantically similar 
Adangme stative construction (6.#.1<,2S). The usual 
orthographic form of the marker (except after the second 
and third singular pronouns) is ”mlii)", but mxlig is only 
used in deliberate speech. The alternation between
mi I19 , mx^, is very like the alternation in the noun 
meaning '‘inside’1 (2.4.2.2.22) 2.4.2.2.24) , which occurs in
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nominal groups with the meaning ”in”, e.g.
«fia a milin 1 In the house’
house ”t he-insides
It seems very likely that the vowel-length 
alternant of this tense marker (5o2o2»5) is from a 
different source than the others. There is also 
evidence (Protten 1?64) that In the last two hundred 
years the milin / min / mi / N alternant has widened 
its distribution range at the expense of V -« Protten 
indicates ”mi” as the sign of the Present tense only 
with the second and third person plural pronouns, and.
vowel length everywhere else.,
Protten transcription modern Ga
”miba” miiba
z
mim-bdi 11 am coming’
”& ba” oo ba o o-ba ’You are coming’
”6 ba” ee ba e e-ba ’He is coming’
”vo ba” woo ba wp m-ba ’We are coming’
wo 1 11 1:
”njsB mi ba” nye mil ba nye m-ba ’You are coming’
i ti ti
”amee ml ba” ame mil ba ame m-batfsotn ’They are coming
t it
Also relevant is the fact that a regional
variant of the Twi Progressive? closely resembles the Ga 
tense with the vowel-length alternant:
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rwi 3-re-ba, o-o-ba
Ga o-o-ba
fHe is coming1 
* You are coming
In Twi3 re and length both occur with all persons of 
the pronouno
A very tentative hypothesis to account for this 
state of affiars is that the Present tense originally
length of the pronoun and that this exponent has been 
partially replaced by an indigenous Ga-Adangme marker
mil It) and its variantso
5®2o3<>32 Ga Classes of the Verbal Base
Adangme does not have a system of classes of the
verbal base® There is, however, an interesting 
relationship between certain Glass I Ga bases and 
Adangme mid-tone bases. There is a small set of 
monocyliable low-toned bases belonging, unlike most 
verbs of this type, to Class I (5o2o2«l)<, Three of 
these bases are each one of a pair which are homophonous 
except where class, (or command in the absence of a 
pronoun), is marked:
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Ga
ba; e ba Glass I e ba-ad
’He came, he begged’ ’He did not come’
G la s s II 6
t
ba™aatwwmixa)
‘He did not beg’
bo: 0 bo toi
’You listened’ Glass I 0 b&-o tdi
’You did not listen’
0 bo
’You shouted’ Glass II o bo~od
’You did not shout'
nu;
%
kwafi nu
’Kwashie drank, Class I kwaf i nu--uuti.dHsMiMiittiArlroi Mwwx taWlaetm
Kwashie heard’ ’Kwashie did not hear
Glass II kwafi e-nu-uu
’Kwashie did not drink’
In each case, the Glass I base corresponds to a 
mid tone base in Adangme, and the Glass II base corresponds 
to a low tone base.
G-a Adangme
Glass I Class II
ba ba ’come1
ba ba ’beg'
nu •Xnu ’hear’
nu nu ’drink’
bo bo ’listen
bo bo ’shout’
Of the other nine verbs in the Glass I set of low 
toned monosyllables, eight correspond to mid toned
Adangme bases;
G be D be ’be cooked’
ho ho 'pass by'
wa (A) wa 'be hard*
wu wu 'fight1
ye ' eat'
wo wo ’put on (clothes)
le le ’know’
Ga d^e ’be from* has no cognate in Adangme, although it 
is remarkably similar to Ga d/;e: Adangme d^e ’leave (a 
place)*. Although it apparently belongs to the Glass 1 
set in Hr Okunor’s idiolect (Okunor 1967, 5*52 Pg* 35) 
it is a regular Class II verb for Central Accra inf ozmiants. 
In both languages, some of the bases concerned have 
irregular negative forms.
Ga le has an irregular Imperfect tense suffix in the 
Negative:
e i®. Si ’He did not ^now nie’ (not *e Si)
e ’He Hid not know’ (not *e l&“e&)
In Krobo le and also wo have irregular negatives. They 
behave as mid tone stems do in Ad§, i.e. like Krobo low 
tone stems.
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K £ li ’He ^d no'k kiiow1 (not *e le we)
A e lx
K £ W3- tdde ’He did not put on clothes’ (not !!le wd.wb) 
A e wu-i
It is a.general rule therefore that Glass I bases 
which are low toned monosyllables correspond to mid tone 
bases in Adangme* On the other hand, Adangme mid tone 
bases also correspond to Glass II low tone bases in Ga:
„ f »
G bu : D bu ’respect* G e bu-u Si ’ He did not
respect me’
dxu du bathe / I£ £ 2ft ’You did not bathe
yourself*
5»2opo55 Ga Command
Adangme does not have a command system. For the 
expression of the Imperative in Adangme, the verb is 
marked fox’ direction, and the pronoun may be marked ox1 
not. As a result. Imperative forms in the two languages 
are only similar if the vex'd) stem is a Glass I monosyllable 
and the pronoun is not max’ked:
G bi D bx ’Ask’’
ba. ba ’Gomel’
but ya~a ya ’Got’
Adangme also has an optional feature of low-toned vowel
length of the final vowel in the tone group, when the 
verb stem is Intentive:
__  X
mo // 6 ba // mala a ’Come early!’
mo // o y£ 1 ’Eat!’
Possibly this is another case of Ga a corresponding
to Adangme -AT, as in the Intentive marker 5° 2* 3 *31 ■>JX.
5»2 o 3 * 3d C one !us i o ns
It seems likely that the Ga system of classes of 
the verbal base is based on a distinction present in 
the proto-language, but it is difficult to say just 
what form that distinction took, although it must have 
had something to do with tone. It is also likely that 
G-a Command derives from the proto-language»
It is possible that the presence of Ga tenses in 
the Positive is related to presence of somewhat similar 
tenses in Twi. There is not enough phonetic similarity 
to justify a claim that the actual morphemes were 
borrowed from Twi, with the possible exception of the 
alternant of the Present Progressive.
5*3 Dependent Verbs
It has been stated (Oo5*35 5»0«l) that the dependent 
verb is repeatable. The number of dependent verbs in 
the group is limited, and dependent verbs are divisible
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into sub-classes according to their relative order in 
a maximally expended verbal group. No dependent verb 
governs all the systems of the verbal grammatical base.,
5.3*1 Adangme
The sub-classes of dependent verb are five, and 
occur in the following order:
EV NV NV AV InV
Each consists of a verbal and a grammatical base. 
In all Adangme dependent verbs, the grammatical base 
is realized by just one particle system, direction.
The verbal base of each is realized by a different 
sub-class of verbaJ. stem:
dir - es dir- - ns di.r— ds dir— ds dir— ins
If o pe or more ekpe kick d" Ve f fa is fte j mcf S 1 fa
/J r. ~ i ,1 ' L'X . ? I ‘II.' ,rtn>nr JKrobo rw-drk<<aJt for hrik clrJ eiffaer aspt
o la r i j . £j > »
-i-g-ir ab *dir inb -hdir vb *£0l 
yr a mg // k£ ,ya ha we / le 
women the plur. // take go give neg. /him
•The women do not take it to him*
-hdir lifiiB *dir vb *£££
a ke / Bhlewuf //ba ha-a / wj / / ligbi t£uc. ng ligbi/ 
they take // sugar cane/ some intent- give -habit / us 
// day every
’They bring us sugar cane every day’
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Pn -hdir eb +dip nb -hdir inb -hdir vb -hpol 
i £Xa S.2 P-aa WQ
P indeed not come intentdo-neg.
’Please 1 wouldn’t have done it!’
5.5.1.1 Esmka£i£ verb
es is realized by one item, the emphatic stem 
tjbx, meaning something like ’if you please’. This verb 
is only used if the independent verb has the Intentive 
marker. It apparently always carries the Intentive 
marker, but the effect of this is largely neutralized 
by the fact that it always has high tone, whether 
lexically or because it always precedes a verb which is 
Intentive.
-hdir eb -hdir vb mo // tj& nu ’Please drink!’— T-,—t—
-hdir eb ^dir inb -hdir vb mo // t£| ba nu
’Please come drink!*
5 • 5 • 1 o 2 Negative Verb
ns is realized by the negative st 
governs the system of direction which 
it Is also marked for the independent 
Pn -dir nb -dir vb e ko la
Pn '^dir nb -hdir vb e ko la
-i-dir eb -hdir nb -hdir vb
em ko. It 
is marked only if
verb.
’He would have sung’ 
’let him not sing!'
mo// fcLd ko nu ’Please do not drink.”
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5«3°1»3 Adverbial Verb
ds is realized by a small sub-set of dependent
<|
stems which includes pi ’do in vain’ and p&d, ’do again', 
and possibly others. These verbs are marked for direction 
only if the independent verb is
Pn -dir db -dir vb o p& a ye 'You ate again'
a El a.’/ amawe 3// (_j3 jwa)
they in vain took/pot the/(took broke) 
'In vain they took the pot (and
broke it)'
-bdir db + dir vb 22//EI:• hh
+ dir eb +dir nb +dir db *dir vb
mo// fee Pa ba 'please do not come again! 1
'don't drink again!
The adverbial verb precedes the negative verb if 
direction is Neutral:
"dir vb
'You would have drunk again'
Pn ~dir db -dir nb 
o pad ko nu
5«3 o 1 • 4. Auxiliary Xe,rh
as is realized by ke 'take; go with* . This verb 
is marked for direction when the independent verb is:
Krobo
N/-dir ab -dir vb na //kg ba 'Na brought it'
N/Z-dir nb -dir ab -dir vb
na //ko ke ba ' Na could have brought it'
Pn + dir ab +dir vb 6 ke ba 'Let him bring it'
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Ada
-dir ab -dir vb na//(ko wo//) ke pd
' Na (would have /taken it
and) cut with it1 ,
It is a peculiarity of the Adangme auxiliary verb 
that when it is immediately preceded by apronoun subject 
it always appears to have the Intentive marker, ever 
though the independent stem is Neutral and a noun subject 
would not show this marker. Thus,
wa // a~k£ ba­ 1 We brought it1
but na // ke ba 'Na brought it'
(not *na // ba 'Na brought it')
5 o 3.15 Ingre s sive Verb^
There are two ingressive verb stems, which occur
at ins, ya ’go1 and ba 'come*. They are marked for 
direction whenever the independent verb is marked for 
direction.
Pn “dir inb -dir vb e ya na /le.
'He went to see him'
Pn *dir inb -i-dir vb (e sa n£) e ba na /ml
(It is necessary that) he come see/me
'He ought to come to see me
Pn +dir ab -i-dir inb 4-dir vb
(e sa n&) e ke ba ha /mo
(It-is neccessary that) he take come 
give/ you 'He ought to bring if to
you'
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4-dir inb +dir vb ba ye ’Come eat!'
. 5»2 Ga.
In Ga there are three sub-classes of dependent 
verb, which occur in the following order:
AV NV InV
AV has only one place, vb, and thus no grammatical 
base? The other two have both a grammatical and a verbal 
base, but the grammatical bases differ. That of InV is 
realized by three particle systems, direction, class and 
polarity. The grammatical base of NV is realized by only 
one system, direction. Each verbal base is realized by a 
different sub-class of verbal stem.
|fs dir-ns
If a dependent verb is present, the system marking 
Command is limited to the marker which co-occurs with 
the Intentive marker and the second plural pronoun (-a^
5.2.2.6). With a dependent verb present and the pronoun 
unmarked, verbs are Intentive and there is no other marker,
e.g.
vb 4-com ’ Go I ’
but
ras Hi dir vb k& yh ’Take it I *
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5 o 3 o 2e1 Auxiliary Verb
The auxiliary verb ke occurs ab as
govern any of bhe grammatical systems.
It does nob
Pn ab vb -i-
Pn ab 4-b vb
Pn ab -»• dir vb
mi ke madpe-1/bo 
I book sent-habit/you
t
mi ke .niad^e/bo
mi ke ba
’I sent it bo you'
*1 have sent ib bo you1 
11 ought bo bring it’
5.3 o 2 o 2 Negative Verb
The negative verb stem occurs ab ns. Ib is only used 
if bhe independent verb or bhe ingressive verb is Intentive., 
The Negative verb is always Intentive if bhe Independent verb 
is Intentive.
iPn H-dir nb +dir vb (sa ni)//e ka ba 'He must not come1
z
Pn +dir nb +dir vb + com ny£ ka s§le-a 
Pn ab +dir nb *dir vb mi ke ka ba
'Don’t swim!’(plur<,)
'I am not to bring it'
5 o 3«2.3 Ingresgive Verb
The ingressive verb stems ya 'go' and ba 'come' occur 
at ins. The ingressive verb may be marked for direction,
whether,or not the independent verb is 
Pn -dir inb -dir vb mi ya na/lg
Pn +dir inb -udir vb o ba na/rni
'I went to see him*
'You are to come
to see me’
Pn -dir nb -hdir inb -dir vb H-com 
nye ka yd ha-a/la
1 Don’t you give to him1 
N//-Air inb +t vb
"kofi// P&yfaP kof i/bd a-ba
Kofi// come shall come
‘Kofi will come1»
If the independent verb is Negative, the 
ingressive verb is also Negative and marked for class, 
even though ba ’come1 is a Glass 1 base when it occurs 
independently (S’.292,11),
//+cl inb -hpol -cl vb -hpol +t/ 
mi ke/ bo // e-ya ha-a / le
I take/ you/ cl 11-go-neg-give-neg-imperf/him 
*1 didn’t take you to him1
// Pn +.cl inb -i-pol -cl vb -i-pol -ht/
p fap fa a-k fa ’You have not come and given1
mi k£/bo//e-ba ha-kd/le
*1 have-not brought you to him1
5° 5»3 Gompariso n of Dependent Verbs
5«5o 3 °1 Shared Syyferws
It may be said that both languages have an auxiliary 
base, Ga kc and Adangme ke, which probably correspond and 
are reflexes of a proto-Ga-Adangme *kefa Both have two
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Ingressives, Get ya Adangme ya, Ga ba Adangme ba. These 
also are cognate, and may be assigned to the proto­
language as *ya and *ba. Both also have a negative 
base, Adangme ko and Ga ka.
Ga ke and Adangme ke are clearly cognate, but they 
differ in that the Ga auxiliary verb carries no grammatical 
systems, while the Adangme verb governs direction.
Whether direction is marked or not depends entirely upon 
whether the independent verb is mrked.
intentive marking of the negative verb is automatic 
in both languages, since Ga ka is always Intentive and 
never used if the independent verb is Neutral. It is
possible that the difference in shape between ka and ko 
is due to the fact tha ka invariably occurs before the 
Intentive marker A-^even when it belongs to a different 
group (see 5’5»2.2)„ It is possible that *ko + a 
became Ga kA, just as in both languages mi 4- A has 
become mA (5°2„3o21). Since in Adangme ko can occur 
in a group with Neutral verbs (5°5°1»2), the same 
condition would not apply.
In Adangme the ingressive verbs are automatically 
marked for direction in the same manner as ke and ko.
In Ga, not only Is the Intentive marker independent of 
the independent verb, but the class and polarity (but not
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tenses or aspect) systems may also be marked.
Thus, of the classes of dependent verbs occurring
in both languages, the Ga ingressives are grammatically 
the most like independent verbs, and the Ga auxiliary 
verb is the least like them. It is probable that 
each dependent verb stem in each language is cognate with 
a member of the parallel class in the other, and that 
these classes with these members existed in the proto™ 
language. Their relative order is somewhat indeterminate, 
since the negative verb precedes the auxiliary in Adangme, 
but follows it in Ga. In both languages, groups in which 
both of these positions are realized do not occur very 
frequently,
5 » 3 o 3 ° 2 Unshared 2PP.2f.kP.
Ga has no equivalent to the Adangme emphatic and .
adverbial verbs. They are reminiscent of elements of
11the Ewe verbal group, which have, however, been analyzed 
as particles rather than verbs. Compare:
Adangme NG//DV 1V/DG tju 22
’The house fell down again’
Ewe NG/ rep Verb xo !&/ gd md
’The house fell down again’
Adangme Pn DV IV/NG/Jldv i pi. ba/we □ mi //gu
’1" came home for nothing’
Ewe Pn/ aug Vb/NG Adv aie/xa v^/^fA/Az 6dzrd6
’1 came home for nothing’
In Adangme these elements are analyzed as dependent
verbs because they carry the grammatical system of 
i/erhs
direction, which is characteristic of/and behave 
syntactically like other verbs which carry direction 
and are homophonous with independent verb stems. It 
is possible that deliberately comparable analyses of 
Adangme and Ewe would show greater resemblances between 
these structures than the existing analyses indicate. 
Even if this is not the case, it is possible that the 
Adangme structures were developed by analogy with the
Ewe ones, but filled by members of a different word 
class. Clearly none of the Adangme stems concerned 
are actually borrowed from Ewe, since there are no 
phonological resemblences.
5° 4 Recursion of the Predicate
1
DistMct from the verbal group, in which one 
independent verb may be accompanied by one or more 
dependent verbs, is the series of two or more predicate 
spans. All the spans share one subject, which occurs 
only once, either as a preceding nominal group or as a 
pronoun in the verbal group of the first span in the 
series.
There are restrictions on the number of such spans 
that can occur In one clause, the sequence of objects
and types of verbal group, and the marking of
grammatical systems in the verbal groups of the
series. These restrictions are different in Ga
and Adangme, and in Ada and Krobo* Their investigation 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. It may be noted 
however that such restrictions seem to be the source of 
the feeling among Adangme speakers that verbal groups 
containing the auxiliary verb are typical of Ga and Krobo 
in contrast to Ada* A brief study of Ada texts 
indicated that in fact groups containing the auxiliary 
verb are quite acceptable, but rarely in the first group 
of a series of predicates, or a single predicate. The 
following examples are from an Ada text:
Two predicates:
Pn InV IV/KG // AV IV / KG
a / dgukwe □// ke ya™& / nS
they came took/child the// took went-habit/bush toward 
’They were taking the child to the bush’
Three predicates:
Pn IV / KG // AV IV / KG // A V IV
j
e hee / d huhw£owa ko // ke d^e / a ma // ke ba
She carried/mirror big one// took left/ their town// 
took came
’She brought a big mirror from their town’
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Examples of recursion of the predicate from Krobo 
and Ga are:
Krobo ™ two predicates:
KG/ NV IV // AV IV
// ko ai // ka
Adjo // not take // take come
’Adzo could have brought it’ 
na // kg // kt b--£
1Na could not have brought it 
IV // DV InV IV
kpale // pa ba ye
return // repeat come eat
’Eat again’’
’Kindly don’t bring him again!’
three predicates:
NG // IV / NG // IV // In V IV / NG
na// ke / hwlli // ma // ba ha / wj 
Na// take/ eggs//move//come give/us
’Na will bring us eggs'
2Ga - two predicates
NG // IV / NG // AV IV // DG
_ga BA // nu~3 / £ JX£p .LAP // Jih // h£“£i£3™^£
Ga people//hear-habit/it s under all//take go//place~
all-place
’Ga people understand it all, wherever they 
may be1
Pn AV IV / NG // AV IV
V
mi kp yl / mllijji // ke ba 
I took ardse/inside//took'came
’I got up and came’
5.4.1. G ki., K ke as Independent Basesnw» pfFttfi!»£• * tor* hnrt ***
Ga ke and Krobo (but not Ada) ke occur in independent 
verbs in the verbal group of the first of two or more 
predicates, but only in a predicate in which NG is 
realized. They are never accompanied by a dependent 
verb, or positively marked! fox1 any grammatical system.
Ga “ three predicates
Pn 1V/NG / // IV / NG // IV / NG
i
e kg / 6 kd // ye / mpai ’ // ha / w3 
he took/some//consumed/libation//gave us
’He used some in libation for us*
Por Krobo examples, see the last two Krobo examples in 
5.4 above.
2S3
5.4*2 The Adangme Future
The so-called, Future tense of Adangme (Puplampu 1952, 
Kropp 1964 A.6) is a two-predicate sequence in which the 
first predicate does not include a nominal group, and 
the verbal group of the second has the Intentive marker:
Pn TV // IV
e ma // a-^e
he move//intent-eat
’He will eat'
Ada
Pn IV // IV / NG
wa P-,4. // a-hi / le na-a
we move/ intent-remain/ him seeing
’We will be seeing him’
Pn IV // IV
e ya / £~tu
’He is going to jump’
Krobo
Pn AV IV // IV
e ke m& // a-ho
he take move // intent-go
’He will take it away’
Pn IV // IV / NG // AV IV
z
’He will keep on taking it away’
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NG // IV // InV IV / NG
adgd // ma // ba ha / md 
Adzo//move//come/give/you
’Adzo will come to give you...’
The Negative Imperativenv.MHriymnuL.no.JiU ||J| u’a Mnmrc^»»iM-kkuaMca*-ttB3Wtta(»Brtp<aunt
In both Ga and. Adangme , the Negative verbal base
(Ga ka, Adangme ko) occurs in an independent verb only 
when no pronoun is marked and the negative verb
immediately precedes a verb in the Intentive:
Adangme
IV // IV ko // la ’Don’t sing!’
ko // ’Don’t eatI ’
ko // ’Don’t drink’.’
Ga
IV // IV ka // £-ass ‘Don’t write’
ka // a-ha ’Don’t give!’
5 •> 5 0onelusion s
Despite the fact that in both Ga and Adangme 
an adequate grammar must distinguish between the verbal 
group containing one or more verbs and the series of 
predicate spans in which NG may be unmarked, these 
structures in fact form a cline. In the Ga verbal
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group, a sequence of ingressive verb plus independent 
verb is more like two groups than is a group 
containing any other dependent verb, because a wider 
range of the grammatical systems which characterize 
the verbs apply to ingressives. The distinction 
between multi-verb group and series of predicates 
is blurred in both languages by the severe limitations 
on the occurrence of ka, ke and ka, ko in independent 
verbs, which is only possible in predicate recursion 
and also by the fact that a series in which the first 
verbal group is directionally Neutral and the second 
Intentive is apparently limited in the independent 
bases which can occur in the first; Ga ka (-Pn), 
which does not otherwise occur independently, and 
Adangme ya, ma, and ko (-Pn), which also does not 
otherwise occur independently.
Excluding pronouns, the morpheme classes 
realizing different positions in the verbal group 
can be ranked! on a cline between grammatical particles, 
whose segmental shapes are totally or partially 
dependent upon the shape of neighbouring morphemes, 
and independent verbal stems. An independent stem 
is almost completely independent of its environment 
in its segmental shape., is not a member of a closed
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system, occurs in the base of a verb which is at 
least potentially transitive, can occur in an 
independent verb IV in either verbal group of a 
two predicate series, and in a group whic?n is the 
only verbal group in the span* Also, it occupies 
a unique position, i.e* only one morpheme of this 
class occurs in a group* Particles which normally 
consist of tone or vowel length have none of these 
attributes. In the charts below, morpheme 
classes are arranged in order according to the
degree to which they attain the status of independent 
verbal stems, with the least verb-like classes 
at the top*
Ga
1. particlesi 
Intentive, Negative 
Glass II, imperative
2. particlesx
all positive tenses, 
neg. imperfect, 
habitual
unique indep­ at vs. at VSf trans­ at vs* Member
in endent in Is£ in 2nd itive in Open
group shape VG VG sole VG set
— - — — — — —
■fe
3. particles:
neg. perfect and 
future
4. negative stems
5. auxiliary stems
6. ingressive stems
7. independent stems
57
4-
4 J.f -ir Ak
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Adangme
unique
in
group
indep­
endent
shape
at v&> 
in l£t 
VG
at VS4 
in 2na 
VG
trans­
itive
at vs^ 
in *"■* 
sole VG
Member of
Open
set
!• particles: —
intentive
2. particles: +
habitual, negative
3. emphatic stem + - - - - -
4. adverbial stem + (+) - - - —
5» negative stem + + + — — —
6. ingressive stem + 4* + + +
auxiliary stem + + + + +■ - -
7. independent stem + + +
cn
GO
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All of the above morpheme classes and sub-classes 
which have no more than one independent stem-positive 
feature have been classed as markers of terms in grammatical 
systems. The others are treated as sub-classes of verb 
stem. Since some of the grammatical systems can occur 
more than once in a group, and their recurrence depends 
on the presence of a particular sub-class of dependent 
group, sub-classes of the dependent verbal stem may be
graded for independence according to the number of such
systems they govern.
Ga Stem Glass dir pol cl t asp com
1. auxiliary - - — —
2, negative - — - - -
3. ingressive 4-7 * * — - -
4. independent H- Hr Ht Hr Hr Hr
Adangme
1. all dependent
stem classes Hr — —
2. independent Hi 4, H-
The Tact that the components of the verbal group on
one hand, and verbal groups and serial predicates 
on the other can be viewed as stages on a cline, tends, 
to suggest that historically each dependent verb in 
the group represents a decayed predicate. In that 
case, the fact that, although the process seems to be 
more advanced In Adangme, sub-classes of dependent 
verbal stem in the two languages are realized by 
corresponding morphemes implies that in the proto­
language there must already have been a distinction 
between dependent and independent verbs, involving 
these same corresponding stems.
It also appears that there is a link, though 
tenuous, between grammatical particles and dependent 
stems. It is tentatively suggested that the Ga 
negative perfect tense marker -ko is evidence of the 
obsolete independent (second span) use of the negative 
stem, and further suppox'ts the suggestion that Ga ka 
corresponds to Adangme ko (5°3*5* 1).
It should be pointed out that the analyses 
presented In 5»5«2°3 and 5^*2 of what other writers 
have called the Future in both languages is perhaps 
slightly idiosyncratic, particularly as regards Adangme. 
The following pairs of translation equivalents occur:
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Adangme Ga
e ma a-tu e ba A-tu ’He will jump’
£ x* a-tj
■ 1e ya a-tu . ’lie is going to jump
e e-tu ’He shall jump’
kofi AA-tuKlllimn, WWMil ’Kofi shall jump’
e-tu e-tu ’Let him jump!’
6 ba tj A ba tu ’Let him come jump!’
kofi a-tu kofi a-tu ’Let Hofi jump!’
In Ga, the existence of the Definite Future
marker aa-, in contrast to the Intentive marker A.
allows e baa-tu and eya be analyzed as ingressive
verb plus tense marker plus independent base. No similar 
marker occurs in Adangme, and m$ does not otherwise occur
f X
as an ingressive verb. Therefore Adangme e ma a-tu, 
e ya a tu and also e ba &-tu have been analyzed as 
series of two predicates, the verbal group of the first 
being Neutral and that of the second being Intentive.
Nevertheless, there is an obvious similarity between 
the Ga and the Adangme structures.
It is possible that the future tense marker has 
been lost in Adangme, remaining only in expressions with 
ingressive verbs, and that one of the ingressives went 
out of use as such in all other environments. This would 
mean that the proto-language had four, not three systems 
of the independent verb. On the other hand, it is
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equally possible that the future tense marker is an 
innovation in Ga. This morpheme, because of its 
phonological shape, would have entailed a re-analysis of 
a structure, namely the series of two predicates in which 
the first verbal group has a Neutral independent verb and 
the second has an Intentive one, which had become 
semantically and lexically vex*y specialized.
b
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6, Verbal Bases in Non-Verbal Word Classes
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6.1 Nominalizations 
6»1,1 Ga
6.1.1.1 Nominal!zations Inflected for Number
i
6.1.1.11 -mo
6.1.1.12 -l£
6.1.1.13 ' '.Il
6.1.1.14 Simple Base
6.1.1.15 Reduplication
'.1.1.2 Nominalizations not
6.1.1.21
6.1.1.22 -VX
6.1.1.23 -'ll
6.1.1.24 0— 5 a~
6.1.1.25 Reduplication, -
'.1.1.3 Observations
6.1«,1.31 The ’Infinitive’
6.1.1.32 Number Systems
6.1.1.33 Vowel Prefixes
6.1.2 Adangme
6.1.2.1 Nominalizations Inflected for Number
6.1.2.11
6.1.2.12
•mi
•lo
Simple Reduplication 
Simple Base
«%r•mu
*e-
6.1.2.13
6.1.2.14
6.1.2.15 
6.1.2.16
6.1.2.2 Noiainalizations not Inflected for Number
6.1.2.21 £-
6.1.2.22 Reduplication with Pront Vowel in Ada
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6 * 0 In t roduct i on
The purpose of this chapter is to describe 
structures in which a verbal base occurs in a word 
which does not contain a grammatical base of the type 
appropriate to verbs in verbal groups, as described in 
Chapter 5® Some of these structures are regarded as 
nominalizations and others as adverbializations, 
according to their occurrences in different types of 
groups and spans, and according also to whether or not 
the affixes are comparable to those occurring in nouns, 
i,e. number systems and prefixes.
6.1. Nominalizations
In both Ga and Adangme, nominalizations of the
verbal base, which occur as words in nominal groups,
may be sub-classified according to whether or not they
are inflected for number, and whether they occur as
nouns or as adjectives or both. Both languages contain
all the possible combinations. Most of the nominalizations
which occur as nouns and are inflected for number also
occur with the plural genitive particle a. This occurs
in both languages between two nouns where the second is 
J-f
head of the construction and in Ga/either noun is plural, 
in Adangme if the first is plural. Thus:
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Ga loof5-lS fr-ne■.TWtOb'WJ ’bird's wing’
lo of o-lo a fr-d$r. ’bird’s wings
loofl-d^r ’birds’ wings
Adangme lohwebi peliIfinM mMfireat IkJM fcT M IlMo? ’bird’s wing
lohwebi peli-hr•rvMwiKMfiiMtMkUnrmcl I.iouMJWUfcunfl ’bird’s wings
lohwebi-hr a peli-hr ’birds’ wings
Nominalizations could therefore be graded for 
’’nominalness”, according to how closely their 
grammatical bases and their behaviour? in the nominal 
group approximate the characteristics of nouns * In 
the following description they are only classified 
according to whether or not they occur in a word with a 
grammatical base consisting of a two-term system of number*
6.1,1 Ga
6* 1 * 1 * 1 Nominalizations InflectecI for Number
in some types of nominal!zation, the verbal base 
plus a nominalizing affix occur with a grammatical base 
consisting of a number system of the types 0 ’singular1 / 
-i ’plural’, 0 ’singular’ /reduplication ’plural', or
’singular / -d^r ’plural1. In others, the verbal 
base is not accompanied by any nominalizing suffix, but 
only by a number system -17^ ’singular* / -d^r ’plural’ 
or -S ’singular’ / -dzi ’plural’.
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Salololl ""Hi 3
Nominalizations of this type function as nouns.
The suffix is productive, and occurs with all shapes
of verbal base , except that among monosyllabic low-toned
bases, it has been found to occur with only a small set,
namely
ba ’strike, slash ‘dream’
mu 1 breathe * no ‘fight’
nu * drink’ /
Some examples are:
filiki ‘fly’ fllikl-mo ‘flying*
kata 1lift' kata-m3 ’lifting *
■HI Hl' MtwWI
nyi<£ 1 ’walk1 ’walking *
tj§. ’join* bja-mj 1joining’
nu ’drink’ nu-mo ’drinking’
When this suffix occurs with a disyllabic base of
which the second syllable is m3, the firsttvttjnwl * m3 is
assimilated to the vowel of the initial syllable . The 
tone pattern of the base remains the same.
Thus:
lemS ’lick* le£m5 ‘licking’
sumo ’love’ suuml ‘loving*
The grammatical system of number with nominal bases
iof this type has the term $ '’singular* / ~i ‘plural*, 
la ‘dream* la-mS ‘dreaming, dreairiv la-mol ’dreams*
The genitive particle a occurs if the nominal!zation 
occurs following a plural noun:
t i
ikekebi-i a iJ^J^e-mn 1 br i ngin g up children1
6.1.1.12 -lo
The agentive suffix -lo is highly productive and
occurs freely with all types of verbal base. These 
nominalizations occur as nouns.
fS ’beget, give birth’ f □ -lo ’parent'
&b£ ’tell’ gba-la 'prophet'
gbala ’break' gbAld-lo ’one who breaks 
(something)’
These nominal bases occur, with a number system of
/ ‘singular1 / -i ‘plural’, 
ttfu ’take'
t J u-ld-1
'messenger1 
'messengers*
They also occur in constructions of two nouns with 
the particle a :
nibi-i £ b&l&^.^-i ‘beggars of (more than one
kind of) things’
6.1.1.13 6-
This prefix, which is non-productive, has been 
found only in a few nouns derived from monosyllabic verbal 
bases. The accompanying grammatical bases are of several
itypes. A few occur with a system of,/ ’singular’ / -i 
’plural':
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jTa
ko
“D.
'be rotten' e. “t«£g ' sin' eJji“-i ’ sins
'break’ e-kq 'broken thing'
Several occur with a system consisting of
singular' / -dxi ’plural':
e -ye -n
sf Z n «*e-ye-dzx
be white* 'white thing' 'white things'
di
’be black’
gbi
' dry ’
^"di-^
’black thing1
e-gbi-d
’dry thing'
6-di-dgi
’black things'
At least one occurs with a system consisting of 
-IV^ 'singular* / -dgi 'plural:
t£u e~-t Id-lu*Mrt| tuMM****** e-t£d-dgx
'be red' 'red thing' 'red things'
$ ’singular■' / reduplication 2'plural’ :
£1 6f £i efef£i
'break’ 'ragged, torn thing' ’ragged things
6 o 1 * 1 o 14 §i£hAi£
A few Ga verbal bases occur in nouns with no
affix other than a number system with the terms $ 'singular'
s
/ -i 'plural':
de b6 be-i
'quarrel' vb 'quarrel* n 'quarrels'
d^o dgo. d^o-i
'dance* vb ’dance' n ’dances'
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A noun of this type may 
with the same stem,as in:
occur as object of a verb
edzod^o&-i dxo-i s$l3to-i pii 
he danced-iter. dance-pl.
various-pl. many
’’He danced many different 
dances1
This object may be displaced to the position of prominence 
preceding the verbal group, as in:
yl d yl-o ’He is beaten’ (incessantly)
d?5u o dxU“0 ? ’Are you stealing?’kUdAl'^atM VfWf *■ rarlgME***^ VSW4
There are also a few monosyllabic bases which occur
’K
in nouns with the number system -lV^ ’singular’ / “dgi 
'plural1:
’marry'
also-’
(of woman)
chase men’(pejorative)
’marriage’; chasing
men'
dya ’divide ’ ’price' dga-d^x 'prices’
’laugh * nm5-l3 'laughter'lifJWKKWH | LijITVUH
Other verbal bases unaccompanied by any affix other 
than the suffixes of the number system occur in adjectivese 
These bases occur in nouns with the same systems of number 
when accompanied by the prefix 6™ (6»1«1.13)
zl ’turn white' atale yc~A
t Ju 'redden’ a c ale tj)d“lu
k& 'knock' ka ko
I *
'white dress' atale-r ye-d^f
’white dresses’
’red dress’ atal&~i tfu-d^x 
’red dresses’
’broken pot’
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6o1o1«15 Reduplication
Only one example was .found of formation of a nominal
base by reduplication of a verbal base. It oc curs :
noun with a number system of the type / ' singular’ /
‘plural'
la ’sing’ l ai a ' song’
amg la la^ld-i ‘they sang■ songs'
6,1,1,2 No min a1i zat i ons not Inflected for Number
6.1.1,21 -le
This suffix occurs only with nouns derived from
monosyllabic low-toned verbal bases
t$ ’exhaust' to-le ’tirednessrrm-
Jwi ’be tough’ Jwi-l£r ’toughness
hi ’be good' hr-lt ’goodness’
60lol«,22 -V
This suffix also occurs only in nouns derived from
monosyllabic low-toned verbal bases. However, -V and x
-le do not occur with all the same bases, ™V. does not 
occur with any of those cited as examples in 6.1,1,21,
and -It does not occur with the following:
gbu ’pierce’ Hbu-u 'piercing'
tjfwa ’strike' t£wa-a 'striking'
, e>»hr ’abstain' hr-r ’abstaining
There are a few bases with which these two
suffixes are interchangeable:
ba ’come’ ba-a, ba-le 'coming'
be ’be cooked’ be-e, be-l£ 'being cooked'
da 1 grow' da-a, da-Is 'growing'
ryma 1 writ e' pma-a ,rQma-l£ ’writing, writings
~V isX
i,
interchangeab 1 e with -m3 - (6.1.1.11) in the
lowing:
la 'dream' la-a ? ' dn? e aming, dre am'
mu ’breathe ’ mii-u, mu-to 5 'breathing, breath
60lolc23 <li
This suffix has been noted only with the verb ye
t'eat* , which does not occur with -“V , ™1£ or m3, 
ye 'eat y6-li 'eating*
as in ziii 'yam eating' (an annual festival)
6 o 1 o 1 o 2d o —, a -
from a synchronic point of view, o~ and a- are 
nominalizing prefixes in Ga. However, some of the 
derived nouns are phonologically irregular. for most 
pairs of verbal base and noun derived with o*~ or a- there 
is a Twi form that closely resembles the noun or both the
noun and the verb.
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awi ’wickedness’ Twi a~wi ’the ft’
ka f try 1 aka^ ‘competition » a-k&ne ’first,
f orerno
m^le ' tell lies ’ am&le•iralnnuH ’ lie ’
ywel£ ho aywelc h6 were. ’heart, seat
1 grieve' t grief1 of affections’
how ’ wither’
a we re.--how
’grief‘
pasa ‘tell lies ’ apasa. ‘hypocrisy’ ap&sa ’hypocrisy’
opasaknMMwAMM i ti t
z
hia ‘be poor’ >1 C* A*o~hia 1 poverty’
z
ha a ’distress’
o-hia ’poverty’
sa ’castrate’ osai ’eunuch’ sd ’castrate’
□ ysd6 ’eunuch
It seems likely that, probably with the exception 
of ka ’try1, both noun and verbal base are borrowed from 
Twi, home of the verbs, such as p&sa, may have been 
created by subtraction of the prefix on analogy with 
other pairs. This is almost certainly the case with 
ywele. » ; «> ho, which in Ga is a sequence of two predicates,
as
£’"^6 i. 3-bI 1 ke grieved (himself)1 
but In Twi is a noun and a verbo Ga ywelc only occurs 
in a construction in which it Is followed by ho.
Ga has another, indigenous verb ta ’castrate’.
6.1,1.25 Reduplication, ~i
Reduplicated verbal bases of shape CVCV occur in 
adjectives. Both parts of the reduplication usually 
have a suffix which is -I after bases of tone shape HdH
but ~i elsewhere^
f fc~l£
a~la
i£S2.
k&ta
>;b □ cl-zO
kdkwti . f 111 i f elt ihunHirnilWii—woq
mama gbalaigbalai 
’circumvent’gbelogo1Id go 1 
‘roll up’ wo-d^r k&t&ikot&i 
Reduplication also occurs without -is
’crack’
* tear’
’broken pots’ 
’torn cloth’
’circuitous road
’crumpled paper’
Ba»±l«Hkv. WZwM « ’be loose’ atal& p;bjdxo ’loose dress’
In modern Ga adjectives, -1 does not occur separately 
from reduplicationo nHowever, it seems likely that this 
is the same suffix as occurs in the set f& ’break’ efei 
’torn’ ®£tf£i ’torn, plur.’ (6.1.1,13). If so, ~i was 
once a suffix deriving nominal bases of the type- which 
occur in adjectives inflected for number (see fn. 2)o.
6 o 1 o 1 o 3 Ob s e rva. t i o n s
6o1o1 *31 The ’infinitive’
The suffixes -mg, -le., -Vx and ~zll (6.1.1.11,
60KK21-3) are very nearly in complementary distribution. 
Host verbs occur with only one of them. In several environ­
ments they are interchangeable, e.g.
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/ "V
e
e
e
-1 IV <■*box
z %-r & &box
Z X
box
sele-in5
<v-mg
-le,
’He
‘He
’It
began
began
began
to
to
to
swim ’
dream’
grow’
la—a, e
da-a, e
z \
box
z %
box
la-
da-
e
Z
box tfwa-a ’ He began to strike’•Matts'***-**-™* **«
e box hx-lfi,UrtrMH CrtjlflnJ ’He began to be good.
e
z 1
box yeli ’He began to eat ’
However , -V„ and.
in cis. ’ get hot ’ —>
* %•i «& „e D3i dg-o
* \
but not *e box do-le
-le. are not always equivalent 
do-la ’heat1, da -j) ’heating 
'It began to get hot’
as
On a synchronic basis it is justifiable to group 
£together -m5, -V^ and ~*li as one ’infinitive’ morpheme 
with -l£ as another morpheme of limited range deriving
7
abstract nounso The overlap in the distribution of -ma 
and could be regarded as an alternation whic is
conditioned in the presence of a plural morpheme but 
otherwise free. Considering their considerable 
phonological differences, and. the fact that only - 
■mg occurs before a plural suffix, it seems very likely 
that from a diachronic point of view they are the 
reflexes of four different morphemes.
6•1«I,^2 Number Systems
\ \ i
The number systems ~1VX/ -d^x, -fax, //-i all
occur in nouns with ordinary nominal bases C0o5°z^ ? 2«4«2)
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Only 0 / reduplication, found in only one obsolete
form (60I0I0I3), is peculiar to nominalized verbals.
6 o 1 <> 1 o 33 Vowel Prefixes
Of the three vowel prefixes, only 6-does not appear 
to have been introduced in loanwords. This agrees with 
observations of initial vowels in nouns in general (2.5«1)*
6 o10 2 Adangme
6.1.2.1 Nominal1 z a tions Inflected for Number
60 lo 2.11 -riii
The suffix -mr is productive, and occurs with 
all verbal bases„
* die ’
’bathe’du
1 dying’
’bathing*
kan& fni ) 1 read*
Bbo-mi 
du-mr
ni kdnS-mr 're ading1
These bases occur with a system of number having 
the terms $ ’singular* / -hr ’plural*.
do ’dance’ do-mr ’dancing, dance’
a do do-mr-hr fuu ’They danced many dances’WiU,-®*
tfe-me ke nye-mi a bu-mr ’Respect for fathers
CRrfSSuMraa cw« MmAU tzrW£¥»iui3 teuawa wum
father-pl and mother-pl part. and mothers’
respect suff.
6„1.2 .12 -lo
The agentive suffix -lo is productive and occurs with
all types of verbal base
nu ’drink’ pu-jb ’drinker’
' eat ’ ’eater’
1A ’sing’ la-la ’singer’
These bases occur with the number system consisting 
of $ 'singular* / -hi ’plural*. Before the plural 
suffix, the agentive morpheme has the shape -li-*
l&“i2. ’singer’ la-li-hi ’singers'
In many idiolects, the suffix -hi is not present, so 
that the singular/plural system is realized in the vowel 
of the agentive suffix:
la-lo ’singer* la-li ’singers’fctwrwi-ww KniWI tMrf bums
6.1o 2•I? ■ Simple Reduplication
A number of verbal bases are nominalized by 
reduplication, with no affix except a number system with 
the terms -V or / 'singular' / -hi ’plural’. With 
some polysyllabic bases there is tone change in the 
reduplication. Most of these nominals occur only in
Ada? jSome occur in nouns: *
fi ’bind’ - fifi 'bound thing’
le ’know' A lele ’knowledge, authori ty 
(occurs mainly in • -
proverbs)
mur*M«u>x4 'breathe’ A murnu 'breath’
mumu-hj ’breaths’
jjaka ’ mix ’ ’mixture’
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Others occur in adjectives:
D ti 'be thick*
t£u ’be red'
z %
hwanya 'shake’
B iiSi$ titili^-i 
jJ.ut£U"U
A hw any ahwany a
' thick'
' red*
9 shaking'
6 o1o 2 o14 Simple Base
The simple verbal base occurs as a nominal base 
in nouns and adjectives, with the number system $ 'singular' 
/ -hr 'plural1.
1& ' sing'
pt 'quarrel'
d^wa * sell1
z
£ kk 4~^&ne kdlama la kpjiffip
they go intent.- count Klama 
song seven
'They will count KKlama's seven 
songs'
pe ba £)£„ To Qttjji,
quarrel came camtiat fish and kenkey 
*A quarrel came about between fish
and Kenkey'
z X z
okp^lp 2. be dpwa wa tj?
table the self price is-tough
too-much
'The price of the table is too high' 
« i 1 « —okpala k£ sc a dgwa-hi b6 kake 
table and chair their price-plur
is-not one
'The prices of table and chair are
not the same’
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K Ma ’whiten1
D he 'he new*
D uyo^-hyo * dawn1 
night-white
bo ik® ’new cloth’, ’cloth 
is new
bo he-hi 'new cloths’
6 e 1,2 <,15 ~mu
One verbal base accompanied hy this suffix occurs as 
a nominal base, with the number system ’singular’/
-hl 1 plural'
blacken namolo yu-mu-u ’black person’ 
nimili yu-mu-hi ’black people'
6olo2ol6 e-
The prefix e- occurs in a few nouns containing 
verbal bases which, without the prefix, also occur as 
adjectives. The nouns have the same member systems 
as the adjectives (6.1.2.14, 6«1.2„15).
’blacken’ 1~ZBBB~B ’black thing*
’be new’ e -hd
ZB
ZB
he new thing’
6»lw2<,2. Nominalizations not Inflected for Number»I * « rf MW * WITWrsTOB v*>iM*sk««MWrv uiaji.iWim’i
6 o 1,2 „ 21 o -
A non-productive prefix o- occurs with several verbal
bases
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mw5 ’laugh’ o-mwJ ’laughter’
’chat’ o-se£ ’gossip’
1 clear.off’
z
’enlightenment’
Qysec do ill do no ba
gossip effect and. laughter effect thing leaf
’Herbs against the effects of gossip and 1aught er'
There are other Adangme 
probably loans from Twi; eg 
hia ’be poor*
nouns with initial o which are
k£tdi ’ mark, notice ’ o-kade 
sale ’worship* o s5fo
f
’poverty’ Twi hia
z
o-hia
’be in 
distress
’poverty’
’mark’ akade ’mark’
’priest’ Sp-m ’ worship) ’
(Christian) p-sS-fo ’priest’
6«1.2.22 Reduplication with Rront Vowel
In Ada only, monosyllabic verbal bases and a few 
bases containing the extension -1V„ are nominalized 
by reduplication plus a suffix consisting of a front 
vowel with high tone which is of the same degree of 
openness as the base vowel, except that it is e after a* 
With mid tone bases, and high toned bases ending in a, 
the suffix replaces the reduplicated .base vowels.
These nominalizations occur both as nouns and as 
adjectives„
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Adj: kb ’knock1 t Jimi kokoe ’broken calabash
Noun: gbo ’ die ’ e t&lo gbogboe 3 ’He was carrying
the dead body*
Adj: kpe ’bend’ tjo kpekpe£» wh* tint ’bent pole’
Other examples are:
±0 ’give birth’ ’born *
gba 'tear’ Sb&gbe ’ragged’
ba 'come' babe ’coming*
gba ’marry’
(of woman)
gbagbe
f
’marriage ’
c*sr ’fry? , «*> r* c*S1S11 ’fried’
This type of reduplication in Ada replaces some of
the uses of rnf, as
Ada e .gha^h£ ' her marriage *
Krobo e gba-mr i ti ir I
but not all, as
Ada and Krobo e bSni nS hla-mf ’he began searching
and not Ada e bSnl no hlahle.
kr.-wti.ii
To some extent the two forms are interchangeable in
Ada* Thus, both the following occur, with the same 
meaning:
n-5 h#ahyee h£ wa
__ ’Pulling it out was difficult’
nS hya-mr h£ wawwjum mrtwjta mwwnta w»w»«
thing pulling-out self difficult
Some uses of this reduplication in Ada are expressed
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in Krobo by 
Ada
Krobo
a rank-shifted
no
n£ ne d bo
clause:
’created things’ 
’things that they created’
6 o 1«, 2 o 23 The Stative
This nominalization, unlike all the others, occurs 
only at KG in the Predicate, and never in the Subject <>
The form of the stative suffix varies. Broadly,
in Krobo it is £ after t but otherwise e, and has 
mid tone. In Ada, it is realized as length of the final 
vowel of the verbal base, and has low tone after a low- 
toned base but mid tone otherwise.
K 1& ’sing1 —> ld-e
A la —la—a
The selection of independent verbs occurring in the 
verbal group of a predicate containing a nominalization 
of this type is limited to just three: bfe ’be absent*, 
the negative form of ba ’come’, hi ’remain’ and qg ’have; 
be at’V
is
hwa ’struggle’ o be hwa-e
’You will not struggle’
bole ’go around’ alu I he bole-e
tortoise the had tree the self go around-st 
'The tortoise was going around the
tree ’
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tu 'say’ £ ^unyu ko tu-e
he remain-habito something certain 
say-st.
'He was saying something* 
na be Adzo na-a woo*£KSH»MW» WH0 WMi
Na be absent Ad^o see-st. tomorrow 
'Na will not see Adzo tomorrow
& I1! lA il§£“£
she intent-remain things cook-st 
give them
A. 11a 1 see
ho6 'cook'
’She was to cook for them 1 
Stative nominalizations are recursive, but this is
rather rare, In all the examples found, the verb of the 
predicate was be and one of the nominalized verbs was hr.
K £ ~£ Z£“"£ Jll”£ ‘You will not be eating'
you absent eat-st. remain-st.
In the following example, the final nominalization 
is of a verbal group ke ba 'bring':
K na ba hl-e kcba-e 'Na will not continue bringing it' 
Na absent remain-st.take come-st.
6 o1e 3 Comparison
6 o1«3 o1 Comesponding Morphemes
A remarkable feature of nominalization in Ga and
Adangme Is that although both languages have several
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productive nominal!zing morphemes, there is. only one
pair of probable cognates, the agentive suffixes,
G -lo D la_, proto-G-b * -lo (S-l-1-12, 6-1-2-12)- Both 
languages also have nouns and adjectives consisting 
simply of a verbal base plus a number system (6-1-1-14,
6ol„2.14) and although the number systems involved are
not composed of corresponding morphemes (except /) it
is likely that this type of nominalization also existed in
the proto-language- There is evidence in Adangme that
o~ as a nominalizing prefix is an indigenous morph (6-1-2-21),
even though in Ga it only occurs in loanwords (6-1-1.24).
6- as a nominalizing prefix is probably also indigenous, 
even though it is rare in Adangme (see 2-5-1)- There is 
no evidence in either language that a- is an indigenous 
nominalizer.
6-1„3.2 The Adangme Stative
The Adangme stative form bears no structural
similarity to any Ga form- It is on the other hand
strongly suggestive of an Ewe construction or set of
6constructions which have been analyzed quite differently - 
In the following example, Id is analyzed by Ansre as a 
particle, in a discontinuous verbal group of which the 
verb is no-
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Adangme e QX/jli ’He eating food’
Ewe md/l<§ dkatsa no-F ’I am eating porridge
Like Adangme je, be and hr, Ewe Id and the particles
which can replace it are homophonous witji verbs occurring
in other structures. In Adangme these words are treated
in this thesis as verbs, not particles, because they can
be marked for the three verbal systems of polarity, direc- 
y
tion and aspect (see examples in 6ol.2<,23) ♦ There seems 
to be no difficulty in treating yh, in the example above, 
as a nominalized verb preceded by another noun, both/of 
the (compound) nominal group of the predicate. To treat 
It as the verb of a discontinuous group, with an infixed 
object, when the normal order is verbal group - nominal 
group, and with the verbal systems marked or a particle 
rather than the verb only complicates the analysis.
Despite the differences in analysis, there is clearly 
a parallelism here between Adangme and Ewe. On the 
other hand, neither the siffixes nor the verb homonyms 
involved are phonologically similar, so that none of them 
can be said to be borrowed. Therefore, as In the case 
of the dependent verb (5*3.) the strong parallel 
between Adangme and Ewe as opposed to Ga and Akan must 
be admitted to be highly suggestive, but in itself no 
proof that borrowing has occurred.
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The Ga spoken in Kpone, which is in many ways 
transitional between Ga and Adangme (0„3? Hap I) has 
a construction which resembles the stative, semantically 
and in the selection of the verb, but substituting the 
Ga infinitive suffixes (6„l*lo31) for the stative.
Accra Kpone Prampram
z
ma hi nu-ema
%**w hi nu-u
’I will be drinking
z z 1 z
ma fa ma hi he f5-m5 ma hl he f a - j (also A)
11 will be washing‘
o
t
ba H'-ye £ ba cL”hi yeli £ &“h£ £A ye-e
A ££ &”h£ ye-e
*
K £ ££ Y£"”£
’You will be eating’
The people of Kpone are thought to have exchanged 
the Adangme language for Ga in the last hundred years 
(0.3)« It is likely that this use of the Ga infinitive 
represents substitution of native (Ga) morphemes in a 
borrowed (Adangme) construction• The possibility 
arises, therefore, that the Adangme stative was modelled 
in the same way on the parallel Ewe constructions□
However, the Ga infinitive suffixes occur in many other 
constructions, so that the stative use in Kpone can be 
treated as a new use of an indigenous morpheme, but the
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Adangme stative suffix apparently occurs only in this 
construction- If the construction is originally a 
borrowed one, the source of the suffix is a problem,,
Itis tentatively suggested, on the basis of phonological 
similarity and partially similar syntactic occurrence, 
that the Ada form of the stative suffix,-V , is cognate 
with the Ga infinitive suffix of the same shape.
Even if this is correct, borrowing from Ewe into 
Adangme and loss in Ga are still equally possible- The
4
latter hypothesis would contribute to an explanation of 
the phonological disparity among the Ga infinitive 
suffixes (Gololojl). Also, there is no evidence that 
the Krobo stative suffix (-e) and the Ada suffix are 
cognate. At the present time, it is not possible to 
determine whether the construction involving the stative 
suffix in Adangme has been inherited from the proto- 
language but lost in Ga, or whether it has been borrowed 
from Ewe into Adangme,
6 * 1 o 3 o J Ah Ajj*
The kind of reduplication described in 6<> 1,2,22
does not occur in Krobo or Ga, There is at certain 
similarity to Ga reduplication with (6,LL25) but
the Ga type derives only adjectives, whereas the Adangme 
nominalizations occur both as adjectives and as nouns. 
Also, in Ga base plus suffix is reduplicated, but in
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Adangme the suffix is added to the reduplicated base.
The Adangme type typically occurs with monosyllabic
bases, but the Ga type typically occurs with polysyllables.
It seems unlikely therefore that these two are reflexes of 
a single proto-language reduplication with suffix.
Here again there is a significant parallel in Ewe.
In that language , adjectives are derived from verbs by 
reduplication plus a final high tone,
tsi 'grow* ame tsitsii ’grown person’
In Ewe, a final front vowel whose degree of 
closeness depends upon that of the stem vowel has 
diminutive meaning. Thus:
fo ’split’ at! f6f&6 ’tiny splinter of wood
This meaning is not apparent in the Ada forms. The 
fact that the phonological complication can be analyzed into 
two morphemes in Ewe but not in Ada is evidence in favour 
of the hypothesis that this type of reduplication was 
borrowed into Ada from Ewe. On the other hand, these
Ewe forms do not occur as nouns, as the Ada forms do.
Although not strictly proved, it seems likely that
reduplication with final high-toned front vowel as a
device forming adjectives from verbs was borrowed into
Ada from Ewe, but with loss of the distinction between
the two Ewe morphemes of reduplication and the diminutive.
Some of the adjectives formed this way in Ada have come to 
be used as nouns as well.
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6°2 Adverbialization
Adverbializations are of two main types; derivation 
of an adverb word from a verbal base, and rank-shifting
of a predicate into an adverb,
6 o 2«1 Derived Adverbs <
6«2»1„1 Ga
6<>2ol0ll Reduplication
A few adverbs are derived from verbal bases by
simple reduplication, e,g,
k&li ’pick away at’ kolikoli ’completely, cleanly
as rn:
z ’ *wuo 1£ koli dddde la ’The hen picked at the cassava’
i i
e ku e yi-ijw&i le Igolikoli
’He bartered his hair completely’
he shaved his head-hair the
completely
6o2olol2 -V
At least one verbal base is adverbialized by this 
suffix:
e £“££ ’It is becoming difficult’ v
e 1^2 wj.-a ‘He 'frried hard’ (and success
fully) adv
6 o 2 o10 2 Adangme
Only one adangme adverb derived from a verb was found: 
wa ’be strong’ wawse ’with difficulty’
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6,2,2 Verbid Constructions
In both Ga and Adangme, there is a construction
whereby the place of the adverb is realized by a group 
of words, of which the first has the appearance of being 
a member of a small sub-class of verbs.
602,2.1 Ga
The initial word is either ye ’be at; have* or
kt ’take; be with’
1
e yt ^£u
she fut e-give you things 
at room
£ ]?.£ AA t£u ml lip
you come fut.-eat week at 
room the in
'She will give you 
food in the room’
'You will spend a 
week in the room'
ml ya-a ga ke kofi
I go-neg-imperf Accra take kofi
'I didn't go to Accra 
with kofi
6 o 2 o 2 o 2 Adangme
The initial word is
or ha fgive5 be for'.
A e wo si qe sa■ iTin* MC*WrWna *SrM*Mk44
she lay down at mat 
i po t kt ha
’be at; have’ kt 'be with; take’J M-usaH y
'She lay down on a mat*
*1 cut it wit?n a knife'
I cut it took knife
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Na took-neg* book the 
at my hand
*e £.££ 2. RK“"1 ba 
his father the cut-neg 
take knife
’Na didn't take the book from 
me *
’His father didn’t out it 
with a knife*
6 o 2q 2«3 Remarks
It has been pointed out by Ansre with regard to 
9comparable structures in Ewe that it is unsatisfactory 
to treat these as serial verbs (in the terms of this 
thesis, to treat the verb-like element with what follows 
it as one of a series of predicates) because the initial 
item, although it is homophonous with a verb, Is never 
marked for any of the verbal systems„ In Ga and Adangme 
an additional reason for avoiding that analysis is that 
the ’verbid’ cannot always be assigned the same subject 
as the preceding predicate or predicates - see the first 
Ga example (6.2.2.1) and the first Krobo example (6o2020^) 
From a purely synchronic point of view, it is satisfactory 
in both languages to treat the verb-like words as 
prepositional particles, followed by rank-shifted 
nominal groups,,
On the other hand, it seems equally valid to treat 
these adverbials as rank-shifted predicates. The fact
that the grammatical systems are never marked is not 
necessarily important, since in ordinary verbal groups
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in both languages it is not necessary for any system to 
be overtly marked. The choice between the two treatments 
depends upon whether the fact that all the initial words 
are homophonous with ordinary independent verbs, or the 
fact that these words form a small closed set, is given 
greater weight, .Prom a historical point of view the 
former is more revealing. It appears that this construction 
is another illustration of the diachronic progression from 
verb to particle, (5«5•> 6,1,2,23),
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7o CONCLUSION
7„1 Method
7° 2 Loans
7«3 Typology and Change
7 o1 Method
A number of contusions can be drawn from the 
foregoing chapters, concerning general patterns of 
change, and the sources of individual changes.
Throughout the present work, the focus has 
been on the application of the Comparative Method 
to two closely related languages, in order to 
determine which lexical morphemes, and within a 
restricted range, which grammatical morphemes, are 
attributable to the proto-language, This procedure
has entailed reconstruction of a number of changes, 
in the phonemic system of each language, and in the 
morphologies of the noun and the verb. The detection 
of lexical, phonological and morphological changes 
which are due to external linguistic contact, as opposed 
to changes generated internally upon inherited material, 
has depended in the first instance upon phonological 
criteria developed as a by-product of the application 
of the comparative method. Typological criteria 
were also employed as indicators of possible foreign
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elements, but not as proof of foreign origin*
Practically this has meant that if an item fitted 
into the phonological correspondence patterns and 
showed no typological deviation, the possibility of 
a foreign origin was not usually investigated* Some 
loans are undetectable by these- methods, for instance 
Adangme tSk§ (4«2.2o9) ’grumble; chuckle; chat up1, from 
Ghanaian English “talk”. This is a phonologically 
normal Adangme disyllabic verb, in its tone pattern 
and in the realization of its G and V positions and 
combinations. Loans of this sort were detected only 
by the addition of the working hypothesis, based on the 
observation that the establishment of phonological 
correspondences depended almost entirely upon morphs 
of the shape GV, that in these languages verbal bases 
of more than one syllable were either morphologically 
complex or borrowed. In fact, a number of verbal 
bases of shape CVGV must be relegated to proto-Ga- 
Adangme (4*3.2). Nevertheless, as a practical rule of 
thumb this hypothesis aided in the discovery of a 
significant number of loans (as in e.g. 4.2.2.8, 4.2.3-2).
In some cases, there is every reason to believe that 
an item is a loan, even a loan from a particular language, 
and yet no extant source for it can be found. Verbal 
bases of shape GVVv occur only in Ga, cannot be shown to
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be di-morphemic, and have plausible sources in Twi, 
except: for one example, tee ’go' (3°lo2oll)o The
similar case, The noun Ct amadaa, D 2&&aa, manaa 
s plantain8 (0*3) has a final tone pattern which is not 
typical of Ga-Adangme nouns but of Akan nouns, and yet 
has nob been found in that language. The Ga word duade 
‘cassava8 is analyzable in Akan as dua ‘tree’, a-dfe 
‘yam* (Berry 1952, pg 147) but does not occur in Akan. 
The possibility arises that forms such as these were 
borrowed from an ancestral form of Akan, from which 
they have since been lost. In the absence of historical 
documentation such a hypothesis probably cannot be 
verified, but it reflects a problem which is likely 
to arise often in the study of borrowing in West 
African languages.
Difficulties also arise in the detection of 
possible translation loans, such as might possibly 
account for the Adangme stative construction, and 
probably does account for the Kpone version of it 
(6„1.3°2)o In the West African context of widespread 
bilingualism and multilingualism, the potential 
incidence of this kind of borrowing is very greato 
The Ga tenses present the combined problem of 
suspected translation loan and possible obsolescence
in the source language. There can be more confidence 
that the Ga tenses are in fact loans of some kind 
than in the case of the Adangme stative, because 
unlike the stative they represent a distinct deviation 
from the common core of systems of the verbal group, 
but despite the semantic parallels with Akan and 
especially Awutu, very few of the markers involved 
can be shown to be either borrowed morphemes or indigenous 
morphemes put to new use in translation loans. It is 
suggested that situations of this kind are most likely 
to be clarified by means of detailed analysis of the 
relevant grammatical systems in all the languages which 
may be relevant, in this case, Akan, A'W'Utu, and the 
related Tano and Guan languages.
In spite of these difficulties, the application of 
the comparative method seems to have been generally 
successful. A considerable amount of borrowed 
material has been identified. A proto-Ga-Adangme phonemic 
system has been reconstructed, although problems remain, 
particularly in the vowels (2.3°2.3)° The disadvantage 
of the scarcity of historical documentation in African 
languages is made obvious by the fact that the sound 
changes *si ? G ji (2.2.2.1) and *N-d > G n (2„5®2) 
could not have been established without the evidence in 
Protten, although they might have been suspected on the
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grounds that G s:D s does not occur before front
vowels (2»2«lol)o and from the existence of pairs 
like Ga nr-ne ’hand’ dx-*^ ’palm’, na-a ’mouth’ da-^
’inside of mouth’. -Employing the results of the 
phonological reconstruction, it has been possible 
to draw conclusions concerning the morphology of 
the noun in the proto-language (2. Wfr There is
also evidence to suggest that the shape CVCV in 
non-borrowed verbal bases is indicative of morphological 
complexity in the past, even though the proto-language 
included stems of this shape (4.3<»2). A common 
inherited core in the systems of the verbal group has 
been identified, and conclusions drawn concerning the 
composition of the verbal group in the proto-language 
(5o2.3<>l-2, 5«3e3el)o
Although not of central importance in a comparison 
of only two languages and closely related dialects, the 
reconstruction of the changes these languages have 
undergone in the process of separating raises a few points 
of interest in connection with problems of sub-classi­
fication. In the language written by Protten, it is 
fairly clear that most of the Ga consonant changes, 
including *£>£ and *bw > gb (2.2* 2.4) have occurred, 
and the Ga innovations of the present progressive and 
future tenses occur. Yet since that time the change 
*N-d>n occurred, which must be postulated for both Ga
and Adangme (2e5®2)« This need not he treated as a 
common innovation, however, ii it is viewed as merely 
one aspect of the loss of the nasal nominal prefix* 
This prefix was lost in hoth languages, hut the 
conditions under which it was dropped (before hy, hy, 
and tg in Adangme hut not in Ga) or assimilated to the 
following consonant are different, (2*5°2), so that 
it is not strictly speaking the same change in hoth 
languages *
In terms of the strict application of the 
comparative method, there are two possible models for 
the diachronic relationship between Ga and the Adangme 
dialects:
J?ig* 2
The line *G-<D - G in hoth diagrams represents- a
number of changes which have occurred in G-a only, 
including consonant changes (2#2.2o3f), changes in the 
tone system (2*1*2), and innovations in the systems of 
the verbal group* The problem is whether the line 
*G-D ~
c han g e s t hat c anno-a- a c c o un'G 
hand——K”of‘_T'±g7T7 The Adangme consonant system
!:B in Eig.2 can be justified as representing
ut ioAL j nucvj bn 4 r gl&net—b  e   t-e d—f e-r—by - 1 ine s'J * G~D A-
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appears to have been conservative, and few if any of
the small number of changes which have occurred have taken
place under exactly the sameconditions in both dialects
The pattern of loss or assimilation 
of the nasal nominal prefix is not inter-dialectally 
uniform Even if these changes could be
considered identical in both dialects,' it would not 
be necessary to assume a . more unified proto-Adangme 
situation than exists at present. It is entirely 
possible for changes of this kind to spread from one 
dialect to the other, and even from Ga to Adangme, as 
the situation in the reflexes of *hw demonstrates (2.2.2.5). 
The strongest evidence in favour of Eig.2 is the changes 
in the grammatical base of nouns (2.$2All Adangme 
dialects have lost the morpheme boundary before nominal 
suffixes, some of which are still active in Ga, and all
have made the vowel change, possibly also after a lost
*
morpheme boundary, > V (2.f/.2) • Also, all Adangme
dialects have kept only one nominal plural suffix, -hi, 
in place of two in Ga, ~i and -dzi. If it could be 
conclusively demonstrated that the stative construction 
is an innovation^ that would, be further evidence for a 
proto-Adangme stage distinct from the present situation 
of musually intelligible dialects, particularly if it 
could be shown that the Ada and Krobo stative suffixes
are from a single source
With such closely related languages and dialects as 
Ga, Krobo and Ada these problems are perhaps somewhat 
artificial. They are interesting, however, because 
on a small scale they demonstrate the importance in 
linguistic classification of the recognition of loans, 
(including inter-dialectal loans), in an area of high 
multi-lingualism and! receptivity to foreign vocabulary.
The sub-classification of Adangme is also of 
extra-linguistic historical interest. If there is 
any reality in a unified, proto-Adangme, it would 
suggest that there was a period in which speakers of the 
precursor(s) ot the Adangme dialects had little contact 
with speakers of the precursor(s) of Ga, but were in 
relatively close contact with each other. This does 
not appear to be the case at the present day, when Ada 
is somewhat isolated from the others. Yet social 
separation of Ga is not inconsistant with the relative 
geographical situations of the modern linguistic 
communities. It does not necessarily imply that the 
Ga immigrant bands crossed the Volta appreciably earlier
f
than the others.
It has been suggested by Dr. Stewart (1966 <2), 2.3) 
that Ga was affected by borrowing (of the phonetic effects 
of a certain sound shifts) from i:,proto-TanoH. This
theory is indirectly supported by the possibility that 
certain vocabulary items (see above) and some of the 
Ga tenses and their markers (5°2«5<9f-) may have been 
borrowed from a linguistic ancestor of Akan, These 
suggestions seem to'place the beginnings of linguistic 
interference in Ga, by languages which are believed to 
have originated and spread west of the Volta river, 
earlier than the time implied by the traditions of 
immigration from east of the Volta, as reported by 
Azu and Reindorf. There is a glimmering of linguistic 
evidence, therefore, that these traditions either have 
telescoped the time span over which the events they 
relate took place, or they apply to an immigrant group 
or groups which adopted the language of the people they 
met at their new location.
7 o2 Loans
All occurrences of Ga p are in loan words. This 
phoneme does not correspond to any Adangme phoneme 
(2o2olol) and a foreign source can be found for almost 
all the forms in which it occurs. Most of these sources 
are from Akan (cfo e.g, examples in 5»1*2«1, 3°l*2o41, 
4<,2o5*2, 4o5olol), and a few are from English (cf. e.g.
4,2,1ol)a
There are a few nouns in which an initial vowel and
final high tone suggest an Akan source, but Akan £
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appears to have been borrowed into Ga as kj>, e.g.
G okpon 5 
okppji
A few such words
Twi □-pank5 ’horse’
A"~££d ’table’
are of Portuguese origin, e.g.
G ffkpS^ n^a Twi £aanoo ’
Port. ” pa S ” ’b-isc-uPt-’
It is suggested therefore that these words came into
Ga after, or about the time of, the first Portugues
contact with the Gold Coast, but before the change 
1proto“Akan *kp > Akan p> took place.
It is suggested that the difference between the 
tone systems of Ga and Adangme is attributable to the 
influence of Akan on Ga, in view of the close typological 
resemblance between the Akan and the Ga tone systems. 
(1.4.6). A decisive historical fact in this change 
was probably the assimilation of many originally 
Akan-speaking groups into Ga-speaking communities (0.3)•
In both languages, nominals with an initial sylkble 
of shape N are borrowed from Akan (2.5=2). In verbal 
bases, it has been shown that shapes CW , CVo (3.1.2.1), 
CVN (3.1.2.2), CVNCV (3*1=2.41), which occur mainly in 
Ga are borrowed from Akan. One other Ga polysyllabic 
base type containing a syllable N is borrowed from 
English (3=1=2.41). The indigenous Ga-Adangme base
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shapes are therefore CT* CWx, CVCV, and. a
few others arising from reduplication (Jele2o4). In 
addition, deviation from the predominant patterns of 
phoneme combination in the second syllable of CVCV 
verbal bases frequently indicates an Akan loan (cf 
4O2«»1«5, 4.2.2.8, 4.2.3.2, 4.5«lol)*
As already mentioned (7.1) the role of Akan 
influence in the emergence of existing tenses of the 
Ga verb is problematic« The semantic correlation 
between the systems of Ga, Awutu and Akan cannot be 
tied to borrowed morphemes, except in the present 
progressive marker V - , or to old morphs
put to new use, except possibly the present progressive 
marker mil- (5.2o3*5"l) and the negative perfect -ko 
(5o5)° This situation has been related to Stewart’s 
proposed Tano-Guan-Ga convergence group (7»1).
Comparison of the verbal systems of the languages of 
the Tano group, of the kind performed for Ga and 
Adangme here, might contribute to an understanding 
of the situation.
Of the nominalizing affixes, only a in both 
languages and some instances of o- (all the Ga examples) 
(6olol.24, 6olo2.21) appear to have been borrowed from 
Akan.
.Clearly influence from Akan (and possibly from 
its ancestors) has played a major part in the linguistic 
differentiation of Ga from Adangme, although it has also 
had some effect on the latter language.. The direct 
phonological influence of Ewe is limited to a somewhat 
higher frequency of v in both languages than might 
otherwise have been the case (2.2.1.1), In the verbal 
bases, only one Adangme form of untypical phonological- 
shape has been found to have an Ewe source (gbugbo ’lick’ 
4«2o2o8)o It is possible that the phonologically 
unusual Adangme base vivye ’be greedy’ (3°3<>2), which 
fits Ewe reduplication patterns but apparently does not 
occur in that language, is another instance of the 
problem of obsolescence of a borrowed form in the donor 
languageo
There is a possibility that the Adangme structures 
involving emphatic and adverbial dependent verbs (5*3«3°2) 
and the stative suffix (6O1O3®2) are instances of trans­
lation loaning from Ewe.. It is the writer’s opinion 
that they are more likely to have been inherited from the 
proto-language, since they fit into structure types 
present in both Ga and Adangme, i.e. the dependent 
verb, and the occurrence of nominalized verbs at NG in 
the predicate. Nevertheless, a final answer cannot be 
given. This is unfortunate, because if these structures
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are borrowed, the influence of Ewe on Adangme would 
appear to have been important, resulting in Adangme 
innovations which distinguish it as a linguistic unit 
and promote reconstruction of a proto-Adangme stage.
If they are not loaned, the influence of Ewe on Adangme 
as a whole (and on Ga) appears to have been slight.
On the otherhand, the peculiarly Ada nominalization 
by reduplication has probably been borrowed from Ewe 
(6olo3e3).
Evaluation of the relative importance of the 
influence of Akan and Ewe on the development of Ga 
and Adangme is qualified in this thesis by the fact that 
attention has been focussed on the verb and its systems. 
It is possible that greater attention paid to nouns and 
nominal constructions would produce slightly different 
results. It is likely that such differences would 
consist mainly of a greater degree of lexical borrowing 
from Ewe than has appeared in this thesis.
7<,3» Typology and Change
A high degree of correlation between synchronic 
and diachronic pattern has emerged. In phonology, 
statistical frequency (1.2«3*1> lo3«2.1) and analytic 
primacy (1„2»2<,1) can be correlated with diachronic 
stability (2o2<»2«-4, 2.3.2.3) • Generally, the primacy
consonants ®re the statistically frequent consonants, 
and relative to the size of the sample and number of 
consonants in each language, similar types are of 
comparable frequency in the two languages (1.2.3*1)° 
Disturbances in this pattern can be related to 
phonological change (1.2.3*3)* Where there is no
disturbance, the consonants have been diachronically 
stable. The exceptionally high frequency of 1 in both 
languages has been related to morphology (2.4.2, 4.3.1.1).
The vicissitudes of the Ga voiceless bilabial stop 
are interesting, because they demonstrate a tendency to 
preservation of typological pattern, at least with 
respect to the primary consonants. *£ > f occurred in 
all environments, but in the modern, language/occurs in 
all environments through the agency of Twi loans. Yet
symptoms of the unstable past of this phoneme type in 
Ga are found in the fact that it has a lower than standard 
frequency, even though the frequency of Adangme 2 is 5 
like most primary consonants, higher than standard (1.2.3*1)? 
and in its irregular distribution in verbal bases (3*3*1)•
The differences between Ga and Adangme in the 
structure of the nominal base (0.5*5) may be attributed 
to a tendency to loss of morpheme boundaries within the 
noun. This tendency appears in both languages but 
especially in Adangme.' In both languages there has been
loss or phonological assimilation of the nasal nominal 
prefix (2„5o2)’ In Adangme, vocalic nominal prefixes 
have been mainly lost, with the exception of e- as a 
nominalizer of adjectives (2.5*1) <■ In some words the 
vowel remains but, unlike in Ga, it is not followed 
by a morpheme boundary . Suffixes such as ~ne and ™le 
which in Ga are markers of number have either1 been lost 
altogether or are no longer morphemic in Adangme (2.4.2).
A similar tendency is evident in the verbal base.
In both languages, phonological peculiarities of the 
verbal base, such as the marked difference in frequency 
of particular consonants at (5*5*2) and the restricted 
distribution of consonants at (5^), as well as the 
non-occurrence of certain combinations in the first 
syllable is related to the fact that the extensions of 
the verbal base exhibit vax*ying degrees of morphemic 
distinctiveness, from the almost fully productive 
extensions that occur in Ga (4.1) to the restricted 
occurrence of extensions like -se (4.2.1.6, 4.2.2.6) 
to the often non-morphemic status of extensions beginning 
in k and t (4.2.h10-1, 4.2.2.9)*
In the verbal group, a diachronic process of 
narrowing of the freedom of occurrence of certain 
morphemes, manifested as a kind of "decay” of predicates
and. verbal groups is apparent0 This has been linked,
to rank and sub-class in the synchronic analysis, 
through the mediation of dines* The different 
realisations of the ranked classes predicate, verbal 
group, verb and jscticle, and of the sub-classification 
of verbs into dependent and independent are viewed as 
occupying places on dines (5*5), which suggests that 
the synchronic analysis in these terms represents 
abstraction from a fluid diachronic situation* The 
mechanism for diachronic lowering of the rank of the 
structure realised, by a form depends upon synchxvonic 
predicate recursion, through which on the morphemic 
level an uninterrupted sequence of two or more verbal 
stems is possible, together with a diachronic tendency 
to semantic specialization in individual frequently 
occurring sequences of this kind. This process is 
most clearly visible in the structure of the Ga verbal 
group, where a group consisting of ingressive verb plus 
independent verb is more like a series of two groups 
(and therefore of two predicates) than is a group in 
which the negative verb, which has lost the government 
of the systems of class and polarity, is the only 
dependent verb. The Ga auxiliary verb, having lost 
government of all verbal systems, is closer to particle
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status than are any of the Adangme independent verbs, and 
in this respect differs from the verbid only in that it 
is preceded by a subject element (cfo 6»2.2o3)* The Ga 
negative perfect suffix probably represents a shift 
from independent verbal stem to particle in the second 
verb of a series (5°5)» If is possible too that compound 
verbal bases and even some of the verbal extensions
have arisen through a similar process of serial 
occurrence and semantic specialization.
Footnotes
Introduction
1. The tribal enumeration figures (directly linguistic 
information is not available) according to the Ghana 
Government Census are•
Ga 236,210
Adangme 237?450
plus 86,720 unspecified Ga-Adangme. Apronti (1967 ,1.1) 
feels that the Adangme figure is conservative. Among the 
Adangme groups the census figures are:
Ada 53,51+0
Shai 20,970
Krobo 162,9I+0
237?U50
2. See Field (1940 pp.72, 82-3). But Azu (1927 pg.21+2) 
implies that the Kpeshie came with the Adangmes from across 
the Volta, having joined them.at Kpessi in modern Togo.
3. Kple music and dancing is performed only by certain 
Ga clans. My informants when questioned said that the Kple 
language was Twi, but since none of them are performers, 
this information is possibly unreliable.
In Stewart 1966 (l), items 296U, 906.
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5„ cf Zimmerman’s (1858) Adangme Appendix.
6. Manoukian (1950 pg.69)? information from J. Berry.
7. Azu (1927 pg.89). The people of Prampram are 
said to be descendants of Ashantis from Denkera (i.e. 
refugees) who stayed on Krobo Mountain before moving on 
to the coast. These statements presumably relate only 
to a part of the populations of these towns.
8. See examples in Apronti? pp.229? 232.
9. As given by Manoukian (1950 pg„69). The list in 
Berry (1952) is slightly different, but Manoukian1s 
linguistic information was obtained from Berry. Neither 
gives supporting data.
10. E.G. examples in Apronti (1966 pp.229? 232).
11. The following are Bowdich’s list and the modern 
equivalents. He says that the Adangme numbers other than 
for ’one’ are about the same as Ga? which is true of the 
modern languages.
Bowdich Modern Adangme
’ one ’ ’’kakee” kake
’house’ ,faoosoon we
’fire’ ”odzau la
’ man ’ "ossa” nyu-mu
’woman’ ”osseH
’'ode11’victual’ '/ ini-ye-ni
’father’ ”attay” tjc
’mother* ”awoo” nye
The words B.owdich gives for ’father’ and ’mother’ are 
probably ataa and awo^ now used only in religious or 
ceremonial contexts, in both Ga and Adangme. The words 
for ’fire ’ (as Bowdich points out) and ’victual’ are 
reminiscent of the Twi words ogya and Q-didi respectively. 
The words ’man’ and ’woman’ are quite unlike any modern 
Adangme words3 but similar to Awutu o~Jani, pi. n-Ja, 
Larteh ’man, human being’, and Avatime o~d?e. ’woman’
The word for ’house’ resembles Larteh jj-wu (or English). 
Either there has been a radical change in Adangme 
vocabulary in the last hundred and fifty years, and the 
Prampram language before 1819 was very different from that 
of Kpone, not five miles away, forty years later, 'or 
Bowdich was misled by his informant, or some residents of 
Prampram at that time spoke some other language than 
Adangme. Since two words plus the numbers are recog­
nizably Adangme but Twi words are also included, it seems 
most likely that the informant gave wrong information. 
Bowdich also claims that the ”Inkran” (Accra) and 
’’Adampe” (Adangme) languages are entirely unrelated.
It seems unlikely that an intelligent observer could 
reach this conclusion unless his information were 
faulty.
12. Apronti (op.cit. pg.29), concerned with the 
nominal, sets up two units where only one is used here.
His Hominal Phrase corresponds to the Hominal Group of 
this analysis, and his Hominal Group is between Phrase 
and Word. Since the distinction is not necessary for 
analysis of the verb, or verbal base, it is not adopted 
here.
Chapter 1
1. According to Apronti (1967, 4.2.4. pg.181) hl is 
just one phone, [l], a voiceless lateral fricative, hwl 
is phonetically [lu] (pg.182).
2. It has been said, in Berry (1952, pp.38-9, and
Kropp (1966 ), that Ga (but not Adangme) has morphs of
shape CW , with level tone. In this thesis all nouns x
and adjectives of this shape are considered to be di-
morphemic, on the grounds that the final -V alternates x
with at least one other morpheme, such as nominal plural,
and therefore itself realizes a morpheme, such as nominal
singular (2.4.2.2). The only mono-morphemic bases of
shape GW wlvee both vowels have the same tone are verbal x
bases, and these are probably borrowed from Twi (3*!*2*11)*
Berry’s figures, apparently based on a rough 
estimate, are slightly lower hut roughly the same,
i.e. G-a Adangme 60 % (Berry 1952; pg. 79
fn 1) .
U. According to Berry (1951 pg.9) a flapped 1
occurs after m, gb, kj?, flm. This was not noted.
According to the same work, the voiced alveolar
fricative also follows palatal consonants9 but
informants used the alveolar flap, which also occurs 
where Berry specifies the rolled lingual. The latter 
was apparently used by the present writer’s informants 
only in emphatic utterances.
The comma diacritic signifies frontness.
5* As far as 1 am aware, the combination of methods
used for typological analysis and comparison of phonemic 
systems is my own. It is based partly on the methods of 
prosodic phonology, but mainly on the method of statement 
of sound change according to shift in order or series in 
Indo-European philology, as exemplified in such works as 
Buck 19U8. Analysis of consonants by means of a horizontal 
axis (series) and a vertical (order) for typological purposes 
has been developed by Martinet, see for instance Martinet 
196l, pg.77. The theory of this type of analysis is
discussed in Revzin 1966? Chapter 20 The calculations 
of 1,2,2.2 and 1*2.2.3 are adapted from matrix measure­
ments suggested hy Revzin, op.cit. pp. 3U~8.
6. In Akan they are related diachronically, for
according to Dr. J. Stewart there has been a sound
shift Proto-Akan >kp> Akan p (personal communication; cf also 
Stewart 1967). In many Twi words borrowed into Ga kp has 
been substituted for p, thus Akan mpae ’libation’Ga mpae? 
fikpai (but see 7.2).
7. This analysis is essentially that presented in 
Kropp 1968.
8. Dither classification of Ga gives the same results, 
since the number of sub-orders in one equals the number of
sub-sub-orders in the other..
9. Formula for standardized score(normalization of 
differentiation, z-score) ;
z = X - X
s
where: X = score (number of times a phoneme occurs in sample) 
X average score
standard deviation; s(x-x)2s =
N
S - sum of
N = number of scores (i.e. of phonemes)
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In this calculation? the standard for a set of 
scores is fixed at zero, and individual scores are 
ranged above and below it? according to the degree to 
which each deviates from the standard.
Results in this and in subsequent calculations 
were rounded off to two decimal places.
10. Formula for coefficient of correlation (r):
r = Sxy
Ns s 
x y
where: x - X (number of times a particular phoneme
occurs in the G-a sample). - X (average 
number of occurrences of phonemes in G-a 
sample).
y = Y - Y (ditto for Adangme sample).
s = standard deviation of 
x
s = standard deviation of y
Alternative writing for computer;
RHO = NQ xy - Sx Sy ___ _
VnSx2-(Sx)2 Vl'TSy2 - (Sy)2
= (EN * SXY -SX * SY)/SQRTE 
* (BN * SYS - SY * SY)
scored In G-a.
scores in Adangme
(BN * SXS - SX * SX)
Q 7
where; SX = sum of x SXS = sum of x2
2SY = sum of y SYS = sum of y
SXY = sum of SX and SY
SQHTF =s square root function
EN = total number of pairs of variables (pairs 
of like phonemes).
11* Berry (1952, pg.37) states that ’’the pronunciation 
of these vowels differs little between the 2 languages...” 
The positions of the G-a vowels £ and £, as shown on the 
chart (of oral vowels only) in Berry 1951 (pg.3) are 
slightly closer than the positions of Adangme £ and £ as 
shown on the chart in Apronti 1966 (pg.127), and those 
of Ga e and jo are slightly more open than the positions 
of Adangme e and £ according to Apronti, which are exactly 
at cardinals 2 and 7 respectively.
The display of vowels in Berry 1952 (pg.37) would 
seem to imply that in both languages £ and £ (in Berry 
1952, e and S) are closer than cardinal vowels 3 and 6 
respectively, whereas according to Apronti (op.cit. pg.127) 
Adangme £ and £ are slightly more open, but closer than 
Adangme £ and £.
12. By deliberate speech is meant the type used in
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answer to the question "How do you say...?” It is not 
necessarily hesitant or particularly slow. By 
"discursive speech" is meant the speech of text and 
c onve rs at i ons.
13. Terraced-level languages, which mean essentially 
languages with phonemic tone and downdrift, were first defined 
in Weimers (1959).
1U. Especially in J. Stewart with Schachter and
Weimers (19&5).
15* Ansre (1961). Pages 22-3 are particularly relevant. 
Chapter 2
1. Berry (1952 pg.33) states that tlw is found in Ga 
"almost exclusively in loanwords ftom Twi".
2. This hypothetical intermediate stage receives direct 
attectation in Protten’s form "Piande" ’afternoon’, cf 
modern Ga Jwane, modern Adangme pyanl ’afternoon’.
3. A short word list of Se-Zoghadji was collected hy 
the author while on a visit to Lomez in August 1965. The
up
informant was a seventeen-year-old hoy who had grown/in
AU
Se-Zoghadji and/recently arrived in Lome7 on a visit.
U, Barhot (17W, pg.4U8) mentions "the village Ponni,
at the end of the Gold Coast". Meredith (1812) marks
Hpony H on a map. But in 1858, Zimmerman writes HKponH. 
Chapter 3
1. Tone marking of verbal bases in isolation is
based on the tone of the base in independent verbs with 
all grammatical systems unmarked (see 5.2).
2. Akan hw is phonetically very similar to Ga jfw,
and Akan hy to Ga 1. 1
3. That is, the number of filled spaces in the chart 
was divided by the total number of spaces in the chart.
Bach language was calculated separately, so that if a 
consonant did not occur in CV verbal bases of a particular 
language, it was not included in counting the total number 
of places on the chart for that language. Thus the total 
number of possible CV-shape verbal bases in Ga does not 
include CV where C is
Chapter U
1. A procedure similar to the subtractive procedure for
obtaining shape and meaning of extensions defined in Guthrie 
(1982) is adopted here. However, since most extensions in 
Ga or Adangme are non-productive and semantically irregular, 
and the purpose of this descussion is to indicate the 
possibility of greater productivity in the past, Guthriefs 
comparative criterion of semantic regularity is not used.
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2. Personal communication.
3. The high tone of the first syllable is the negative 
marker (5.2.1.3).
4. This verb is Quoted from Okunor (1962, 2.4.2).
5. Berry (1952 pg.57). Christaller (1933) also
gives verb stems with s. and t at G^.
6. J.M. Stewart, personal communication. According
to Dr. Stewart, Awutu h corresponds to Akan f and to Ga f, 
Adangme £. cf Stewart 1967.
Chapter 5
■J.WJul LI .fcJlnWIMHWili .
1. That is, at primary delicacy, the work or words 
occurring between pronoun and independent verb are all 
members of the sub-class ’dependent verb*. At secondary 
delicacy there are sub-classes of dependent verb, according 
to the order in which the verbs occur (5.2.1.1-3, 5.2.2.1-6). 
This is not paratactic linear recursion, such as occurs in
a clause containing several predicates (5.4)? because the 
structure is multivariate (cf Huddleston ^1963.).
2. In Kropp (1964) these are ,fseries A” pronouns.
3. See Apronti (1967s 3.2.2.), The Series B pronouns 
of Kropp (1964) are eliminated by this analysis.
4. In Puplampu (1952) and in Kropp (l9645 A.1.22.) it is
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stated that we can occur in either position, hut this is 
probably not true of any mono-dialectal speaker.
5. See 6.1.1.11, fn 1.
6. Unless it is a hack vowel and the consonant is 
labialized. This includes w in Krobo hut not in Ada.
Thus Krobo wu-i^> wi, hut Ada wu- i -=? wui.
7. Christaller (1875 pp.59-60). In Asante, only the 
length variant and not the -re- forms are used.
8. It is suggested in Stewart (1966(2),2.3), that
Ga was influenced hy proto-Tano, the common ancestor
<n
of Akan, Nzema and Bawule. Since/the geographically
nearest dialect of Akan, Akwapim, the length variant of 
the present tense marker is not usual, as it is in the 
geographically more distant Asante/ it seems likely that 
the borrowing, if it is a borrowing, occurred before these 
dialects had attained their present character.
9. pi has a restricted occurrence at vs in the first 
of two groups.
10. For previous use of the term "ingressive” see
Christaller 1875 96 pg.6l.
11. By Ansre (1966(2), 3*3*1.2.1.2, 3.3.1.2.1.3), particles
aug and rep. All Ewe examples and information in this 
chapter are from this source.
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Chapter 6
1. A similar assimilation takes places when the
Command, system is realized hy - zmo (5.2.2.6), thus
sumo 11 ove ’ ~> suu-mo^ 11 ove * t 
20 The forms ef &i, ef tfg. i are listed hy Zimmerman
(1856), hut are now obsolescent. Concerning the suffix
see 6.1.1.25 below.
3. I am indebted for most of these examples to
Mr. A.O. Kodwo-Mensah.
U. This example is from Apronti (1967?pg.121, 3.3.U).
3. See also Apronti (1967? 6.3.3.1).
6. In Ansre (1966) especially 3.3.1.2.1.2-3. The Ewe 
example given here is from that work.
7. ■ Ansre cites as rare example (3.3.1.2.2.3) the clause
me no-a mo zo-m fI used to walk1 
no is analyzed as a past tense particle, and zo as the only 
verb present. Yet -a is normally suffixed to verb stems? 
and no is homophonous with a verb stem (3.3.1.2.1.1 fn 21). 
Such an example suggests that the Ewe construction may once 
have been closer to the Adangme type than it is at present.
8. As described in Ansre (1963). The examples are 
drawn from that paper.
9. Ansre 1966(1) and (2).
3
Chapter 7
1. See Chapter 1 fn 6.
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